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ABSTRACT

Recent international investigations into new advanced materials have shown that the

intennetallic compound, RuAl, possesses pJ.ornisingcharacteristics for high-temperature use

in corrosive environments. In order to optimise production of this alloy, an understanding

of the R.u-Al system is necessary.

This investigation assesses the validity of the ex.istingphase diagrams for this system, using

opticru microscopy) sCiI.lUlingelectron microscopy, X-ray diffraction, and exploratory

thermal analysis. It is proposed that, below 50 at% Ru, the phase diLlgt'am consists of a

cascade of peritectic reactions.
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In 1963 Schwornma171 stated that be obtainer.t a mixture of RuA12 and RnAl in samples

containing 33.3 at% Ru by a slow cool from 17500C to 13S0°C over 3 hoUl'S,which he

stated agreed with \)browski's phase diagram. Further infonnlltion regardir,g the bent

treatment was not provided. The specimens were used for X-ray investigations. He also

recorded the possibUity of problems with contamination from silicon and oxygen.

In 1965 Edshammar(8), without reference to Obmwski's work, investigated the crystal

structure of RU4A11:\' He oOll\pm-ed Ru"Al1a with FC"All3 and found the same prismatic

twinned structure, and so deduced the ruthenium-aluminium intennetaJJic to have the same

crystal strueture, He found that R"-4AlI3 bad similar atomic co"ordinntion numbers to

Fo"Al". but was more shnilnr to Os"Al1!1' He also found that .. • atoms were abSCllt from

some o~l:he bJ~'jS in Ru"Al13 which were partially (30-70%) occupied by Al in 1~e"Al13and

Co.,A11:!'He said that F04Al13 is L'1e ideal composition of FeA1:s,and hence it has been

assumed that he considers Ru"Al13 to 1)() the ideal composition of Obrowsld's RuA13•

A year Inter Edshamtnnr published an X-ray Inv(;stigation of this systcml01• He identifiw

the phases RU4All31 RuAI, RUzA13,RuA12 and tlte extra phase RuAl.2,51 uhin, XM1'ay powder

methods. The phase R11At2.s was Lnly observed in the are..melted lIamples and not in the

heat-treated on08(91, Table :?..2 i!l a list of the phases found in Edshammat's samples(9J•



Table 2.1: Obrowsld's Samplcs[41.

- _, - ...
Ru Content (at%) Phases Present Etl:hed Colour of

(According to O~owski) Phase._ - =i

96.3 R."~rlch solid solution white
FlO 19" _....__ --83.5 Primary Ru-rich solid St"~ution white
FIO 12 RuAl (eutectic with Ru-rich solid) black_u_

1--
67 PrlmlU}' RuAI white

FIO 13 Rn-rich solid solution (eutectic with black
RuAl)- ~ -SO RuAl dark grey

FI020 +wbhc~~.--- ...

33 Prr.muy RuAI white
FIO 14 Rtl1Al3 datk grey

:~' - .~
33 Primacy RuAl white

FI021 ~~A13 black'_ _"._..
25 Primacy RU1A13 black

FI(~ 15 RuAJ6 (eutectic with RUaA13) whito
","_ .. RlIAl) (transformed from eutectic) gl'Cy

tr .. ~~.~ ...........,.~..-........-~-~~.....1------==,.-
19.3 Primary RU2A13 black

FlO 16 RuA~ (cute(lti~with RU;aAl) white
RuA12 (trallsf()r1ned from Ru2A13) grey__ I ,__ ... ;;ot ....... ,.."._~. ".....=I""'~~~~..,,_---~ ...~....,._,-- ,,""'....... .......................... "....

1.9.3 R~A13 in eutectic blaok
FIG 22 (local RuA1II in eutectic white

nrclt at high mag.) RuAli (tmnsf(mned from RU:lA13) grey--~ ...~,~--~~~C<j<~""'_"'~r~r~~

13.75 RuAt., (need1e~like) grey
PIG 17 RuAl1:t (pelitectic) white

[ AI (eutectic with RuAI,,) black
~_" ... "'","'i"~~,~ __ .""'-"""~"~'lI,",,, ....~~...,~~, __ ..,._.~_._ .......

0,5 RuAl1:t (eutectic with AI) white
~18 ...•. _ . _ A1__ __",--~~=bla~

·Obrows!d's figUIC numbers
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:RuAlz, as well as the Al-rich phase bOllndnry of R~Al~.

Table 2.1 contains a list of the samples which Obrowski depicted in his publication[41,

together with hi'"figure numbers, the phases idcntified~ and their etched colour. Most of the

snmples were f.ltched with MUrakami's reag"nt, e~cept for the snmple containing 96.3 nt%

Ru, which was electrolytically etched with a 10% KeN solution using an alternating

current.

Obrowsld stated that the sampltJs were ttsubjected to various h~~ilttrcnbnents,,(41, but did not

give specific details, which makes his work very difficult to follow and verify. 'The only

deplcted mierostrllcture for Wb{"hhe did specify the heat treatment is the sample containIng

96.3 at% Ru. This alloy was annealed for two hours at 1800°C. The eaptlon fo-( tho other

figures stated Iisolidified in crucible"["l, except r"r that of tho sample containing 33 at% RUt

which stated "slowly solidified in cruclule".

It can be seen (in Table 2.1) that the colours of the phases are inconsistent, oven though

they were supposed to have been etched wlth the same solution. For example. the phase

R.uA16.is grey in one sample and white in Mother; RuAl is bluek or white in different

samples, as is tho Ru-rich solid solution; RU1A1, is black or dark grey. The latter result

could be duo to different etching times.

6



phase. He stated that the Al"rich phases are line compounds Le, they do not exist over

dlscernable ranges in composition. He could not find any detectable solubility of Ru in AI,

but determined the solubility of Al in Ru to be a maximum of about 4 at%' at the eutectic

temp6latute of 1920oC:1: 20QC. The euteetlc composition, corresponding to t.':te reaction L

~ RuAl + Ru-rlch solid solution, was found to be 10 at% Ru, RuAl was found to melt

congtucnt1y at 2060QC and 50 nt% Ru, and there is a peritectic reaction at about 1600QC

and 40 at% Ru to form RUzA13 (1'.. + RuAl ~, RuzA13). :Both RuAlllnd Ru2A13 were found.

to have wide composition tatlBes (up to 9 at%). However the Inttcll'compound was found

to be unstable at lower tempera.tures and decomposed eut.e(~toidallyElt about l0000C to Conn

RuAl and RuN:!.. Obrowski also proposed thilt the compound RuAl6 melted congruently and

fanned a eure.ctic with RUzA13at about 13OO°C on its Ru-rich side. Below this temperature

he observed the formation of RuA13via a peritectoid reaction between RuAJ6 and R~Al:;

(depicted as occurring at 12000C in Fi$ure 2.2). To accommodate his obsenrations and

above-mentioned proposnls, Ob:rowsld suggested that RuAlz fomied via I.\. peritectoid

reaction between RuAla am,1 RuzAI, at about llOO°C (Figt1X'i\ 2.2)"

Obrowskl proposed that the phase RuAln is formed via a peritl~ctic reaction involving

RuA4 (L + RuAl4 -> RuAll~' 'The reported coarse needle~1ike strueture of RuA~ was taken

to indicate that the phn!{eis It primary one, The final reaction was said to be the fannadon

of a eutectio mixture of Al and RuA11z with the eutecdc point I1t 0.5 (\t% Ru, near the

melting point of pure aluminium. Obrowski stated that be was unsure ot' the solid state

relntinnships in the region 20 to 40 Ilt% RU; this includes the formation of RllA13 and

•All compositlons are expressed in atomic percetnages
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Figure 2.2 depicts Shunk's((ilinterpretation of the information provided hy Obrow~ki, and

is much clearer than Obrowski's original diagram, although the information is the same.

Figure 2.2: The Ru-Al phase diagram as interpreted by Shunkt61,

O~rowski's[41 publisbed phase diagram comprised two congntently nl~lting intcnnetallics,

tbree eutectic reaedone, two peritectic reactions. two pcritectoid :reactions. and a eutectoid

reactlon, Tho phase diugnun i3 described below in his terms, working from the ruthenium-

rich end.

Obrowski(4J proposed the existence of six intcrmetallic componnds in this system: RuAl.

Ru~Ai3' RuAl21 RuAJa, RuA161 and RuAll~' but was l1"1S\1te of the composition of'the latter

4



Various worker.s have stuelled the ruthenium-aluminium system and the results have been

dissitnill1\', 1'his review has been divided into sections pertaining to the different areas of

the research» to aid comparison, and the widely differing manufacturing teohniques

employed by the investigators.

2.1 Phases ltnd Phase Relationships

The first ruthenium-alumlnium phase diagram was published in 1963 byObrowski[<lJ(Figure

2.1), and was based upon experimental observations. Microscopic. X·ray, and

thcrmoar \\lytical techniques were employed to detennine tho compositions of the phases

and their phnse relationships.

Figure 2.1: 111C Ru·Al phnse dinsrnm as drawn by Obrowski[41.

3



methods of manufacture, and the available techniques resulted in inhomogeneous samples.

Attempts at homogenlsation treatments were largely unsuccessful due to the very slow

diffusion rates encountered in this system.1-litJh temperature investigations were limited by

lack of suitable equipment.

The available literature bas been reported and reviewed. The nlloys used for this

investigation were manufactured in vadous ways, but most were melted in It button arc

furnace, Characterisation of the alloys was undertaken using optical microscopy, scanning

electron microscopy. energy dispersive analysis of X-rays, and X..ray diffraction

experiments. The results are presented in two chapters; the lU'st covers the higher

aluminium content alloys. and the second covers alloys with 28 at% to SOat% ruthenium.

(Investigations beyond these compositions were not necessary, since there is only one

reaction in the high ruthenium region of the phase diagram.) Finally, a phase diagram is

proposed with the modification of It cascade of peritectic reactions on the Al-rlch Bideof

RuAl.

At an intermediate stage, the work was presented at the Electron Microscopy Society ot
South Africa Conference 1993 (Berg-en"dal). 'rho paper is contained in Appem:J:btI.
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1 lNTRQD!JCTION

Intermetalllcs are solid-state chemical compounds which are formed between two (or more)

metals. They often have small ranges of composition and the most useful have very high

melting points. These compounds are generally brittle at room temperature, and much

research has been conducted since the 1950s into improving their mechanical properties and

investigation of possible high-temperature applications.

Interest in the Ru~Al blnary system was provoked by Fleischer!), who claimed that the

intennetallic compound RuM, already known to have a high melting point, also had

relatively good room-temperature toughness. Raub and W(lppersnow{2} had also shown tbat

it bas high corrosion resistance ever a range of temperatures. Difficulties with production

of these alloYS(31 necessitated Ii better understanding of this system. Uncertainty of the

original phase diagram!4] was instigated by a later publicationls) which stated that it is

Incorrect,

The pur~ose of this investigation was to determine the applicability of the published phase

dillgrams(4,5] to the ruthenium p aluminium system and to modify these diagrams. if

necessary, A small part of the investigation involved a brief look at the crystal structures

and lattice parameters of the various lntermetallic compounds formed by these two

elements.

'l'hrJ investigation was made difficult by the inhomogeneity of the samples, which resulted

from a number of causes. The large difference ill melting points of the elements limited the

1
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Bdshammar's observed values were reported to agree with calculated data(91. He also

predicted the inter-atomic distances (Table 2.1) in the RuAlz lattice.

Table 2.7: RuAl;!.interatomic distances <A), as calculated. by Edshanunar[gl.

-"- ._-- -- - . ~.=,::::::=::
Atomic Relationship I Distance (A) Atomic Relationship Distance (A)

Ru ~ 4 All I 2.57 Ai - 2 Ai 2.60
2 Al 2.64 2 Ai 2.68
4 AI J :'..73 1Al 2.73
4Ru 3.20 2 Ru 2.57

1 Ru 2.64

~._~===,== ~~¥ _ llt_j
Bdshnmmar could not obtain single crystals of RuAt~. The structure of this phase was fiOt

(~;,tennined, but the correspondlng l'efiections were listed (Table 2.8).

Table 2.8: RUAl_2.$reflections obtained by Edshammar (CuK<x1)!91.

medium 0.0237--~--·--'~·------·--=------~·--~IImedium 0.0390'_" __ ~_""_""__"iI>~I-·_~ 1I

0.0557weak
Ir---,_~·::,,-~~----
~ ..~s__®~ng_~.__-+,~. 0._.0~5~64_·__ ~._~' __ ~1

0.0570medium

It should be noted that the luttice structures and paramesers determined by Edshnmmar8•9)

contradict those reported by Obrowsk)t41. The conflicting published re~ults are summarised
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Table 2.': Coll1parisan of Edsbamll1ar~a RuAl:z Ouini"'f powder pattl.'1I'll (CuICal)~) and

SchwOllUnn'g RuAlz rotating crystal data (CrKa)(11.

·f_~ =~- --'~-'~:r.:="----',-,_-_.----- := .~-===
l!c!Wmmu $chwamilla

:-- _~""i

b):l .infO ... d... (tlnl) J.... .LI'$... !l... (1lIII) J...
j'.

111 0.0435. 0.361912 11\ O.097G o.~ 11\

202._ 0.06'T12 G.29S999 al+ 0.1514 0»4396 m
1-- ro-

1\3 O.1OSOl
".

0.237623 III 0.2336 0.11700e '"
311 0.117$1 0.224705 .1 0.2622 0.2:23107 "tt

004 0.12lt9 o.il9731 m+ O.27~6 O~ltS97 m.-O"~ 0.13131 O.201.VI Jt 0.3070 0.206741 Jt

120 0.\1350 0.203340 III 0.3192 0.~.51 'f('
I-

400 0.14713 G.200340 'II' 0.3114 0.200194 \lVI-- ._-
313 N"'~ 0.3917 M.1414 .t

US 0.1'1900 o.U2lJ63 m Not ........

11$ O~ 0.161296 vw 0.5070 o,lEOrl6 \IW1----
131 0.2.$686 0.m91S \IW 0,$130 0.16l327 \IW

S 11 O.26$M o,t4?m VVtr.--- _ ..__ .- "",__~s=_~... 0.5920 0.1~81'T9 It

224 O.uu,o O,1~9IU III
....... ~ .......... '~:~:;.tt"""""'~~ _~""*~~~ ..._...~~

11_ ...... _"_0 ~_'" 0~O'!'~_r--0.:!:!!2!!_.,.. -!_", ",_!·600L-_1-271~,,~..,..-!._
4u O.2l)J~9 0,1#213 III D.6318 O.lMOOO w'

~~~~- ~' ~g':j*"'~~~~-*--'-r---"",,"{I
3 I $ O.JIlI99 1).1<10169 III O.li694 O.l4()(.~' m'1---- -"I--- ..~-.t-- ..-~,,-.....t--- __,,_"
"06 O.3131i6 0,137531 VVI 0,69'4 Q,\373G4 VYIr-~"""'" ~~.a::f-~.~ ~~:II~.ulI"-{·----i---1I
.1 :I ~ O.31G3. 0.136$1" VVt &.70$0 O.I3M27 vw

W1C' ........... ',.,_ ~~.~ .. ~~""""~~~"'''''*'''=~~''''~......a._,~~,.,-'''II!'.'':'''*'.i''' --~il
5 I :I O.SW' 0.134707 \IYI 0,'12.19 0.1;1.1634 VYi,..;...,.--+- _-*'---l '-~--=--I=~=~......--~.'1---1-----1"--
33 I 0.3307. 01331131 '" 0.1316 0.133914 m'

.-----------==-- ......._--
-KEY: vvw := very very wenk; vw =: very weak; w ;; wc"k; m ;; medium;

at .. strongi vat • very strong
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Table 2.5: Edshnmmat's RuAlu Guinier powder pattern (CuKal) * annealed at 1100009).

II!bc

weak
medium

;'-'~~==--=h7IJ
0.01160 00:2-I-------,--...fl
0.04630 004

strong 0.06547 1 0 1
~-,-·,--..t____""""''''''-..J------II

medium 0.08856 10 3
11-·----1----4-,,, ,--

strollg 0.12517 1 10~~ ~--~-~-"-'-~-~'~--'---41
very &trong 0.13483 1OSI~-----~~--~·'--~------·~I

1 14medium 0.17140

Both Bdshammnrt9) and Schwommal11 published diffraction data for the compound RuA~

(Table 2.6). These two workers reported that the phase has a TiS;' structure type with Fddd

symml.')tty. Sehwommll's data. is similar to that obtained by Edshammtll't Ule only noticeable

excepdon being the (8 1 3) plane in Edsbammllt"s data which occurs in the same position

in tnt) tl\blo as the (3 1 3) pllUto in Schwomma's results, It appears that the reported (8 1

3) plnne is a misprint of (J 1 3) for two rensons. Firstly, the former is a very high index

lin" and should thus be reported. much lntcr in tho table. (The Hnes usually nppcnr in

approximate ascending order of (h2 *' k.2 *' 1~). Seconwy, tho plano spacing (d) wu

Qllleulatecl fot' both sets of indices. and only that of (3 1 3) matched with the observed

value. The :test of the (h k I) values nrc in agreement, but the sin2e va: ~es do not match,

be<muso different radiations were used. Tht; plnne spacings were calculated from the

observed sInz6 values, and these Wrote n very close match for the two s~ts of data (Table

2.6). Most of the reported intensity estimations ate the same or similar. The lACk of hisher

order pcrdcs in Edsbammftr's data is possibly due to the technique which was employed.
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--- ':="'.~-:=:.~ -- -- - - -- :::

hid .In'i).. r..""'.,_-110 0.01144 V¢r1 weak_- ~
111 0.01348 weak- - --....

, 111 0.01147 w~nk...,
201 0.01839 very very weak... ---- ... .,..-*-
2U 0.01859 v¢r1wcak

ry" ...""""
202 0.03442 .1t0ttJ.l... .........._

~ 03 (l,O'4&2 stror.g~- -_. --020 ____J:~:!3!_. mc:411,1lTl........................................ .....- .....................
003 0;03626 $1t?1lg~ .. -- ~....,._..- - .........
401 0.03713 medium-- -~~ ---02.1 0.03246 VI:Jt'Y w¢lk- ---._400 0.04164 slrOng... -
402 O.04J94 .IrOnS.. .. -

220/221 ..0.04582' v~ry altOna----
022 1).05154 'l.I'OI'Ig -

401/113/221;;'22/403 ..0.05380 vCIIYSf.\'OuC---- -
203 0.05854 VI:JY weak- .~--------
204 0.05912 vcrywoak

f--~_""'''_''''''--''''''
004 M64SfI "'01)' weak-.. -
'1.:2:1. 0.06982 v«y weak- --- ,-- ...._----_......
223 0.07026 ,~,ery wealt_._ - ..--
023 0.01775 "tttY weak-- ='--:--- ~t;= ........".=

Edshammnr again calculated sin2e values for the RuAl1•s compound, and found gO(.\d

p.grr.emcnt with those observed(9),

4'Edshnmnar displayed some values as approxlmnres since they were an average
tefl~tion from a number of planes
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Obrowsld(41, Edsbanunarl8,91, and Schwommat1l undertook structural studies of the

compounds formed in the ruthenium~llluminium system. Edshammar used n Quimor

focusing camera with CuKa1 radiation to determine the cell dimensions of the compounds,

and employed the rotating crystal method in a Weissenberg camera with molybder1l'..n K

radiatior.t to investigate the symmetry in the lattice struCturcS(S,91.Schwommal.'1)also used a

rotating CIy8t1ll method 1M his study of RuAl2, but made usc of chromium K« radiation.

T(i~ 'Powder difu.'action pattern of Ru"Al1" as observed by EdslilUnltUlrB1, is given in Table

2.4. Only those reflections which be actually observed have been reported bere. Edshammar

calculated sin2e and intensity values for this pattern, and there was very good agreement

between,t!te observed and t1alculated values. He predicted the space group of this compound

to "". t;;Vm and also predicted the interatomic distances in the l~ttice.

The }Sist sln2S value does not fit tho trend of the other values in T'i.ble 2.4. The calculat.:d

value (from the Mi11er indice)s) is 0.07170, thus the former is tho" ~ht to be It misprint of

0.07175.

Edshammar attempted to obtaln a single~phase sa.'11pl.eof lRu2A1a (RuAlj,5) by allncating an
I

alloy containing 40 nt% Ru at 800~1200uC(9).According to Obrowski's phase diagram, hflnt

treatment of this alloy above lOOO°Cshould have resulted in the desired microstructure,

However, Edshammur's attempts were unsuccessful, and. the diffraction pattern of Ru"A13

(Table 2.5) was obtained aftor subtntcdng tho spectrum of the still-presont RuA12•

16



Figure 2.4: Variations of the At-rich end of the Phase Dfagram,

2.2 Lattice Parameters
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The structures and parameters of the elemental eemponent» are shown in Table 2.3. The

d"spacings can be found in Appendix. XX.

=====.======~~==~~;r~~==~==~~=~;~==~w.~.====
ELEMEtTT Ru Al

1'nble 2.3: Crystallographic data of the elements!12l,

STRUCTURE Close packed
hexngonnl

Face centred
cubic

0.40494LAmCE 1\
PARAMETER (run) c~~~~~~~==========~

0.27058
0.4-2819
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phases ate beyond the scope of this investigation, and will not be discussed any further.

Anlage undertook Differential Scanning Calorimeter (PSC) measurements on four alloys

to obtain the reaction temperatures. At various compositions be identified peaks

corresponding to the stable (L ~ RuAle!+ Ai-rich) eutectic at 652°C, the peritectic reaction

L + R.U"Al13~ RuA4 (723°C), and for the liquidus. At faster cooling rates of 20 K I,nino

,

(as opposed. to 10 Kmino1), RuA~ could not fonn perltectically, and instead fanned by a

eutectic reaction at 652()C. He differentiated between peritectic reactions and crossing of

the liquidus by the shape of the peaks, and their presence or absence all heating and.
cooling. He assumed that on heating an alloy, the liquidus line would be missed because

the amount of the melting species would decrease steadily to zero, and so no discernable

final reaction could occur. On cooling there would be a continuous deflection starting at

the Uquidus and ending when solidification was complete. Conversely, a peritectic reaction

would always be present, on both heating and COO1inIJ, and would have a distinct sharp

peak. From these deductions h<'Jwas able to identify the peak at 1403°C as beIng a

peritectic peak (after his alloy was pre-annealed at this temperature).

Anlage's diagram and the aluminicm rich end of Obrowsld'3 diagram are shown together

in Fisure 2.4 for ease of comparison.
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Anlage employed scanning electron microscopy. X..ray dlffracrion, and thermal analysis to

determine his phase diagram. The phase diagram depicts the formation of RU4A113 at

1403°C via a peritectic reaction; the peritectic fOlmation of RuAI, at 723°C from RU4A113i

and a eutectic reaction between RuAI, and At at 652°C. Accordingly, all of his alloys

below 20 at% Ru contained the phases Ru"A113t RuAl" and AI. The phase analyses were

obtained using standardless energy dispersive X-ray (BDX) analysis, He found that Ru"Al13

contained 24.1 at% Ru and RuA4 contained 15.9 at% Ru, and assumed the stoichiometric

compositions of 23.6 and 14.3 at% Ru for R~Al13and RuAJ, respectively (Figure 2.3), The

sample containing 10 at% Ru contained needles of Ru4:Al13 with a peritectic layer of R.uAl,

around them, when cooled at 1 K per minutc{$l.However. when cooled at 20 K per minute,

the RuAlcshad not fonned around the needles. Anlage concluded that the·"formation of

RuAl, is a very Sltlggish reaction which is bypassed at the cooling rate of 20 K min·ht[S),

He stated that the peritectic grow (;. of the RuAJ, phase was continuous, and that of Ru4Al13

is along atomic ledges. Tho different growth mechanisms provide different morphologies

to the pbases; hence RU4All3 is facetted and RuAI, is non-facetted (nllotriomorphic). The

phase RllA11Z was not observed in this investigation, even at very slow I~oolingrates of 1

Kper min.

It is interesting to note that Anlage admitted the difficulty in obtaining homt.-geneity in his

alloys. The Al-rlch solid solution was pres('.lt in some higher Ru content alloys (20 at%

Ru), and Ru"A113was also found where it should have been decomposed peritecticnlly (L

+Ru"Al13 ~ RuA14). Anlage states that ill his mechanical alloyed powders he detected the

presence of an amorphous rnetastable phllsel51•He also reports tho (onnation of icosahedral

phases in the rogioll2.4 to 23.5 at% Ru by mpid solidifioation[$l,However, these metastable

13



hours and quenched in water. In his conclusions he stated that "the'metastable ~u phase

was observed in the ll11oysullll. He presumed that RuA16 Wh3 metastable on tho basis of

Obrowski's work. Varich found that, when cooling from 1400°C at 1~ OOg.5"\ tlte

solubllity of Ru in the AI-rich solid solution increases linearly with composition to a

maximum of 3.23 at% Ru, Maximum solubility as a result of superheat was obtained at

t360oC. Varich also reponed that the metastable solid solutions have high bond fon:es~and

thus have "considerable thermal stabUitytl[ItJ.

In 1988 Anlage!S)stated that the AI·rlch end ofObrowskj!s phase diagram is incorrect, and

proposed lnodificllllons for tho region below 26 at% Ru (Figure 2.3),

Figure 2.3: Phase diagl1iJIl proposed by Anlage(S),
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Additionally. the formation ofR~AI::l during heat treatment also indicates a greater stability

than Obrowski's reported lower limit of _lOOO°Ct41. The samples containing 14 at% and

20 at% Ru consisted only of Ru"Al13 and Al after arc-melting. ACCOrding to Obrowski's

phase diagram one would expect to observe RuA4 and possibly RuAll2 in these samples

as well. Edshammar's results may reflect lower temperatures of formation for RuAl(j and

RuAl1;l than was suspect~ by Obrowskl, which renders them more difficult to form with

the given heat treatment. Edshammar also claims to have observed "one or more' additional

CsCHike phases around the composition RuAl'l{91 in samples heat treated between 800°C

and 1200°C, but no comprehensive X·ra~i data was reported. He suggested that further work

t\t about lOOO°C was necessary to deduce the phase relationships in the central part of the

phase diagram. He thought. that part of the problem with interpretation could be due to slow

reactions and possible contamination or the samples.

In 1968 Edshammar extended his investigation of the Ru·AI system to incorporate 'the

phase RuAltjUOI.His samples contained less than 23 at% Rn and were arc-melted, annealed

at 6(;OOC, and then water-quenched. The phases RU4All~1 RuA~, and the Al-rieh solid

solution were observed, but the samples did not contain RuAl12• This may be because the

temperature of formndon of RuAll2 is actually lower than Obrowsld proposed, at because

tho phese does not exist.

In 1973 Varichtl11conducted an lnvesdgarion into the effects of rapid solidification on tbe

solubility in Ru·Al alloys, He used alloys containing less than 4.16 a~% R\1 and cooled

them at 106 deg.s'', Varich determined the equilibrium solubility afRu in Al to be less than

0.03 at.~. This value was obtained from samples which had been annealed at 650QC for SO
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It can be seen that RU:lA13is not present in any of the arc-melted samples, but formed after

the anneal at 950°C in samples between 36.36 - 44.44 at% Ru, In his text(91, Bdshammar

ambiguously states that Ru2Al, (initially described as RuAlu) was formed in heat treated

alloys that had previously. contained RuAl_2.5 upon quenching, which suggestS a direct

transformation between b~ese two intermetallic phases. His table of samples, however. 'ioes

not reflect such a transformation.

The RuA~ phase was found to foon (where it had not existed befote) in alloys in the tange

27 .. 30.77 at% Ru, It appeared to be stable over a wide range of temperatures (1;0. found

before and after heat treatment) between 33.33 and 44.44 at% Ru, The phase RuA1..1$was

found in the arc-melted samples in the composition range 27 ' 33.33 nt% Ru. Some phases

found in the arc-melted samples disappeared with the heat treatment. These included: n.uA1

(sometimes), RuAt).sI and Ru4All3• The last phase, RU4Al13t is formed over a wide

. composition range of 14 - 33.33 a\ flI., Ru, whereas RuAI~2.5is fonned only between 27 and

33.33 at% Ru, according to this investigation. Itis important to realise that the composition

ranges quoted above are not the absolute limits ot the phase fields, but only the

compositions of tho alloys in this particular work.

The cll,Ulges in structure are due to reactions and ttilfll'i.~~llilU.~.6tIS, and these should be

cOn[~hl~nt with the Ru·Al phase diagram. The phases observed in the samples containing

36.315Ilt% to 66.67 at% Ru, prior to heat treatment, agree with Obrowski's phase diagram

(Figulto 2.2). However, the phase Ru~A13WIJ.S not observed in the arc-melted samples,

wherelll:· Obrowskl's phaGe diagram shows its peritectic formation at about 1600oC. Thus

one wuuld expect to observe this phase in as-cast samples of the appropriate compositions.
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Table 2.2: Edshammar's Samples[91•

Atomic % Ru Phases identified Phases identified after I
after arc-melting I Weokat9S~..

No hem treatment •66.67 Ru
RuAl

57.14 Ru No heat treatment
RuAl

50 RuAl No heat treatment-
44.44 RuA! RuAl?"

RuAlz RUzA13
RuAlz

40 RuAl RUzA13
RuAlz RnAl:/.

RuA!?

36.36 RuAl2 R\lA~
RuA! RU2Al~,

33.33 RuAlz RuA}z
Trace Rl1Atu

-- Tmce RU4Al13 .-
30.77 RuAt2.5 RuA}z

RU4A1l:l
Trace RuAlz ~-

28.57 RuAt2.~ RuA}z
1{u4Al13 Trace RU4Al13

27 RuAt2.5 RuAlz
Ru"Al13 RU4Al13

1--- 2S Ru"A113 RU4A113.
20 Ru4Al13 No heat treatment

,--14 AI _.--
Ru4A113 No heat treatment

IL_ Al- ~

·RuM? refers to "CsCl"like phases"[91 which Bdshammar identified from the sample
powder diffraction patterns.
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containing equal quantities of potassium chloride and sodium oblN'1!~ (which had

previously been tested on pure aluminium) was poured over the alumh......n pellets and

rothe.dum powder. The fumace was preheated to 12000C and thl' Cl11,ciblowas inserted for

about 10 minutes. The crucible was then I:tt\llsfetred to another furnace which had been

prebeated to lOOOoC and was furnace cooled to approximately 7S0oC before water-

quencbing,

3.1.6 Sinter ..Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP) technique

Another snmplct RU.I:Alu-b, WIlSproduced by melting aluminium pdllets and compacted

Ru powder in a zirconia crucible with an argon. overpressure. The reason for applying A

high pressure was to attempt to reduce the loss of aluminium by vaporisatton. The cbarge

wus heated to lS200C with an argon overprcss~l'C of 1 bar (750 torr). After 30 mi&i~i¢~at

temperature, the overpressure wns increased to 4S bar (33753 torr) and the temperature was

held fol' another gO minutes. The temperature was thol\ reducc~d to ll00oC, which,

ac:cordinS to Obl'Owaki'a phnse diagram (Figure 2.2), is in the solid state tcgian t'or this

cot.ilpo&ltion. This tcmpcraturo was ..lso held for an hour and thti sample WIUlfuma~e

cooled. TIll'>applJed pressure was only diminished once cooling was complete,

3.1.1 I11duction furnace method

The allo)' RU3$:AJ6,,,n was produced in. an inductlOl\ furnace in an argon atmosphere. The

nlundnlum pellets were rolled into dis08 and placed in a zirconia cn.,clblc and the ruthenium

powder was sprinkled between the discs. 'rhe crucible was inserted into a graphite SUllccptor
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exothermic reaction, into a structure which was stable at tho high tcmpemtlWs reached

(about 1400°C).Just after the reaction had occurred. argon was released into tho chamber.

Tho presstue was 400 mbar (300 torr) when the maximum temperature was reached. Aftar

fumace"cooling, the product was found to be fragile and dissociated, and was thus

unsuitable as a sample in this investigation.

Since this procedure did not yield satisfactory results, the product of this metbod was

subsequently remelted in an electtic Q.l'C furnace. The furnaco chamber was pumped out to

1 X 10·2.torr lUl.d :flushed with argon twice. It was then filled with argon to just below

nt:nl0sphcric pressure (7GOtorr). Titanium was again used as an oxygen and nitrogon getter.

nle compact was then heated on the copper hearth and the current was slowly increased

until it melted. The compact was then inverted and remelted. This sample was llgain arc..

melted at a Inter stage to heal a crack, which was produced while attempting to introduce

strain into the sample for an upsetwanneuliug procedure. \'

3.1.5 Muffle fumnC':oU".cbniquc

A ~ample of approximate nominal composition Ru:Alt~ was produced in a muffle furnace

without a protc::euve atmosphere. nlO charge consisted of an unusable R.u-Al alloy and the

appropriate amount of aluminium powder. These were placed in an alumina crucible and

heated to 1200oC. The cruclble was held nt temperature for 10 minutes. furnace cooled to

800oC, and then air cooled to room temperature.

The sample RU4:Al9lj-bwas melted in an aluminn crucible in a muffle furnace. A flux
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exhibited low surface tension by flattening and cracking upon cooling.

3.1.3 Uquid~phmle sintering method

TbC sump!l}~ of nominal atomic compositions RU3:A47 (alloy b) and RU1:A43 were

consolidated by liquid-phase sUltering in a vacuum furnace, Tho aluminium and rutheninm

powders were mixed together and this mixture was compressed in a 20 mm diameter die.

A force of 50 kN was applied to the samples. The powders in the die were compacted for

a period of:; minutes. In each case titanium turnings were placed in the tube of the furnace

with the slllnple (to act as a nitrogen and oxygen getter), m.l the tube was evacuated to 3

X 10·l! torr and flusbed with argon thrice. prior ~o the final evacuation. The sample

containing 3 at% Ru was held at 700°C for an hour and then fUl1lace cooled. TIlCl other

sample was held at 800°C for an hour and then cooled Ilt 1°C per mill to 720°C before

furnace"cooling. This treatment was applied to the second sample in order to facUitattl the

formation of RuAll2 as predicted by Obrows!d's phnse diagram (Figure 2.2).

3.1.4 Graphite resistance furnace method

One samplo (nominal RUI8:Aln·a) was initially melted in a f:,'l'aphiteresistance furnace. Tho

ruthenium powder was compressed in 20 mm diameter die at 100 liN for 1 minute and tner.

placccl on top of aluminium pellets in an lIlumina crucible. The cnlcible was then placed

in II. graphite resistance furnnce. The furnace was O\'llC!latcd. flushed twice with argon, and

then evacuated to 1 X 10'" mbar (1.5 X 10" tOIr). The temperature was estimated using an

optical pyrometer. At a fairly low temperature (about 900°C), the lWO metals fused. via an
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3.1.2 Improved arc-melting procedure

The arc-melting procedure was improved by altedng the technique employed. Instead of

mixing the elements before melting, the elements were melted separately using the

procedure described above. This allowed the use of aluminium pellets rather than oxidised

powder particle!). The ruthenium button was tben placed on top of the aluminium button

and the Ru was remelted. 'The higher melting point of ruthenium meant that by the time

it was molten, so was the aluminium. The heavier ruthenium then dropped into, and mixed

with. the aluminium. The button was then inverted and remelted. Some aluminium

vaporisation still occurred, but tho extent of this phenomenon was greatly reduced.

The samplQs of nominal compositions RU3~:A~, RU2ll.g:A171.1, RU31:Al63 and Ru:Al3 were

mo.de in a batch using the improved arc~meltiIlg procedure. For this purpose the ruthenium

powder was first compacted in a 20 rom diameter die fou 1 minute at 100 kN. au:Al;, and

RU31:AI<i3 were inverted and remelted once, but the other samples had to be remelted twice

since they hlO lower surface tension and thus flattened and cracked extensively upon

cooling. Of the remelted samples, RUn:A168 "ppea.red to have the better sm:tace tension.

RU211.'3:A171.1was the first sample of the batch.

Chunks of alumtnium were used ill the next batch of samples. Tho rnthenium powder was

compaoted. and ilion placed on top of the aluminium in the bntton·arc fumace, The samples

were melted once to initiate fusion, and then melted again to ensure complete realltion of

the elements. An argon ntl\'losphere of the same pressure was used, The samples made

using this technique were nominally Ru4:A1wp., RU'I)IAI901 RU;20:Al801 and RU2:l:A17~'RU.Uj:Aln
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3.1.1 Button-arc furnace method

The aluminium and ruthenium powders were mixed together for 5 minlltes, and this

nlixture was compressed in a 20 mm diameter die. A force of' 180 kN was applied and the

powders in tbe ,Uf.lwere compacted for a period of $ minutes.

The t.l"l'!st two samples (of nominal atomic composlttons" RUso:A1soand RU47:Al$a) were

produted usi,,/: II. button arc furnace. The furnace chamber was pumped out to 1 X 10'~torr

rmel flushed Wltll muon twice. It WaS then filled with argon to just below atmospheric

pressUi'r.>.A low 'Jlu-rent was initinUy supplied to melt. a piece of titanium and keep it

molten for 1 minute to remove any remaining oxygen and nitrogen. The compact WIlS then

heated on the copper hc:ttth and the current was slowly increased \lntil it melted. The

maximum current was high, because much heut was required to melt tho oxide surrounding

the aluminium pitrt1c~.es.A slow exothermic reaction occurred, The compact was then

inverted and l'CUloited.

The next sample, RU3:Al91~a·was also pi"\xluced by arc~mtlltingmixed el~mental powders.

It muse be noted here that the. aluminium powder was only 95% pure. The aluminium and

ruthenium powders were mixed toge:}~')rfor 5 minutes, and this mi:otlUl'C was compressed

in a 20 mm diameter die for 5 minutes at 50 kN. The compact was then melted three times

in an electric arc furnace using the same procedure desmibed previously.

--.. ..........,.p •

• All compositions are expressed in atomic percentages.
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pure. Table 3.1 gives a list of the samples and the form of aluminium used in theil'

production.

Table 3.1:.Sample list and form. of aluminium.

E- -ALLOY RU3:Al97-a* RUa:Al97-b RU4:A1gjl"a RU4:A1gjl-b RU:Al12
~RM OFA1~Wder Powder Chunks Pellets Unknown"

. -
- -

ALLOY Ru.,:A~ RU10:A1go R.uUl:Aln ..a RU18:Aln·b RU20:Al80
FORMOl:<' At Powder Chunks Pellets Pellets Chunks- - ~ . -~ ~- ...:=.

",. =r _ .. =
ALLOY Ru:A13 RU28:A1n Ru:zu:A171.1 _ Rl1'32:Al68 RIl3$:Ald.S~a--_ ... .....,_ ..r--:--
FORM OF Al Pollets Chunks Pellets Pellt~ts Pellt'iS- 'tV: .. -=:- -~

==_tA -_ .._ - - -
ALLOY RU35!A~ ..b RU37:AI63 R'l47:A1s3

I FOHM o~:~!__ -- - ~ ...

Chunks Pellets Unknown·~_ ..... - = _"'-"'=

Ru~:A~a.'J
Unknown ·JI
..:=. ....,,--,'

Tho production Inethods which were investigated are discussed separntcly in the seedons

which follow.

-----------~-----'This convention is employed to distinguish between different samples of
the same nominal compositi(}tl

'.oDd" samplo was produced independently at MINTEK
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3 EXPERIMENTAL PRQ~EDURE

3.1 Production of the Alloys

Many different production methods were used in an attempt ttl optimise the quality of the

samples. The alms were to minirnise chemical segregation and maximise the purity of the

slUhples. 'l'be large difference in t.,e melting points of ruthenium and aluminlum provides

the basis of the production problems - aluminium melts at 6606C and ruthenium at 2334°C.

High temperatures are required to produce most of the alloys of this system due to the rugh

melting point of ruthenium. However, aluminium oxidlses rcadily at elevated temperatures,

and so an inen atmosphere or vacuum must be used. Aluminiwn a ') has a high partial

pressure and thus vaporises :readiiy; hence the alloys should not be melted under vacuum.

The extent of vaporisation CM be reduced by employing an inert atmosphtre. Bven with

a baclc:fUlpressure, the aluminium still tends to vaporise at thQ temperatures used, altering

the composition of the aUoys. Ruthenium's high melting point means that diffusion of this

species will only occur readily at higb tempenuu.."'Cs.An additional problem is that RuAl

ap~ars to form. readily and be very stable, which also spoils the homogeneity of these

ru]oys.

The samples were mainly produced from the elements, The ruthenium was in powder form,

whereas the aluminium was used ln thtt:o (onns. The purity of the aluminium powder

initially available was unfol'l:unntely ~5%, which is not ideal for phase diagmm

investigation, but that of the chunks was 99.99%, and the purity of the pellets was

unknown, but estimated to be 99% pure. The ruthenium powder was never less than 99.5%
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problems with silicon and oxygen. Edshammar91 also had some samples, even after heat

treatment, with more than the two phases required for an equilibrated binary alloy. Even

Anlagel51 COmmented on the presence of the aluminium"rich solid solution. and the retention

of tho AI-rich solid and RU4A1l:! phases where they were not energetically favourable

according to the phase diagram.
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Obrowski[41melted his materials in a high frequency induction furnace with. an argon

atmosphere. A frequency of l:MHz WaS applied for a period of 2 minutes to limit loss of

material by evaporation. Zirconia crucibles were used for the alloys with high melting

points, and the others were melted in alumina crucibles. Various unspecified heat treatments

were employed after production.

Scbwonunal7l did not disclose the ter.~uique used to produce his samples.

Edshammarl8,9.loJmelted Ru powder and AI ribbon together in an electric arc furnace under

an argon atmospbere. The samples Were cooled mpidly(91because a furnace w1th a water ..

cooled copper base was used The samples were then sealed in evacuated silica tubes anti

heat treated. Tantalum foils were used to prevc'tt the samples from reacting with the silica.

S:>mcof the samples were annealed at 950°C for 1 week(91and others at 660°C for 1 day(lO]

prior to quenching in water.

Anlage!51Went to great lengths to deoxidlse his Ru powder and Al rods, The ruthenium

powder was compacted, melted, nod then crushed to obtain a coarse powder. The

aluminium rods were etched to remove the oxide layer. Both metals Were then heated in

an alumina crucible which had been placed in a glove box containing argon. 'n1e !!(lmples

were furnace-cooled and then powdered, either by mechanical alloying or in a commie

mortar and ~est1e.

It is notoworthy that several authors had difficulty in producing equilibrated structures.

Obrowski[4) had three phases in at least three of his alloys. Schwommal11 reported possible
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of the latter (which it should be if RuAl11 is derived from. the aluminium lattice).

The R.ll.4A113and RuA13 phases appear to be the same phase (only one or the other is

l'eported in each phase diagram, lU1d the compositions are similar). These phases not only

have different stmctures attributed to them, but apart from one parameter (value roughly

1.60 nm) are seen to have different parameters too. It is also to be noted that both

structures have two normal axes, and one axis angle which is greater than 900•

Only Edshammurl9,IO] determined a structure and parameters for RuAl6 (Table 2.10),

whereas for RU1A1atwo different structures and two disagreeing sets of parameters were

reported, There is II. discrepancy with the angles between the axes; tetragorru structures

have axes which are all normal to each other, and in hexagonal structures there are two

angles of 900 and one of 1200•

Varicbt111 found that rapid solidification of AI-Ru alloys decreased the f.c.c. (AI-rich saUd

lIolution) lattice parruneter from 0.4049 run to 0.4020 nm as the solubili~. of Rll ill AI

increased. He conducted the X-ray diffraction experiments using copper K« radiation.

2.3 Production 'techniques

A wid" variety of production techniques were employed by the different workers, The

distinct possibility exists that tho production affects the homogeneity of the phases

produced, and thus the particular worker' s perception of the phase diagram.
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the same structure for RllAlz nod their parameter values are in good agreement. Obrowski

found this phase to have a different structure, and only one of his reported lattice

parameters is near those found by the other investigators.

Table 2.10: Lattice parameters as reported by Obrowski and Edsbammar.

r==- -
PHASE LA'ITlCE PARAMETER (nm)

Obrowsldt4J Edsham.Dlu-{9.101
(1963) (1965-68)

.,_.. -~
RuA1<i Orthorhombic

Could not ~.type
Space Group determine Cmcm

a 0.74882 ± 0.4
b 0.65559 ± 0.3
c 0.89605 ± 0.5--

RuAJ3 Hexagonal c. monoclinic
(&11.tAI13) TlNI3 type Fe"AI" type

Space Group p6:!/mmc C2Im
a 0.481 1.5862 ± 0.0006
b (=a) 0.8188 ± 0.0003
c 0.784· 1.2736 ± 0.0004
cIa 1.63
p 107.77° ± 0.08

RuAl12 1'. cubic with Not detected
substructure JL a 0.812
- _ ..

Obrowski found the phase RuAl12 to have "a complex StruCture,,[41. He stated that it "seems

to be primitive cubic with a substructure wIth tt - 8.12 A"(4J. 'l'bis value does not appear to

be particularly related to the size of the unit cell of Al. since it is not related to a multiple

·Caleulated from the other values
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in Tables 2.9 and 2.10. It can be seen that there is only agreement for the cuhic RuA!

structure. Although Edshammarl9] reported possible variations in this structure between 800

and 1200°C, he only reported a single set of parameters. The disagreements for the other

structures could be due to differing interpretations due to orientation effects. However, there

appear to be major inconsistencies i.l the angles between the major axes, which ate not due

to the relative orientation, and does perhaps suggest that different atructnres may eXl.st.

Table 2.9: Lattice parameters as reponed by Obrowski, Edshammar, and Schwomma,

~

=
LAmCE PARAMETER (nm)

'-'1-

Obrows!d(41 EdshammarlM1 Schwommal7J

I
(1963) (1965-68) (1963)

RuAl Cubic Cubic Cubic
CsCl typ~ CsCl ty].re esC! type

Space group Pm3m PU:l3m Pm3m
a 0.303 0.295............ --RuAl2 b,c, tetragonal f,c. orthorhombic f.c. orthorhombic

Ca~ type TiSia type TiSi,a type
Space group 14/mmm Bddd Fddd

a 0.440 -+ 0.446 0.8012 ± 0.0002 0.8015
b (::: a) 0.4717 ± 0,0001 0.4715
c 0.638 -+ 0.656" 0.8785 ± 0.0002 0.8780

cia 1.45 --4 1.47-~ -
Ru2A13 Hexagonal Tetragonal

Ni;!A1a type OS2A13 type
Space group P3ml 14/mmm ..""- ....

a 0.405 -t 0.407 0.3079 ± 0.0002
c 0.494 -+ 0.537· 1.433 ± 0.001

Cia 1.22 --4 1.32 4.65
-1_ -

nle reported parameters of RuAl arc similar. Edshammnl'(U.9J and Schwomma'" interpreted

~--.---------------
"Calculated from the other values
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Prior to heat treatment this sample appeared to consist of two phases. Much porosity was

ooserved in the sample as a result of the production method. Initially the alloy appeared

to be homogeneous {Fig\.\)."e4.2), even though the discrete RuAlu phase was irregular and

disseminkted. Unfortunately, sillcon and iron Wci'C present, which lin'lited the use of this

alloy in this investigation. The matrlx consisted of th~ AI..rich solid solution (Table 4.2).

Figura 4.2: SEM mtcrcgraph of (contumina.tmi) nominal RUa:A1!t1"bbefore beat treatment

(sccondnry electron mode). RuAl(j in an Al-rich nlaJix. MiCl'On marker: 50H.m.
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Figure! 4.1: Opticnl micrograph of (contamlnated) nominal RUj:A41-a (528 hours at SSOOe).

RuA4 "needles" in an Al-rich matrix.

l'able 4.1: Average chemical analyses of nominal RU3;Al97-a (528 hours at S50°C).

PHASE AI-rich solid RuA16===-- ..-~~,--..jl~"."....,,~ ~-",,--'_"'I--~~~"""";;'-_"'--II
PHASE DBSCRIPTION Matrix Discrete phase

::#~ ..... r '=t ==-"""II~

0.05±0.05 15.4:l:0.5
99.6:1:0.2 77.S0:l:0.08
0.3 :l:0.1 5.1 :f:0.2

0.005 ± 0.005 0.05 ± 0.02
0.0 0.18:1:0.08.

0,015 :l: 0.005 1.7 :l:0.2
0,0 0.07 :l:0.01

0.01~:i: 0.02 0.05 :l: 0.05

Ru (atomic %)
Al
81
Cr
Mn
Fe
Ni
Cu
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!!RESULTS FROM LO}l RUtlJENlIJM ALLQYS

The alloys discussed in this chapter are those comprising (nominally) up to 25 llt%

ruthenium. According to the published phase diagrams (Figure 2.4), the phases which 0110

would expect to observe in these samples are Ru..Altl (or RuAll), RuA1l!1the AI-rich solid

solatlon; and possibly Rui\llz' The results reported below were obtained from opticul and

SEM examination, EDAX nnll.lyses,and X-my diffraction experiments. The latter wc:re"Used

to distinguish between RU4All3 and RuA13•

This sample was heat trcntecl Ilt 550°C tor 528 hours Vetore examining. It appeared to 00

two-phase, with the second phase having very different \\\101phologiesin vnrlous regions of

tho sample. The~e morphologies are depleted in Figure 4,..1..

Thill sumple was found to be of limited use in the current inve~tigation, due to the presence

Ot relatively large quantities of iron and silicon in the cliSC1'eto ~hase. Smaller amonnts of

chromium, nickel, manganese and copper were also present in the sample. The standnrdless

Malyscs 11ft;given in Tnble 4.1. Examples of the analyses can be found in Appendlx II. It

was not possible to obtnin stnndlU'ds by which to accurately measure the compositions of

the contlUllinntcd samples.
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technique. After several attempts it became obvious that tho samples were tOO porous and

inhomogeneous to obtain accurate results, and very little information could be obtained

from the SCUllS, thus tho use of this method was abandoned.

3.6 Th~nnal Analysis

Ptemior Technologies conducted an cxplortl.tory investigation of tie reaction tempc1'Qtutes,

using a TA INSTRUMENTS SDT 2960 SimultMcoUS !GA"DTA. Di£Cerentiul 'I1tcnnal

Analysis (OTA) experiments werecondueted on nominal R14~~ ..a and RU2a:A1n' The

TOA..DTA was calibrated using indium and alutniniumj but the melting point of the latter

was given as 6til.73°C rather than 660.1°C. The alloy RU4:A~~a.wus subjected to one

heating cycle. while R.u28:Al,~was heated three times. Most of the scans employed a.

protective nitrogen environment. which was maintained by passing the gas through the

furnace at lOOmll>4!fminute. The only exception was the third h"ating cyole tor RUu:A17:11
which dld not have an inert atmosphere. The maximum temperature, ill most cases, was

14S0oC, except for the rust cycle for RU~8:Al'i11which was only heated to 850°C. Tho scans

were taken during beating only, and the beatini and c;ool1ngrates were not recorded, but

WC1'() not rapId. Tho results for RU4:Al96~a were inconclusive, especially considering that it

had only one heating cycle; and those for R~:Al7a nrc given in Chapter 5.
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and placed on the tip of a short bristle. The bristle was inserted into the centre of a 57.3

mm diameter Debye-Scherrer camera and aligned to be in the exact centre of the camera.

X...r/,lYrUm was cut and placed inside the camera, which WM then attached to a PfnLIPS

PW X~ray generator, which had It copper anode and a nickel filter. The film was exposed

for 24 hours, I1fterwhich it was removed and developed. The films were compared against

each other and the published data. The latter was facilitated by drawing out tho published

lines. The data was acquired for all of the phases from JCPDS[12) ...CD ROM, except t&1at

for RuAl~. The latter was calculated using the "CC Miller" program- and inputting the

atomto positions for its structure type (NiJTi)(13}. This was undertaken to confirm the phases

idcntified 1\1tll EDAX, especinlly Ru~A13and RuAlz which have overlapping composition

ranges (albeit at different temp:ratw:es).

3.5.2 Bulk sample X-ray diffraction

The resin mounts of the polished samples Were melted and the samples were removed and

attAched to the X-ray snmple·holder using plasticine. X-ray diffraction experiments were

then conducted on these samples at MINTEK llsing a SIEMENS D500 diffrl\ctometer

which had a molybdenum anode. The step size ranged from 0.02 to 0.05 degrees. The

maximum angle did not exceed 2a 'II: 65°, An i1,-run peak scan was initiaJiy employed to

search frd. the peaks in the pattenls; at a later stage a peak se(U'chwas done artier the scan,

using updated computer software. The sample p\)l1ks were compared with the available

phase data cardsl1Zl in an attempt to confirm the results obtained using the Debye-Scberrel'

"A SHAREWARE package written by C.L. Churms, S()ml~rsetWest, South
Africa.
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bllckscattered and secondary electron modes, and standard less semi-quantitative chemical

rula1yseS of the various distinguishable phasea were carried out using Energy Dispersive

Analysis of X-rays (EDAX). During the course of this work microprobe analysis became

available" and the standardless analyses were evaluated using the RU:l2:~ sample (being

the most homogeneous, un-contaminated sarnple' available at the time). The microprobe

analyses wet¢ checked using all updated EDAX system on It mOL lSM-840A SSM at

MlNTEK. These results were used to calibrate the HITACm SEM. Hence it was then

possible to obtain quantitative EDAX analyses 'with standards, which were more accurate

than the standardless analyses. It was. not possible to·obtain accurate area analyses using

the standards since they were only set for spot analysis conditions. In most cases the
'\i

overall chemical compositions wen, therefore only estimated with standardless analyses,

3.S X~RllYAnalysis

X-ray experiments were conducted on the samples which contained only aluminium and

ruthenium Le, had no contaminants. The BDAX analyses were used to determine the

appropriate alloys.

3.5.1 Debyc"Sche:'rcr powder diffraction

Small qUl.U1titicsof powder were filed from each sample using a c:ii,atnondfile. Acetone was

poured on to the powder and the finer pl\rticles were collcctetl from the surface of the

liquid and then dried. The fine powder was rolled iato a small ball, wrth rubber cement,

".mOL ~UPERPR.OBB 733 Ilt MINTBK
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3.3 Mctallographic Preparation

Once the alloys were deemed fit for inspection, sections for metallographlc study were cut

from. the samples using a thin circular wafering blade. These sections were then mounted

in transparent :resin (lucite) and ground on silicon carbide papers 220, 400, 800, and 1000.

The samples were then polished to II. 1 micron finish, using 1. micron diamond paste on a

velvet polishing wheel.

It was initially considered unnecessary to etch tho samples since the structures were

revealed already. At n later stage some of the samples were etched with Murakruni's

rt1l.lgent n~gKaFe(CN)6I 109 :KOH, lOOmll.J20) to facilitate comparison with Obrowski's

samples!4), rUle low Ru alloys were etched for about 10 seconds, and the samples with a

higher Ru content (near 50 at%) wore etched for up to 30 seconds.

All polished samples were examined widl the aid of an optical microscope, and

micrographs were obtalned using bright field illumination. The etched samples were viewed

using dark field illumination in order to observe the colour ehp.ng\~of the phases under

these conditions. The lighting was not sufficient to obtain photographs for Ii pormanent

record,

~.4 Scnmtlng I~leetlt'()nMicroscope (SEM) St,udies

After observing the samples under an opticn! microsoope, they were subjected to SEM

studies using It fUTACHI S·4S0 SEM at MINTEK. Photographs were taken in
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TabI~ 3.2: Heat: treatment details of the alloys.

ij R~~~ Ne heat trealmmt I·.

II RIl:Aln Noh';&treattent

II Rt?:Ain 550 1176 Q.~h I Upset ina "ice before armeal~ -!l

Il Ru~ 475 16& Quench i '10 ~ for !ov:-<e~_.;...-atmf;.:reacticns !
It Ruu:Aln-a 1200 312 Quench ~Ie.'! in the same tube as Ru:Al~ II
It R Alub N heat

Ii
ua: - I 0 trea!ment

R~a:I l~ I ~
Quench The tempe:aInre "MlS cha!lged during treatment !

II ~ 1200 312 QGenc.h Sealed in the same tube as Ru,,:Aln-a
I
H RD:a:Aln 1300 65 Quench Quartz tube expanded

I! ~~ 1200 i 312 Qoench Sealed in the same tube as RUn:Ala

~
RuwA1s 1200 f 312 Quench Semed in the same tube as RUzu:Aln.,

I -
11

R!lJs~a I Nc Jleat treatment ,IR!lJs:Ale-am
J Hm j ~

I Quench I The tempen!{Ul'e was changed dllrlng treatment
J

II R¥Je-b Noheat !reatment

It Rnx:A1s BOO ~~ ~
Twosepanue ~

i1 ~:AIs l2GQ 2- Rlrnace One of the fiISl samplesp
II Rn,;A~ I 1200 I 2- FmmIce t One of the first samples II



3.2 Heat Treatment

Homogenisation is the reduction of chemical segregation, It occurs by diffusion, and is

enhanced by holding the alloy at high temperatures. Most of tho samples were heat wllte-A

at various temperatures, in an attempt to homogenise the alloys, as well as to investigate

the phases in equilibrium at these temperatures. To prevent any possible loss (of segregated

aluminium) by oxidation, the arc-melted samples were placed in quartz ampoules which

were flushed twice with argon and evacuated to a pressw:e of Ilt Ie! '.t 10·$ torr before

seallng, The annealing treatments are listed in Table 3.2.

The annealing temperatures (Table 3.2) were chosen to lie in the particular reported solid

state regions for all the samples and to facmt~te batch processing. The treatment

temperature did no! exceed lSOOoC to avoid the quartz tube being affected (quartz is

annealed at about 1400°C). Most of the samples were quenched in water !!!'(er their

respective beat treatments, in an attempt to preserve the structure at the annealing

temperature. To this end, the tubes were removed from the furnace and broken above a

water tank so that the samples were quenched as they fell in to the water.

The nlloys RUla:Ala~·a and Ru:A13 had oxidised during the heat treatment, So the tube must

have been improperly sealed. These samples had become friable and were coated in

alumina powder.
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resistance furnace and in the induction furnace, is thought to take place in samples which

have a ruthenium content above a certain critical value. Fusion was not observed in the

high-A! sintered samples of this lnvesdgadon, but has beef! observed by othee workerst:lJ,

The problem encountered with the induction furnace and the graphite resistance furnace

was merely that they were not capable of reaching the temperatures required to melt the

fusion product.

The obvious problem with melting in a muffle furnace, without a protective atmosphere,

is that of oxidation. Although the flux eradicated this problem, it introduced L:llpurlties such

as chlorine into the alloy, rendering the sample less useful to the investigation.

The sinter ..En> procedure appeared to be successful in regard to macroscopic homogeneity

of tbe sample. However the sample was rather porous and hence was mechanically weak

and difficult to work with . .Porosity would also have slowed down diftusion in subs~ 4uent

heat treatments.

It was suggested that using laser techniques to produce these samples would be the least

problematic production route. However, the necessary equipment was UnaV&llllble (or the

duration of this investigation,
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that the result quoted for R,u47:A1s3cannot be statistically accurate since only six frames

could be analysed.

The loss of aluminium by vaporisation was due to the repeated inverting and remelting of

the sample during production and aluminium's high. partial pressure. The remelting

procedure was employed ill order to ensure complete alloying of the elements. The button

arc furnace has a water-cooled copper hearth, and heating the sample 011 this hearth led to

the heat being concentrated at the top surface of the sample. Hence vaporisation of

aluminium :from the upper surfnee took place befOl'e the entire sample could reach a molten

state.

The samples which were produced using the improved arc-melting procedure appeared. to

have a more homogeneous microstructure. This implies that the loss of aluminium :from the

su.tfnce Of the samples was less severe due to the cMnge in technique,

The liquid-phase sintering procedure also proved to be inadequate. The original powder

particles could still be discerned in the microstructure after sintering. The liquid-phase

sintenng technique is not. suitable for this alloy system since the prot.:edures require mote

time and energy than (U'C-melting; and. despite repented heat treatments, the required

microstructures have not ~'et been attained by this method. The drawbacks of this method

are mostly due to the high melting point of ruthenium, which causes it to have slow

diffusion rates at the annealing temperatures employed.

The exothermic fusion of the elements, as observed during production in the gta1!hite
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in the {unlace chamber. The chamber was evacuated to a. pressure of 0.5 mbar (0.375 tort)

and then backfilled with argon to 200 mbar (150 torr). The temperature was estimated

using an optical pyrometer. Near 950°C the temperature of the sample escalated rapidly,

exceeding the temperature of the crucible, and then reached an equilibrium again. It was

obvious from these observations that an exothermic reaction bad occurred. 'The maximum

temperature obtained in the furnace was about 1300°C. The sample was furnace-cooled.

The sample appeared to have fused to form a "tree" structure, as in previous experiments

using a grapbite resistance furnace. This sample was re-melted in the button-ate furnace

(and then named RU3S:A1GS-am) to investigate whether heating the sample to Ii temperature

higher than 13000C would have an effect 011 the mlcrostrucmre of the alloy,

Another sample of the same nominal compositlon, RU3$:~-b, was made in the induction

furnace using the same technique. This time, the sample was furnace-cooled as soon as the

exothermic reaction had occurred, so that the products of the l'ea(ltion could be investigated.

Thus the alloy was not provided with ample time or heat to facilitate homogenlsatlon, as

the previous one was. The "tree" structure was formed once again.

3.1.8 Comparison of the production methods

The first melting technique in the button ru:c furnace led to macroscopic inhomogeneity.

Chemical analyses of the outer two-phase regions of nominal RU50:Al50 and RU4,:Als3

indicated that aluminium had been lost from tho swface of these samples by vaporisation.

Subsequent image analysis showed thut approximately 4 at% a1':;"I.iniutnwas lost from the

outer regions of each sample produced (,lnploying this method. However, it must be noted
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Table 4.,7: Debye·Sc:herrer Diffraction Data For RU4:Al96-a (47S0C for 168 hours) (CuKa),

=;;:::' ====1===':O:;;=:====·-4·...._,=·;;:;=-=_·=,···===-=- =-,=
d (OBS) I (EST.) PI-IASE h kId (CALC)"
(11m) (nm)

,,=,==jl

~~159 medium ---t. RuAlt,__ 1 1 0 0.49295

0.44892 weak RuA~ 0 0 2 0.44803------~--------4----~----+-----------~--~~1
0.41031 weak \.lnidentifi~d

0.37244 ! weak RuAlll 200 0.374181~--------4--------~~---;~----·4---------+-~--~~
0.33079 medium RuA~ 1 1 2 0.33166

0.29966 strong unidentifiedIf---_._,·--!-----..-.Jf-------+----·-j--
0.23443 very strong Al 1 1 1 0.233811----...",--+--,----·- -----+-.----;- ,----II
0.22606 weak RuA~ 3 11 0.22576~'------4---~. .;:-,.--4-...._·~~1_---".-1I

~E,_52 ,.._-t-~lg _ RuAL_ 2 2 2 0.21603
0.20150 weak RuA~ 3 1 2 0.20688---,---!------'l- .....-..;._....--I<---_r -----11

strong Al 2 0 0 0.2024
RuAltj 1 14 0.20396

11<---'--'- -~--- ..r---=---~-+-----
0.17329 v~ very weak: unidentified

II-----t>;.. "'''.-~ ..r-._....-~r''~ ..'''''''t---.-- ...-·......-.;"r---~'''"''-~~.._..._,· ...~-
0.15075 very wet\k ~entified _._-- ---I
0.l4407 medium Al 220 0.1431It<--_, __ ~'''.·~'''...·''·..Hf:>, >·:·~.... ~"·'·~ ,.u' .. -.'. _"'~_. ~ __ .__ ,,_. ~_.....t __ -41

0.12296 st\png Al 3 1 1 0.1221II ,........~.......,_ ~--..-- ~ ..~~~, _ ...u;~~""jO~l',..".._

0.11770 weak: Al 22:2 0.1169
... ....._..... ...... '_ .... i' ...... _ ..._~..,_~l:Vt._~~_u....."...~~~~~~::..~~~_
0.09297 very weak Ai 3 3 1 0.09289~~~~~::~~.==¥~~
O.07e~ weak unidentifiedL~._=.::::-..=.=-._:.:;:= .._.,===:c.'__:;;;=:::=.;::;=-~=,..::==~==:;::;..::::~.::=~==:=

0.20296

-These values were taken ti:lJtn the JCPDS data r.~s(l~l .•
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Table 4.6: Quantitative chemical analyses for nominal RU4:Al96-a (47SClC for 168 hours),

RnAI

PHASE DESCRIPTION ATOMIC % Ru

16.0 ± 0.4-- --0.7:1:: 0.1

PHASE

Mntrix of crr e 48 ::i:1,----~-----~-----First layer 35.5 :I:: 0.4 ~_

25.9 ::i:O.4Second layer & centre
of needles

Debye·Scher.rer powder diffraction data (Table 4."') confmned the presence of RuAI6 and

the AI·rich solid. The reasons for not detecting the other compounds are given in Chapter

6. The Straumattia factor was 2.5097 degrees per em,

The inhomogeneous condition of the sample. caused by rapid cooling, precluded it from

phase boundary determination. However, the phase layers were useful, since they indicate

the ornot of lormation. RuAl solidified first, followed by R~Ah, RU4A1131RuA10I and Justly

the Al·rich solid solution. This also suggests that RlJlAl~t Ru"Al131 ana RuA16 ate formed

via a series of peritectic reactions (ill that oi'dot). There was no RuAl~ detected in this

sample.
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Figure 4.10: SEM micrograph of nominal Ru..:A~ ..a annealed at 47SoC for 168 hours

(secondary electron mode). Needles of RU4Al13 (white) surrounded by RuA161 eutectic of

RuA16 and At-rich solid (black).

Al-rich +
RuA4
eutectic

There were too many different phase regtona to nttcmpt an overall composition analysls.

The average quantitative analyses are give::n in Taole 4.6. The wt% rotals for the matrix

analyses (Appendix IV) were low due to the presence of oxide.
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appeared to have a dendritic nature, suggesting that they can form directly from the melt.

In the RU4Al13 layer there W01'e small particles of Ru2A13, adjacent to dendrites of this

phase. The rest of the sample contained RuA~ needles in an Al-rich matrix. A eutectic

between these two phases was also visible (Figure 4.10). Again, the centres of some of the

needles consisted of Ru"Al1:l' The phases RuA16 and Ru..A1t3 appear cracked in Figure 4,9.

The Ru"A13 dendrites and the RU4A113 grains had a "chewed" appearaece, indicating that the

Ru4All3 and RuA16 may have formed via peritectic reactions. This layered structure is

discussed {urthel' in Chapter 6 in relation to the proposed modifications to the phase

diagram.

FIgJ.ll'C 4.9: SEM micrograph of nominal RU4:A~·a annealed nt 475°C for 1<18hours

(secondary electron mode). Rl.lAl (lightest dendrites), R\~A13 (darker dendrites of first

layer). Ru"A113 (second layer), RuA4 (third layer), Al-rlch matrix,

RuAl

Al-rich solid



Aftl'\f heat treatment at 475°C for 168 hours, this sample was sectioned and examined once

more. The purpose of this treatment was to investigate the possible existence of the phase

RuAl12• The optical examination of a cross-section of this sample revealed a very different

microstructure than the one previously encountered, and, again, nOt a homogeneous one.

There were several different phases observed (Figure 4.8). The lightest phase was the Ru-

rich solid solution (Table 4.6), and it formed a eutectic with RuAI (Appendix IV). The first

layer surrounding this cere was RU:tA1:1I the second layer (and the lighter core of SOli •.:;vi

the needles) was Ru~A1ta. the thin third layer was RuA161and the dark matrix was found

to consist of the Al-rich solid solution (Table 4.6).

Figure 4.8: SEM micrograph of nominal RU4:A~·a annealed Ilt 47SoC for HiS hours

(secondary electron mode). Ru-rich soUd (lightest in cora), RuAl (matrix of core), RUzAla

(rust Inyc".), RU4A113(second layer), RuA~ (third layer), Al-rich matrix.

Figure 4.9 shows tho phase layers more clendy. In this tigm:e, the RuAl and Ru~A13phases
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Table 4.5: Debye-Scherrer Diffraction Data Fol.'R1l4:A1wa (No Heat Treatment) (CuKo;).

l~BsC_l:,~:=:S=T=')===l=PHA~'=s=~= l=~=k=l=::.===:1n;LC~_
0.49139_ ... medium Ru~ 1.!_Q__ 0.49295

002 0.44803
--+~--'--I

220 0.36
2 ° ° \).37418

weak

RuA~
RU4Al13

0.45230
0.37382

very wenk

very weak
RuAIa
Rtl4A1u
RuAld

medium

unidentified.~.---------.........~. -----r----------~-~.___...--
0.26421 very very weak unidentified

..........---..,~-,-..--I-..,;;,__..;;...--I

1~0._23_3_22_...._....._+~erys®ng ~-..... .......__ +-1~_1_1-...-.__ ~0_.2_S~~ __
0.22457 very weak RuA~ 3 1 1 0.2257611------1-------+-· -~.- ·-f----·--tl11_°.....,_21_6_32_._._+-v_e...:ry_w_e_nk__ -t_R_u_A1..:.li -+_2_2...2~__ _t-O-.2-1-60L--

~:::- ::;"'k Ik:-'-·~·-~-i----+-~:~·-..-JI
-- ..----I----.--......_- .......+-----+---..-.2.:~~~.....4__ _l very VC1"j w!L~ unidentified ,-+ -1-'"' --11

0.17608 very very weak unidentified-...----t--.-
0.14312 strong At 220 0.1431

0.12209 strong At :3 11 0.1221
-- ·-~-----·---+------+---"----II
0.11691 weak Al 222 0.1169-----11-----_._------+ ..---,
0.092.99 weak At 3 3 1 0.09289

----II

0.32201

0.30276

112 0.33166
221 0,332
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Table 4.4: Quandtative chemical analyses fot nominal RU4:AJ9<i~a(No heat treatment).

r'~~===~~~<~~=P~~====:======~:::r~r============9
PHA~~ _.~. PHASEOE~CRIPTIO~~ ATOMIC% Ru

Overall 3.31 ± 0.0'3
Al-rieb solid Matrix 0.47 ± o.(n

r
- -------~----~-~------~ ----------~---RuA~ Flue needles 15,7 ± 0.1
-- --------~----- --~~I

Coarse needles 25.91 :± 0.04RU4All3
l!o~ • ,...::::==-:=- ==
'Xlhe low wt% totals of the matrix analyses (Appendlx IV) indicated the presence of

aluminium oxide, The overall analysis is not expected to be accurate, since the qU3ntitative

standards were compiled for spot analyses l'a.ther than area analyses.

DebycwScherrer experiments (Table 4.5) confirmed the presence of RU4All~1 RuAlll, and AI

ill t}l:S sample, The Straumanis factor was 2.5003 degrees per em. It should be noted that

the phase containing a.ppl·oxima.tely 25 I.\t% Ru was def'mitely Ru..Alll' and not RuA13 (see

Chapter 6). Some of the ohst:rved peaks were not identified as belonging to an~ of the

known compounds of this system Crable ~.5): these may belong to oxides of the elements.

the value of the RuA16 analysis (Table 4.4) was used as an indication of the phase

boundary (Chapter 6). One Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA) SCanwas recorded for this

sample, but was blconcluSiive, probably due to inhomogeneities in the alloy, and the fnet

that 0111y one scan was done,
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In one very small region at the edge of this sample was a cluster of RU4All3 needles (Figure

4.7), which were mnch larger than the RuA16 needles, surrounded by a single-phase At-rich

matrix, The geometric shape of these needles give an in((tcation of the type of symmetry

present in the Ru4All3 lattice.

Figure 4.7: SEM miQl'Ogtaph of nominal Ru,,:A19/i-l- before heat treatment (secondary

electron mode). Fine RuA16 needles, coarse Rl4AiI3 needles, AI-rich matrix.

The sample was thus deduced to be inhomogeneous. The edges of the .needles were

fragmented. and there was no indication of Il eutectic in this region. The average

quantitative EOAX analyses (Appendix. IV) are gIven in Table 4.4.
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F'igm'e 4.5: SEM micrograph of nominal R.u4:~-a before heat treatment (secondary

electron mode). Primary RuA16 needles and fine eutectic in an Al-rich matrix.

Figure 4.6: SEM micrograph of nominal RU4:Al96"a before heat treatment (backscattemd

electron mode), Eutectic of RuA16 and the .Ai-rich solid solution, RuAJ6 dendrires.
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The average semi-quantitative analyses are given inTable 4.3. These results hardly differ

from those obtained before the heat treatment.

NominalR~

This alloy was initially examined in the as-cast condition. TIm particular cross ..section

which was examined, consisted mostly of RuP~ needles of various size and morphology,

surrounded by a eutectic (Figure 4.4) of the same phase in an At-rich matrix.

Figure 4.4~Optical micrograph of nominal RU4:A~.a before heat treatment. RuA~ needles

and small particles in an Al-rich matrix.

The different RuA~ needle morphologies can be more clearly discerned in Figure 4.5, and

the fine eutectic is also apparent. At higher magnifications the eutectic (Figure 4.6) between

RuA4 and the Al-rich solid solution was more clearly visible.
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The average semi-quantitative phase analyses are given in Table 4.2, together with an

estimation of the overall aluminium and ruthenium content of the sample (the

contaminatien was ignored for comparison with the phase diagram),

Table 4.2: Semi-quantitative chemical analyses for nominal R~:A4,-b (No heat treatment).

F==='~==========9F~======~~~~======~==========-==r . PHAS~~r- _~--I.,..__...Al......_:i'i","c_h_s_oli_·d__ l R_uAlt;'''--:~__ lI

PHA~;;' DESC~ -Overall Matrix Discrete phase~~--~----~----~------~----.~I
0.03 12.9± 0.3
99.64 78.2± 0.3
0,27 5.93± 0,08
0.07 2.9± 0.5~====~~~======~==,~==~=======~==.~~-=====~~======~,~

Ru (atomic %)
At
Sf
Fe

2.2 ± O.t
9'1.8:1: 0.1
Omitted
Omitted

Table 4.3: Semi-quantitative chemical analyses for nominal Rul:Alwb (550°C for 1176

hours).

. - -PHASE Al-rlch solid RuA16-~
PHASE DESCRJlYfION Mattix Discrete phase

Ru (atomic %) 0.05 ± 0.05 14.5 ± O.\)
AI 99.7 :1:0.2 78 ± 1
81 0.2 ±O.1 4.6 ± 0.6
Fe I 0.03 ±0.02 2.8 ± 0.4 -

Since some of the original ruthenium was still present, the sample was squashed slightly

in a vice, and subjected to homogenisation treatment at 550°C for 1176 hours, Semi-

quantitative chemical analyses were again undertaken after the h~at treatment (Appendix

I1). The microstructure of the sample had not changed much; it had only slightly coarsened.
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At higher magnifications, light inclusions could be observed in backseattered electron mode

(Fig 4.3). These consisted of pure ruthenium which had not been affected by sintering,

Figure 4.3: SEM micrograph of (contaminated) nominal RU3:A4?-b before heat treatment

(backscattered electron mode). RuA.4 (discrete phase), Al-rich matrix, Unaltered Ru (small

bright regions).

At increased magnification in secondary electron mode, dark, angular crystals were

observed, which could not be discerned In backscatter mode. These were found. using semi ..

quantitative EDAX, to be aluminium-sillcon crystals (Appendix.J1I).
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Figure 4.19: SEM micrograph of nominal RU1(j:Al90before heat treatment (secondary

electron mode). Eutectic of RuAl (grey) and the Ru-rich solid solution (white).

Figure 4.20: SEM microgrnJ 111 of nominal RU!Q:A40before heat treatment (secondary

electron mode). RuAI (light gtl~y) dendrites, RUzA13(dark grey) dendrites. Ru"Al13 (black).
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Figure 4.18: SEM micrograph of nominal Ru1o:Al9{j before heat treatment (backscattered

electron mode), COl'e region of RuAl (light grey) and Ru-rich solid (white). Layers of

R.uzAi3 (dark grey), Ru~Al13(darkest grey), and Al-ricl; solid {black).

RuA~

RU1A13 +
RU4All~

RuAI +
RUzA13

Ru-rich solid +
RuAl

The sample was extensively cracked, but there \\'I\S an un-cracked region containing

dendrites of RuAI (Table 4.13) and a thin network of Ru-rich solid solution, which had

formed 11 eutectic with the former, in the interdcmlrltic regions (Figure 4.19).
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Aiter this sample had been upset-annealed at 550°0 for 1176 hours, the.micrestructure had

coarsened, but no other visible changes had occurred. The matrlx was still mostly

aluminium and the light phase was RuAl.$(Appendix VlI). Tbe only noticeable change was

the introduction of silicon contruninntionln the sample (Table 4.12). This may have been

due to silicon pick~up from the tube over the exten!live treatment pedod,

Tnble 4.12: Semi-quantitative chemical analyses for nominal Ru,:A1!r.l (550tlC for 1176

hours).

Ai-rich solid ~~2!_
Discrete ~:=__

IS ± 1
81 ± 3
3±2

0.8 ±: 0.1

PHASE
PHASE DESClUPTlC'N

Ru (atomic %)
AI
SI
Fe

Matrix
0.07 :i: 0.03
9~>.61± 0.08
0.2.9 :i: 0.06
0.03 't 0.02

'this sample was examined prio!' to hent treatment. It became obvious that the alloy was

inhomogeneous, sir-co mnny different phase layers could be observed (Figure 4.18), The

area consisting of RU;zA13 and RU4AlI3' in ph'c"~, appears in Figure 4.18 to contain a third

phase. 'i'his ~ffect at low magnification was due to me intimato mixture of the two phases

in various regions (Figure 4.21).



F'igure 4.17: SEM micrograph of (contaminated) nominal Ru,,:A1!l3after sintering

(secondary electron mode). RuA~ (dark grey) in an Al~rich matrix (black).

The average semi.quamiutlve EPAX analysos are provided in Table 4.11, and WI) data can

be viewed in Appendix "~r,The sample was found to be contaminated with small amounts

of iron, but there WItS no detectable silicon contamination.

Toblo 4.H: Semi-quantitative chemicnlllnnlyses for nominal RU,,:AI~3(No heat treatment).

PI-lASE AI·deh soUd RuA16r-
PHASE DESCRIPTION Overall Matrix 1I!1~t'l'\tl'lphase

R.u (atomic %) 5.705 :l: 0.005 -o.; 14.5 :I: 0.9
At 93.985 :I: 0.005 ..99.89 84:l: 1
Fe 0,31 :l:0.02 -0.0 0.8 ± 0.2
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The average semi-quantitative BDAX analyses can be found in Appendix VI. The average

quantitative analyses and the semi-quantitative overall cOm1:h,M,hionare reported in Table

4.9. The overall composition analysis (Table 4.9) is very different to the nominal

composition. However, in such an inhomogeneous sample, it is very difficult to ac~urately

measure this parameter since the specimen is too large, and the wrong sl !lpe, to l\ttcrllpt

a true overall measurement,

The Debye.Scherrer results (Table 4.10) conflrmed the presence of RU4A11:1 (not RuA13 -

see C!:apter 6), RuA161and Al-rlch solid in this sample. The Straumanis factor was 2.5036

degrees per em. The phases RuAl6 and At could also be idelltified from bulk X-ray

experiments (Appendix Vl). but the scan Was not representative, because the sample was

too inhomogeneous and the scanned surface contained porosity. The quuntitative RuA~

analyses were used as an indication of the pOSition of the phase boundary (Chapter 6).

Prior to heat treatment, this sample appeared to be very similar to the sintered RU3:Al97-b.

It contained the Slimecharacteri~;tic porosity, and was also two-phase, However, the RuA16

particles were courser and more geornetrical (Figure 4.17) than those of RU3:Alwb. This

sample appeared to be completely slntered, and hnd an Al~rlch matrix (Table 4.11), The

dnrker regions at the edges of the light phase In Figure 4.17 were It polishing artifact, and

were not observed in backscattered mode.
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Table 4.10: Debye-Scherrer Diffraction Data For RU:Al11 (CuK<.x).

--
I (.sST.)

0.50533 medium
~= ----~~~~--~~-------r--------
0.41272 medium -------4-~-~----~-------~~-------~1! 0.3804_· 2 I-W_Cak ,-+__;;

0.36355

weak.,,"-.-.........~--I------+--,
0.26463 very weak unidentifiedI,_.-----+-,_-----·~---·-I
0.23483 very Iltr~ng At 1 1 1 0.2338Ir-----'----~--~, ----~-----------~--,------,..

0.216030.21507 medium RuA~ 2 2 2~,..-·~----f--~-t___-',-----f------....II

0.20890 medium RuA~---,-+--------r-.-~-.....--f__--
0.20310__ , ~ .~~G_~ __ ._ i~I_~_.~:~~;:6_~1
0.17105 very very weak unidentified

II..·-----~· .........,__~"'---......_....",,~ ..........-.-'_J....------+-----.......jl
I 0.16096 M" _ very very weak ~deEtifi~ -......f-----,+ ...---
0.14751 very veryweek unidentifiedIf---------··--- ----.---+-----
0.14354 strong Al 220 0.1431II----...,"'-,---~..~~·~..."..~·-·" .....-.."'---.."'I---
0.12229 ;itl'Ong Al 3 1. 1 0.1221__,..~~-~ ~--""""_----r-- ·---f--'..............·~
0.11708 weak Al :2 ~.:2 0.1169-_...... _.- ...-----_

0.09289--4-._-

d (OBS)
(nm)

• ~- -=::-

weak

.0.39464 medium

0.30489

PHASE h k 1 d (CALC)-
(nm)-

RUAl6 1 10 0.49295

RU4Al13 203 0.413

RuA~ 200 0.37418
RU4A1t3 400 0.378 --RU4All3 220 0.36

RuA~ 11 :2 0.33166
Ru..AlI3 22J 0.332~-
unidentified

312 0.20688,--1------

0.09308
"---+----~I

0.09069 weak Al 4 2 0 0.09055_~~_~_~ .... '"'____ ~1_~~t!<I,.,'".,'""'_~~ ....~ 1I

0.08278 wetlk Al 4 2 2 0.08266
_~_·~l~~_~~,*",~,...,.,~""""",~ ..ti.~'"_~ __ ~" __ .-=~t>to:l.,.._,~~

0.07799 weak

-------------~~
unidentified

-These values were ta\:en from the JCPDS data cnrds[l~l.
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RuA16 was formed via. a peritectic reaction.

Figure 4.16: SEM micrograph of nominal Ru:Al'2 (secondary electron mode). RU4A113

(light grey), RuA~ (dark grey), Al-rich solid (black matrix).

Table 4.9: EDAX analyses for nominal Ru:Al12•

PHASE

Overall

PHASE DESCRIPTlON ATOMIC % Ru

1.1 ± 0.71I---·-----·----4------------------·+---------~--,,-11
RU4Al13 Needles 23.9 ± 0.4IF-----=cc ..-'1-__ ,_·,, I~--~.-__'a-~,""..j1

Surrounding needles 15.10 ± 0.01~~"L" .. __ c~".·, ,·"'+ ~.~,.··II

Dendrites 15.20;J: 0.02t---------I----·-~--,-+--·----·,-II
Al-rlch solid Matrix 0.82 ± 0.02
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The bottom region of this sample contained three phases (Figure 4.14). There were large

needles of Ru4Al13 (Table 4.9), surrounded by a thin layer RI.~. The RuA16 phase was

also present as small particles in the Al-rich matrix, suggesting a eutectic structure.

Figure 4.15 depicts the RU4Al13 needles as they appeared after etching with Murakami's

reagent. The very dark areas in this figure ate shadows and pores.

Figure 4.15: Optical micrograph of bottom region of nominal Ru:All2- (etched), RU4A1u

(needle), RuA16 (light grey), Al-rich solid (white matrix). The black regions are shadows

and pores.

There were cracks in this region. which originated in the needles. This suggests a brittle

nature; or an inability to withstand contractlon during cooling, due to differing Ci,)efficients

of expansion of the phases. The layered structure (Figure 4.16) indicates that the n.uA~

solidified later than the Ru4Al13, and the morphology or the neeelle edges suggests that tho
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Figure 4.13: SEM micrograph of top region of nominal RU:Al12 (secondary electron mode),

RuA~ dendrites in Al-rich matrix, and eutectic.

l!~igure 4.14: SEM micrograph of bottom region of nominal Ru;Al12 (secondary electron

mode), Ru4Al13 (needle), RuA16 (layer and small particles), and Al-rich solid (matdx),
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The average semi-quantitative phase analyses can be found in Appendix V, together whh

the Individual overall analyses. For the sake of eomparison with the phase diagram, the

small amounts of chlorine, iron, silicon, and mMt,. "''le, present in the phases have not

been included in these analyses. The impurities could not be included in tile quuntitative

analyses (Table 4.8), but a scan of the latter phase was plotted to show the presence of

impurities (Appendix V).

Table 4.8: Phase analyses for nominal RU4:~-b (All quantitative except for the overall

composition).

Overall 3.10 ± 0.09

RU4A1l:l Needles 24.73 ± 0.05-----~~~--4------------------~-------------~1RuA~ r-_A_t_e_d~ge_o_f_n_e_eill_e_s__ +- 17_.8__ ±_O_.7 ~1

Al-rioh solid Matrix approx, 0.6~~- ~=-=====~~======~==~~==~==~=~~

The top region of this sample appeared to consist of two phases. Figure 4.13 shows the

nat~ of the discrete RuA~ phase il, that region. The dendritio morphology of the larger

particles suggests that they solidified directly from the melt. There were zones around the

larger particles which are depleted of the second phase. TIle fine dispersion of second phase

in the balance of this figure appelU's to be a sparse eutectic mixture of RuA4 in the Al-rich

matrix (Table 4.9).
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A fine eutectic was present between the needles (Figure A.l2). This mixture was not

continuous in the region, but appeared to form between patches of Al-rich solid, as in Ute

previous sample (Figure 4.6), and dissimilar to the particles in the contaminated specimen

Ru3:ALn-a (Figure 4.1), The light component of the eutectic could not be analysed because

it was too small, but appeared to have the same colour as the R~ in backseattered

electron mode. Small aluminium particles (Appendix V) were also Observed in the matrix

(dark particles ncar the. bottom of Figure 4.12),

Figure 4.12: SEM micrograph of nominal RU4:A~-b (backscattered electron mode).

Eutectic of RuA~ (white) lind Al-rich solid (black).
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Examination of this furnace-cooled sample revealed large RU4Al13needles (Figure 4.11).

The phase RuA16 (Table 4.8) had formed on some of these needles. Both these phases

appeared tc be extensively cracked. The matrix comprised Al-rioh solid solution. This alloy

was found to be contaminated, possibly from the flux which was used to prevent oxidation

during melting of the elements.

Figure 4.11: SEM micrograph of (contaminated) n()minal RU4:A196-b(backscattered electron

mode), RU4A1n needle, RuAl6 on edge of needle and in eutectic with Al-rich solid (black).
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This sample had the unusual history of being produced in a graphite resistance furnace, and

subsequcxlxly being nrc-melted when the initial treatment failed. In the graphite resistance

furnace an exothermic reaction occurred in the vicinity of 900°C, and the elements had

fused to form a friable mass. This product appeared to be stable to about 1400oC, since no

further reactions were observed. In an attempt at .high",temperature tJ1neaUng, the sample

oxidlsed and became friable. This made secrioning and examinatlon impossible.

The sample exhibited extensive porosity (black regions in Figm-e 4.28). and consisted of

four phases (see area near '.01'01\ marker). 1'1. Figure 4.28 there are very small quantities

of the RuA16 and RuAl~~phases, both are light grey (RuAl(j is slightly darker), but only

RuA~ i$ cracked. Tnis microstructure was consistent throughout most of the sample. The

majority of the sample consisted of Ru"Al13 (fable 4.17), and the Al-rlch saUd solution was

present in smaller amounts.

'rile nature of the phases can be clendy discerned in 1'Iigure 4.29, which lIuggests that the

RuA1s fOl'medbetween the RU4Al13 u.ndRuAI(i phases. However, this was not always tho

case, aa can be observerI in Figure 4.30, where RuA~ was found between RuAls and

Ru4A113• Study of tho whole sample rendered! no particular trend in the location of R\lAl~.

·Th~ phase contuining approx, 18.S t\t% Ru was named RuAl$ for the purpose of this
dlscusslon



Table 4.16: Debye-Schcrrer Diffraction Data For RU10:A1go (475°C for 168 llOurS) (CuKct),

=- - <l~oas) l (EST.) PHASa }~~~:._I~~(_fn~fr
=..__ nOlL. .. -"'--'_ _ 1--- .~ _._ "

11 0;..;,..4;.;.;9309, ._, • medium R~_'-I-_~1;;..;1;;..;0;"' __ f.-~_O ...i.4....92_9.;;.5 _"';1

1I..__ ......O._44._8~-I w_eak__ R~ ._+__ ..;..0...,;..0..,;..2__ -+ 0.;..,..44_8_0....3 _._
__ 0.41537 ____!lledium ,Ru..Alu 2 °2 l_ _;;O..;...4,...;.lS_. _
__ Q~4~28<!...__ ,.....w......eak__• __ .I--.;;..;R=u..~;,_-I __ .....:O:....:O;,.::3;..._-+-_..;;..O.;.;,;;404

0.37630 Well). RII.AlI" 4 02, 0.376
RuAId- 200 0.37418---+--.....;..,;.;.----, '='_----i'------II_• " 0.f19_80 __ -- ~~ __weak Ru..A1.· 2 20 0.3G--~- ,.;;.;..;:.;.;;.....--+---"J---r--;;;...;..--l--......;~---il

0.33955 _"Yeak l\i4.-\lI~ _ 0 2 2 0,339
M314e medium RuA!6 1 1 2 0,g3166___ .__.. -+.__ • -I,_...!I4~I' -.!ll .O~332•

Ir---e ...0.;.;;;..~1;;.;;;6.;..;1S;._ __l_ very vClty_!.~_._!I.!~cn!Il~;.....+_-__ -_;'"---_--;1

0.29763 very weak unUlentified
0.28712 vet')' v..!:!¥ w~. RI1A1.s

---1-----
0.28734202

,_0;.::,;.2;;;.:,.77,;.;;:;;.,;..7_-I-_3~l.Y~ryweak unidentified .~~ ,__ +_---- ...11
1I__ ....0.....23....3_51__ --If--_'!2~$11'()nL,_ Al 1 1 1 _.; __ O_.23_3!__

_ 0.22469 wcat.__ +--_R;.;. ..ttAJ.,.;;.;~_-+_._!.U __-1I--_~.~J; ....6_....11

0.21984 _._!!.t'f.~,...w....eak....._...;. _,...R=u~!t..__ ___tu.__ ..2:al~-L__
_ . 0~}~8 ._ .._.~l~_ RuAI6 l1Jl._f-._. O.~< __
_,._ 0.2~~ ... __ .!!lE91unL. RttAL__ ....!ll-r.-. O.~
1t-_ ....O._204_?S _ .. yory weak ,lli~!_ L!..i..._t-~!'~~J1L_:

0.20213 slrong Al 2 0 0 0.20241r----~.,..~~>¥'~ .....~"'~"'.·~-~~1~ ....""""""'·~~ ....-~.....-' .........--"'i1
0.18211 ~.ygllC!!,k_ utlide~_r ~~ _~ _

0.17255 very veryweak unld()~'tincd----..~~~ ....~---r-""""'~-...~ ....~~~ ,.,"~'---II
_9·14779. __ .""...:!!1!J w£!!J:_"'F-.Etlid$,!lltnC]i! ,

~_ O.1431~~, 'I-_J~L_:",,_ At Z 2 0 ==9~.!1~!__
0.12209 strong Al s 1 1 0.12211I ";";";";;";;;;';_'__"'~f~---"'_~"'~ '" .-~-~"'"~~-""~_ ~"'~~"-Ji:~~"'-

0.11693 weuk At 222 0.1169...-~.......--~-...-..........". - - ,-,-~~",,~,,~~-~-~~~~,

0.09298 weak At s :; 1 0.09289
~ .. - - Sjf~_~~~V<#- __ - --",,"#>I~e-.o""""~~~~'"'r==~- !$.'_~_~~

0.09063 weAk At 4 2 0 0.09055~""""'-~'_'~"""F-~~~=- ...",..~~".,.,~~~~~~ ,~~~"

O.08::m weak At 4 2 2 0.08266,<~-----......""",,,.~~ """,,,,"~~~~,,,,,,,,,,,,,~~I''''

0.Q1800 wCtlk unldenUfled

------~-----------·'l'heS(1values were tnken from the lCPDS datil c:nros[121.
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'tuble 4.15: QULlnuU1uve chemical analyses for nominal RU10:A~ (475°C for 168 hours).

[~~~~[~~ __-:~~!:~!M:~?::=N:::::=_=.=.::::::~_="':::*:=~::::=T=~MiC-%R~~
RuAl Core dendrl~s 49.4 ± 0.7~t----'_....__,I------~-~........-.......,-·----,~r_I4-~'---il

1I.. --~2!~.--t----~~ lay~ _, __ __+- 36.0 ±,_O_.J__ l1
Ru..Al13 Second 11\Y01' &. needles 26.0 ± 0.1r-~-'~_"_-r--- ",..,,,....~_,......·"'__...._..,..__ -u
RuAI6 Third la!:!!3eedles &. edl~e of Ru..Al13

AI-rich soUd Matrix
lS.80 ± 0.02~ ....---.....,.._.- .......

0.49 ± 0,06

The low weight percent totals of Ule matrix anooyses indicated the presenc" or oxide

(Appendix Vm). The phase analyses were not US(!d fot d~tel'mining the phase boundaries

since the sample was too inhomogeneous. The formation of the layered structure is

discussed fw'ther in Chapter 6 in relation to the proposed modifications to the phase

diagram.

Dobyo·Seherrer experiments (Table 4.16) confirmed the presence of the Al-rloh solid,

RuAJ(i1and Ru"AlI3 (not RuAi3 ~ Chapter 6). The Straumunis factor was 2.502 degrees per.

em. No other phtlses were detected because the powder was obtained only from the surface

of the samplo.
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Figure 4.27: SEM micrograph of nominal RU10:Al9() annealed at 475°C for 168 hours

(secondary electron mode). Ru"Al!3(light grey) and RuA16 (dark grey) needles in an Al-rich

matrix (black).

AI-rich +
RuA~
eu(!~ctic

'l'he average quantitntlve EPAX l\I1a1ysesare given in Tl\ble 4.15. Again, no ovemll

cort'Position measurement "Ins attelmpted, because the sample, was extremely

inMmogeneous.
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~rhoheat treatment did not appear to have any effect on the localised "eutectic"-like mixture

of Ru~A13and Ru4Al13• since it was still observed during this examination (Figl1te 4.26).

Figure 4.:'.i: SEM 1nicrograph of nominu1 RUIO:A40 annealed at 475°C for 168 hours

(secondary electron mode), "Eutectic" ..1ikemixture of RU2A13 (light grey) and RU4Al13 (dark

grey mntrix).

Again, the rest of the mlcrostruoture consisted of RU4Al13 needles surrounded by RuA161 or

merely RuAl(l needles (Figure 4.27), all in an AI-rich matrix contnin!ng It fine, dispersed

eutectic.
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difference was that there was a layer of P.uA~ adjacent to the RU4A113 layer (Figure 4.25).

Also, the amount of RuA~ in the Al-rich matrix appeared to have increased. The few

reported cha.nhes may have been induced by the heat treatment, or may be a result of

viewing a diff'~rent cross-section of the sample (since the sample was very inhomogeneous),

Figure 4.25: SEM micrograph of nominal RUIO:Alw annealed Il.t 475°C for 168 hours

(secondary electron mode). RuAI (light grey), RUzA13 (first layer), RU4All3 (second layer),

RuA4 (third layer), Alurlch solid (black matrix).

"5

RuAl

Ru4Al13

RllAl(\

AI-rich solid



This sample was heat treated, at 475°C for 168 hours in order to investigate the existence

of RuAll2:' It was not expected that this anneal would have any effect on the high

temperature phases, and indeed it did not. The eutectic between the Ru-rich solid solution

and RuAl was still present (Figure 4.24), adjacent to an area of RllAl dendrites surrounded

by RUzAla (Table 4..15).

Figlll'c 4.24: SEM micrograph of nominal Rll10:Al90 annealed at 475°C for 168 hours

(secondary electron mode). Ru-rich solid (light grey) in eutectic with RuAI (dark grey),

RU;tAl:l (black).

The RU2A131nyerwas again succeeded by it RU4Al131aYl}l'(Table 4.15). The only noticeable
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Table 4.14: Debye-Scherrer Diffral1tion Data For RUlo:A~ (No Heat Treatment) (CuKa).

- -.......

d &_BS) I (EST.) PHASE h k 1 d (&~~C)'m~) -
0.41310 medium Ru..AtI3 203 0.413
0.40247 weak Ru4AlU 003 0.404~~-, -0.37640 mcdlum Ru,Att, 402 0.376-0.35883 medium R14A1u 220 0.36
0.33774 very weak R14At13 022 0.339
0.33097 medium R14Alt:! 221 0.332
Q.30264 medium R~At:! 101 0.3010
0.26392 ve!Jw~ unidentified
0.23351 very strong Al 1 1 1 8·~38Ru IOU • 43
0,21380 st.tong RYiAh 110 8,211~~-- \I 002 .214
0.20750 medium R~ 105 0.2098
0.20514 vcrystrong Itu 101 0.2056r---- ........,._..._,

0.20188 medium Al 200 0.2024--
!--j>.172~Z. ve!! ve!! w~. --l!pidentified --- -iitioj

0.15788 weak Itu 102 0.15808 __
~._._....._

_ (),14763__ vel'Y,.!2!Y"'!'~_ _,l'.'!idel!£ificd 1--__

1~~~0=.1~!1 ~cdlwn __~At -+_..._.2_2~O ~ O••_14_3~1 1l

o,t3536 wCtlk Itu 1 1 0 0.1353
0.12212 AtRustreng 3 1 1 0.1221

103 0.12189
___ ~0~.1~14~S~S~ __ ~_r-- ..~R~u __ ._...+- 1~_1_2__ -+ 0••1_14_34~__ ~I

0.1l32(j__ .___],E~,__ Ro 201 0.11299_.

_, . 0.00291 verywcuk --r--!!!__ 3 3 1 0.09289

0.09063 ~ weak~_"_'"_~_ bJ __ ~ a g __ ~_
f-- •.0.08681 wcak r-...J..!l 2 1 1 0.03672--_

0.08403 __ ~~_~_ Ru 1 1 4 0.08395

.0.08274 .. _ ~qr~~~:.nk ~__ ~13L_+- .......;.O.;.;,.08;;..2;.;.,66;"'_-I1
__ ~~ .!.cry wenk Ru .!!.!..._.-+__ O;;;,;.08;.;;,1;;.;:;8.;,.S--ll

0.08051 ,_Vtry.Ji~_._,.~~_ .." ~ llLt __ .... 0.08043
0.0'1818 vcry wcuk unidentified

"Ihese values were taken from the JCPDS data clU'dsU2l,
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Table 4.13: QUolltitative chemical analyses for nominal RU10:Aloo(No heat treatment),

RuAl
Eutectic network 77 ± 2.

PI-lASE DESCRlPTlON ATOM1C%RuPHASE _.__ .

Ru-rich solid
Core dendrites 53.9± 0.4r----,-------------+--------------------+------------~IRUzAl3 First layer 36.5 ± 0.2

"Eutectic"-like mixture Second layer 30.6 ± 0.3-------~----------~------~-------------~IRuA12 Small particles 29.79± 0.09

Rtl4AI1LH Third layer & tl_e_(",dl_e_s 1--2-6-.0-±--0.-1--I1
RuA16 Needles & edge of Ru"Al13 15.3 ± 0.2

II--· ..·"w=""----··.;...·--"---!----------------t---------II
Matrix 0.7 ± 0.2Al-rleh solld

The analyses of the matrix (Appendix.Vm) had low weight percent totals, indicating the

presence of AI-oxide.

The presence of the Al-rlch solid, Ru-rich solid, RU4All~ (not RtlAlJ • Chapter 6), and

ROzAl]were ccnflrmed by Debye-Scherrer diffraction data (Table 4.14). 'rho Straumanis

factot was 2 ..5013 degrees per em. 'l'be RUzA13values were masked by other phases in most

cases, and it was possible to discern a small number of peaks which could have matched

RuAl.
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Figure 4.23: SEM micrograph of nominal RUIO!A1ro before heat treatment (backscattered

electron mode). RU4A113 (needles), eutectic of Ru~ (dark grey) and Al-rich solid (black

matrix).

Tho balance of the sample contained RuAl(j needles which were .fincr and more dendritic

ill morphology than the RU4Al13 needles. These were embedded in an AI-rich matrix

containing the Same eutectic mixture as depicted ill Figure 4.23. All the cltemlcal analyses

were quantitative (Appendix Vfll), There were too mally different phase regions to attempt

a meaningful overall composition analysis.
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Figure 4.22: SEM micrograph of nominal RUlo:~ before heat treatment (backscattered

electron mode). RUzA13 (white), RuAlz (light grey), Ru4A113 (dark grey) matrix, Al-rich

(black) matrix.

Figure 4.23 shows the RU4Alt~ needles (Table 4.13) once again, with the phase RuA~6 at

some of the edges of these needles. The flne eutectic particles ot RuA~ in the Al-rioh

matrix are also visible in this figure.
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At the edge of this area was a single-phase RuM region, followed by a two-phase layer

containing RuAt dendrites surrounded by RUzAl3 (Table 4.13). The next layer was that of

single-phase Ru2A13• followed by a region containing dendrites of the latter surrounded by

RU4Al13 (Figure 4.20).

It was found that RUzA13 formed a eutectic-like mixture with the Ru4A113 matrix (Figure

4.21) in local patches between the Ru2A13dendrites. This unusual mixture also existed as .

a separate layer (i.e. with no R1l2A13 dendrites), and eventually gave way to extensively

cracked RU4A113 needles in an Al-rich matrix (Figure 4.22). There were also small areas of

RuA12 (slightly Iighter than the RU4Ai13 matrix in Figure 4.22) observed in this sample.

Figure 4.21: SEM micrograph of nominal RU10:~ before heat treatment (baekscattered

electron mode). "Eutectic'l-like mixture of RU2A13 (light) and RU4A11!J (dark matrix),
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Figure 5.6: SEM micrograph of nominal ltUu:A17~annealed at 1300°C for 6.5 ~()urs

(secondnry electron mode). Ru}>'J,{(U;tAl.:!, RuN:.) Ru..;'113'

An overall composition analysis of this sample was not attempted, because tho sample was

too inhomog(meous. The average quantitative EOAX lUlalyses are summarised In Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Qonntitntive chemical analyses for nominal R~:AL,2 (1300°C Cor 6.S hours).

PliASE PHA~H DESCRIPTION ATOMIC % Ru
=::::~~;::;c- ~.~.=~..:::=~;:;;:.-=:" .r::::=~=;=--,_;::;;"--- ~ .="'-=_.-=-,~_.

Ru·rich soUd Eutectic with RuAl 88.005± 0.005
It---.......",.__.~"""'~C"~~~.I~.~ _1<'Ii'!·_~~ __ ........j1

54.1 :i: 0.8
Ru"A13 f11rstlayer 43.3 :!:O.S

11< .,.._ __ --r_""""'"'~_~~~>"Ii~JII."''''' ....~~ ~~

RuAl" Second Inyer 36.05 ± 0.03
~1'J'~~Ii!li~~~ __ -~¢(W.""'.,.""'_IL~_·_.,,>rlt_~.....~=. ~,~ _""'...~~ ..ei __ ~

Ru"A1t:J Matrix of third Inyet' 26.10 ± 0.08
.....~.:::.:::~.:::.,...;_.;.,;._.:..;.:=-'~~_::-:::::.:..:::::::::::=:;-..:.,_,;... ....j.::.:::::::.::::::::::=.::::::::::;.'::"~;::::.":::::..:..-::::;.:-.._:-.:-"_ ... ~~:7t.:..__;...., ..._

Traces of silicon were observed in the scens, but could not be included in the analyses
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Figure 5.4: SEM micrograph of nominal R~:Al1:~ annealed at 1300°C for 6.5 hours

(secondary electron mode). Eutectic of RuAI ,U4tk grey) and the Ru-zich solid solution

(light grey).

Figure S.S: SEM micrograph of nominal RUu:Al72 nnnenled at 1300°C for 6.5 hours

(secondary electron mode). itu-rich solid (white), RuAl (light grey), R\l~A13(dark grey

layer), RuAl~ (black).
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There was a larger variation in the Ru~A13analyses (Appendii Xl), because the phase

regions were very small, and thus the Ill1!l1ysescan be affected by tho underlying material.

The overall composition analysis is not e"~cted to be accurate, because it was an analysis

of an area (the standards were obtained with spot analyses). The analyses for RuA1:land

RttzA13 were uwd as an indication of the phase boundary position (Chapter 6).

Debye ..Schetter experiments confirmed the presence of Ru4Al13 (not RuA13 - Chapter 6) and

RttzA13, although the lines pertaining to the latter phase were very light. this is an

indication that the R~Ah phase was less abundant than RU4Al13;UnfortunatelYI the

presaMe of RuAl1 was not conf'umed, possibly due to the region ~Ifthe sample from which

the powder was obtained.

Following heat treatment at 13000C for 6.S hom's, a different cross-section was examined,

which was vastly different from the first, The snmple was very porous, and a wide range

of phasr,s were present (Figures 5.4, 5.S & 5.6)l wllieh had formed in layers around a. core

of RuAI (as in the samples of nominal RU4:AJ'}6and RUlo:AL;o). The latter contained n.'lNich

IloUd solution (Table 5.2) which formed a eutectic mixture at the RnAl grain boundaries

(Figure 5.4).

The fttst phase layer (Figure 5.5) comprised R~A]3t and this led into a region containing

a RuA~ matrix with discrete grains of Ru~Al3' The Inttcr region was very porous. The

second single-phase layer consisted of RuAl~ (porous area in FIgure 5.6), and the next

region consisted of It RU4All3matrix, wlth RuAl~ as the included phase (left side of Figure

5.6).
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Figure 5.3: SEM micrograph of nominal RU28:A1n before heat treatmenr (secondary

electrol1l mode). RUzA13 (white), RuA12 (light grey grains), RU4A113(dark grey matrix).

Table 5.1: Quantitative chemlcal analyses for nominal Ruu:Altz (No heat treatment).,

r,::=====-== .""'''--=~ .......-__.. '=:,:;::::-- - ......;!------=:::::::
PHASe PHASE DESCRIPTION ATOMIC % Ru

F= .--- .-

Discreto grains 30.35 :I: 0.08----~--------·--~I26.49 ±O,a7Mntrlx

35.7 ± 0.8
Overall 27.64 ± 0.06.------.------4-------------R.u~A13 Sparse dis~rsioll!------,.---__,.f-.,.;--~'---_J_---.....;.,,-----....-~ ....,

RuA!~
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Figure 5.1: Optical micrograph of nominal RU28:A1,Z before heat treatment (Murakami's

etch), Ru4Al13 (matrix), RuA11 ("bulky" light phase), RU1A13("fine" light phase), dark pores,

Figur~ 5.2: Optical nlk'tograph of nominal RU28:A17~ before heat treatment (M:urnkll.ml's

etch), Region contuining mostly Ru4Al13, and dark pores.
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5 RESULTS FROM "IOU RUTllENIDM ALLOYS,

The alloys discussed in this chapter are those comprising (nominally) from 28 to 50 at%

ruthenium. 'There is only one published phase diagram for this range of compositions

(Figure 2.2), according to which, the phases encompassed by this runge are RuA121 RUZA13J

and RuAl. The results reported below WI"Ie obtained from optical and SEM examination,

EDAX analyses, and X-ray diffraction experiments. The latter were used to distinguish

between RuA12 and RuzA13,which have similru' composition ranges,

During production of this sample, it appeared t<:1 have little surface tension as it flattened

and cracli.ed during cooling, thus loosing its buttoKI shape. Exnmination was initially

conducted before annealing the luloy. Optical mio,.t"oscopyshowed that most cr~busample

consisted of three phases (Figure 5.1).

There was an area, near one edge of the sample, wl\uch appeared to contain ve1'Y little else

but the Ru4Alt:l matrix. (Figure 5.2), and a high de81ree of porosity.

The sample mainly consisted of discrete RllA12 grait.lS 11'\ matrl·. tJf R1l4All:l(Table 5.1),

with small amounts of RU2,Ah dispersed thrQughout t.1t' lulv,t (hgure 5.3). Most of the latter

phnse was adja.cent to the RuA11 grains.
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AisWJllent of the Samnles.

Many of the above samples contained undesirable elements originating from venous

sources. 'rhe most abundant contaminants were silicon and iron, which have a high affinity

for aluminium. The most common source of these impurities w~ the aluminium powder,

which was only 95% pure.
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The average quantitative EDAX analyses (Appendix X) are given in Table 4.18. The

overall analysis is not expected to be accurate (since the EDAX. was calibrated only fot

spot analysis).

Table 4.18: Quantitative chemical analyses for nominal R~:A11!O(No hellt treatment).

If:=:o=P=HA=.=S=E===I:;P=H=A.•=SE=D=E=S=C=RlPTlONI ,ATOMIC %_ Ru
Overall ...19.84I~----------~--------Needles 26.6 ± 0.1

Ai-rich solid==================~~~====~=======~~========~Matrix 0.6:1:: 0.1

The presence of RU4Al13 (not RuA13 - Chapter 6) and tbe Al-rlch solid were confinned by

Debye-Scherrer experiments, The RU4Alt3 analyses were used to lndlc, to the position of the

phase bound"rj (Chapter 6).

Further h!!lat treatment of this sample resulted in 1\ friable mass. which could not be

examined.

Nominn1, Ru;.Ab

This sampl~ was arc-melted. and then heat treated in the same ampoule as the RU1$:Als1·n.

The reliult of the treatment was a friable sample which was not examined,
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F!gul'e 4,31: SEM micrograph of nominal Rll.2o:AlflO (baekscattered electron mode). Ru"All3

(needles), Al-rich solid (matrix).

I
I
I

[

Figul'C 4.32: SEM micrograph of nominal RU20:A1so(backscattered electron mode). RU4A11:l

needles in an Al-rich matrix.
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Table 4.17: Chemical analyses for nominal RU1S:AlsZ"b (No heat treatment).

--
PHASE PHASE DESCRIPTION ATOMlC% Ru~ - -

Overall 13.7 ± 0.6

Rl~~Al13 Majority phase 25.0 ± 0.3
..."""".._- -

lR.uAl$" Un-cracked minor phase 18.54 ± 0,03

RuA4 Cracked minor phase 15.1 ±O.2-- ---.. -""'~~
At-rich solid Dark regions in (SEM) backscatter mode 0.87 :1;0.02

The Debye-Scherrer work confirmed the presence of R.u4All~ (not RuAla .. Chapter 6),

R.uA4, and Al in this sample, There were no unique lines which could be attributed to

RuAl$' The bulk X-ray results (Appendix IX) also appeared to confum these phases, but

the results were not conclusive due to the large amount of porosity in the sample.

This sample was not heat treated because the porosity would have been too great a barrier
" .

to diffusion.

This sample was flrst examined prior to heat treatment and appeared to be homogeneous.

Coarse Ru4Al13 needles (FigUre 4.31) were observed in an AI-rich matrix which appeared

to be single-phase, The needles (Figure 4.32) bad fractured tips, probably acquired during

grinding, due to the difference in phase. hardness. '1:1temorphology of the Rll.tA1'3indicated

th!\t it solidi fled as a primary phase,
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Figure 4.30: SEM micrograph of nominal Ru)s:Aln-b (backscattered electron mode).

RU4Al13 (light grey), "RuA1s" (darker grey), R~ (darkest grey), Al..rich solid (black).

"RuAls"

RuA~

Al-rlch solid

The material surrounding the pores on one edge of this sample was round to contain

zirconium, silicon, and some of the other materials from the crncible, mixed with the alloy

elements. Thus the alloy had reacted with the crucible to It small extent.

The average standardless EDAX analyses can be viewed in Appendix IX. The average

quantitative analyses are given in Table 4.17, together with a semi-quantitative overall

composition analysis.
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Figure 4.18: upticnl micrograph of nominal RUls:Alsz-b (etched). Al-rich solid (white),

RuA}u (light grey, cracked), "RuA1s" (light grey, uri-cracked), RU4Al13(dark grey).

RuA~

Al-rich solid

Figure 4.29: SEM micrograph of nominal RUls:Als:.::-b (backscnttered electron mode).

RU4Al13 (white), "RuA1s" (light grey), RuAl6 (dark grey), Al-rich solid (black).

Al-rich solid
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Figure 5.16: SEM micrograph Ol \.. taminated) nomina! Ru32:A16tl annealed at 1200°C for

480 hours and 1050°C for 24 hours (bllckscnttered electron mode). RuAl:l (dark. grey).

Rt1iAl;$ (light grey), AI ..rich solid (lining the pores).

Table 5.6: QuantitAf,ivc chemical analyses for nominal RU32:Al611 (l~OO(lCfor 480 hours,

1050°0 for 48 hOl1rs).

RUl,A1a Discrete in 2~phnse region 44.13 ± 0.08~~ ....,...~\""",~.""-"","_",~~,,-,,,._..,.,,.~

RllA12 Matrix in 2-phnse region 37.00 :I: 0.02
...""""""~_*"",""~~,.",-~~~~t)f>.>~~"'''.1i~~''''''''''"tm;i~~~.~~",,,,,

Single-phaseregtons 35.61 :I: 0.02
j~~l'-"'I"""~~l~~=. t7l:l'~j_==-.~tin""""""'~~':::';:,~!,~~;:;:!:II<~,ll-~ ;;:::t~~¥~~""""';''l'~''~1;;(

AI·rich solid LIning pores 99.74 :I: 0.06
~~~,,,*,,_,," ... mt:l"""l<t)<o\,:iI,1l-"'__)::j'-~""'*~~\);--'''''''iit~''''''''''~~l'::'':'~-=\1.~'~i<;.~~

Inclusions 50 :I: 1
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Detniled microprobe analyses can be found in Appendix XUI, together with the semi~

quantitative overall analyses. The fanner were used to determine tbe RuAlz phase boundary

position (Chaptel' 6).

Oobye-Sc:herrer expelimcnt8 (Table S.5) confirmed the presence of RU4Al13(not RuAl3 ..

Chapter 6) and RuAl~ in this sample, It is possible that faint Al-rlch peaks were also

present. The Straumanjs facto!' was 2.5093 degrees per em. The phase RuA~ could also be

discerned in the results tTom bulk X~ray experiments. The latter results, however, were

unrepresentative:') because the sample "'lUi inhomi>genoQus.

This sample was heat treated at 1200<>Cfor 168 hours and 1050<>Cfor 24 hours. in order

to investigate the high~temperature reactions, Most of tho sample appeared to consist of

single-phase RuAlz (Tab!e 5.6), allowing for the possibili.ty of composiUon boundaries

being distorted by the presence of silicon and iron contmninution. There were some regions

which contained grains of R\I~A13(Figure 5.16). ·:rho satnple was porous, and the Al-rlch

phaso was obsetvl"A,to line these pores.

At higher magnification smitH Incluslons (Figure 5.17) were c1iscerned. Small nmountn of

manganese were detected in addition to iron and silicon. The impurities could not be:

included in the qultntitntive annlYllcs, but a scan was plotted (Appendix XIII) to show the

impurities p.rcsent in the inclusions. A scan ot' the RU,2A1a phase is also given in Appendix.

XiII to depict the impurities present in this phtlsc. The only possible source of

conmminlltion in this case was the tuhe in wbich tht: sample was allne,~led.
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'I'able 5.5: DebycwScherrer Diffrncti!m Data 1<'01' .Ru3z:Al~1I(1200QC for 31.2 hours) (CuKa).

~~~)'~'~=:~~s~_~1,:~kl=-'~ :!_-
~~ __ ~_~~e~w~~~.~~~un=~~®~l~~I~ __

WCllk

0.36755 very strong

~--'------~------~I

.~= '-r-~""'=;""_'- '1__ ..:<.1;1 ~_2 O.fQ78 f

220 __ ~._'~~~~~~~~~'--~----~---~I
113--1-<-- 3 13 ...

11_........=·124 _ .J~lc___ .•.-l!.n.!!!entific.\d._,t_
II--~O!l2al,L_ J1L_ -Jtniden@~! -+

, _...x~&1lL._~ _._JI.Uld~~ __ ' '
,._.oJJ.!U9,.__ __YJ;.cy~~",~ mid~~
•.JUli4~_,._w~!l'""~QA.l~_",,,= -=='ffiW~I.l~1irJt. "'<=". __ =_" _~~

____O.J.OlS.a"",,~ .'_'ylLry,,~~:,y~ .~,=JIl!i®ll!i.~qo_.~ ---=-. .__ -1
• .::J,," • 2:..~4- ~.:;.::;:JEH~~J1=~'1.~=:;::;.:::~.·U~~!:I,l.~~~~==-=.-::_.-=_. -".;;:::::-==~;:.:;'!;.=-_j--------

·TI1* vll.lucswere taken Cl'omthe JCPDS dnln cnrosll21,
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The standardless chemical analyses (Table 5.4) were deemed too inaccurate to distinguish

between phases of similar compositions, so microprcbe analyses were undertaken on the

RuAlz and. RU4All3 phases (Figure 5.15), and the snmple was also snb.Jected to further

:eOAX analyses using a dUlerent SEM and updated software. Both analyses used pure

ruthenium and aluminium as standards.

'Fable 5.4: Chemical analyses of nominal RU3,,:A16llannealed at l!zOOoC for 312 hours.

~----~~~~-~~--~-~~--=~===~.=~~=-;~=---~--------~
PhnllO Pb.aso .{cmi·qulIllJ. Microprobe Qunnt. BDAX • Qunnt. BOAX

PoseriptJ.on ;EDAK

I\U%Ru)

(t\l% nu) Jeol

(nt% nu)

" liIttlchl

(al% RU)

Light pIuIso 3M:t:0.Z30..$:1.: 0.4 35.8± 0.2 36.94:I.: 0.09

l)Qtkphaso
~,--~-~-~---+,-~-~--,~·~~'---------I-------~I

2l.2 :t:ats 25.08 ± 0.05 26.2:l: 0.1 24.8:l: 0.1

~·-----+--------+-------~------~--------i------_"'~I
DlltkphWiO At-rich 0.40:tom
lining cnvltlos solid sot"

Ovcmll 27.3:l: 0.5

The SDAK ~sults obtained lUling the mOL SEM (Table 5.4) appeared to reinforce the

microprobe analyses, and tho latter was used to callbrnte the more readily nvuila.ble

HlTACHJ, SEM". The quantitative analyses obtained after calibration were in good

agreement with tbv microprobe results (Table 5.4).

·Provided by MINTEK
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Figure 5.14: Optical micrograph of nominal RU32:A~ annealed at 1200°C for 312 hours

(etched with Murakami's reagent). RuAh (white dendrites), RU.;AlI3 (dark grey), cracks and

pores (black).

Figure 5.15: SEM micrograph of nominal RU3Z:AI68 annealed at 1200°C for 312 hours

(backscattered electron mode). Centl'al region, RU..AII3 (dark grey), RuAl:z.(light grey).
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cases, the sparse aluminium-rich phase was not present in the matrix, An example of this

Can be viewed in Figure 5.13, where the dendrites have a "chewed" appearance. The latter

observation may indicate the occurrence of a peritectic reaction subsequent to the formadon

of the dendrites.

Figure 5.13: Optical micrograph of nominal Ru32:Al68 annealed at 1200°C for 312 hours

(etched with Muraka'il1i's reagent). Al-rich solid (lighter grey, lining cracks), RuAl1 (white

dendrites), RU4Al1~(dark grey). cracks and pores (black).

The balance of the sample consisted of RuA12 dendrites with RU4A1uin the interdendritic

regions (Figure 5.14). Again, some Gj' the denddtes had u "chewed" appearance (Figure

5.15). There Were smaller em,cks observed ill this central region which were not lined with

the Al~rlchphase.
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This sample exhibited a fairly low surface tension during production, by flattening upon

cooling (as did tho previous two samples). It was annealed at 12000C for 312 hours before

examining. 'The alloy appeared to have various different regions.

Near the upper and lower surfaces of the button-shaped sample many pores or cracks were

present. They were lined with an Al-rlch phase, and small irregular dispersions of the latrer

were present between the RuAl~ dendrite arms in the vicinity of the cavities (Figure 5.12).

Figure 5.12: Opticru micrograph of nominal RU3;t:Al<iQ annealed at 1200(10 for 312 hours.

AI-nch solid (dark grey), RtlAlz (white dendrites), cracks and pores (black).

There were also regions in the sample which contained Al-line.d cavities, with the adjacent

mict()structure consisting of dendrites of RuAlz in a RU4A1s, matrix (Table 5.4). III such
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Thefl.~were some regions which contained irregularly shap.~d At-rich solid in the RuAlz

mnt~;'tf:1;n....,dthe former was also found to line the cavities in these regloas (Figure 5.11; the

shiny areas are cavities).

The average standardless chemical analyses are provided in Table 5.3, and examples of the

individual results are contained in Appendix XU.

Table 5.3: Semi-quantitative chenncal analyses for nominal RU2ll,:}:ALlI,'1 (1200°C for 312

hours),

RUAlz inclusions Al~rich solidII----------------~II------~,~,---------·-+------~--~IPHASE DESCRlPTION Matrix R.e!S~llarphM~ Irregular phase~~.-------+--~----~
Ru (atomic %) 30.7 ± 0.2 39.8 ± 0.3 C.39 ± 0.05

Al 69.0± 0.3 54.8 ± O.S 99.58 :£ 0.07
Mn 0.05 ± 0.03 0.8± 0•.:. 0.01± 0
Fe 0.18:l~O.OS 4.6 ± 0.1 0.03± 0.02

PHASE

Other scans (Appendix XU) also revealed siUcon contamination in this sample. '1110 SOUl'Cf)

of the contruniulluon did not Jie in the elemental materinls used. This sample was the first

in the batch to be nrc-melted, and since the electrode was not ground before r.Oll, nencing

the melting, it is possible that the residue from prior use contaminated this sample. Tho

silicon contamination may have stemmed from rumenling the sample in (I. qunrtz tube.

However, since the impurities are mostly contlned to small inclusions in tho mattix, this

8nmple can beer some relcvunce to the current study.
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Figure 5.10: SEM micrograph of (contaminated) nominal RUu.3:Alt)., (backscattered

electron mode). RuA12 (dark grey matrix), inclusions (light grey), pores (black).

Figure 5.11: SEM ndcrograph of <contaminated) nominal RuZll•3:Al·/1.1 (secondary electron

mode). RuAL,t (dark grey matrix), Alwrich solid (black, discrete & lining cavities).
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Figure 5.9: Third DTA trace for nominal RU28;Aln. Static air atmosphere.

-2

This alloy displayed low swince tension in the same fashion as tho previous one (by

flattening and cracking upon cooling). Befol'e examination, the sample was annealed at

12000 for 312 hours, It appeared to consist of two different regions and had many pores

and cavities throughout (Figures 5.10 & 5.11). Most of this sample consisted of RllA~ with

small, regular, Inclusions dispersed throughout (Figure 5.10; the dark areas are pores). It

was cl.)ntaminated with small amounts of manganese and iron, most of which was

concentrated in the inclusions (,fuble 5.3).
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Figure 5.7: First DTA trace for nominal RUzs:A1n.Nitrogen flow of lOOml/min.
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Figure 5.8: Second OTA trace for nominal Ruu:Aln. Nitrogen flow of lOOml!min.
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(Appendix XI). The silicon was possibly introduced during the heat treatment in a quartz

tube.

Debye-Scherrer diffraction films confirmed the presence of RuAlz and Ru..A113(not RuA13 ..

Chapter 6). There is a small possibility that faint Al-rich and RU;2A13 lines were also present

on the film, The plane spacings could not be calculated because there were no high angle

lines.

Three thermal anal~lsi5 scans were run on this sample (Figures 5.7, 5.8 &, 5.9). Magnified

·.;:,ctions of these scans are given 11n Appendix Xl, and show the reaction peaks in detail.

The last two scans were similar, but very different to the first. The first reaction of the

latter scan (Figure 5.7) was endothermic, with an onset temperature of 656°C, and peaked

at 660°C. The second endothermic reactlon had an onset temperature of 730°C, and peaked

at 741°(:, The third reaction was exothermic, and started at 795°C and peaked at S03°C.

The first two heating cycles employed an inClrtnitrogen atmosphere, while the third had no

protection against oxidation. All of the reactions in the second and third scans (Figur~s 5.8

& 5.9) were endothermlc, The flrsr obvious reaction of the former (Figure 5.8) had an onset

temperl'.tUre of 1353°C and peaked at 1363°C. The second reaction started at 1418°C and

peaked at 1432°C. The fU'st reaction of the last scan (Figure 5.9) started at 1343°C and

peaked at 13550C. The second reaction started at 1416°C and peaked at 1428°C. In both

of these scans there was a small dip in the plotted curve at about 1460°C. Since it was

present in both curves, it is probably inherent to the system. The lm, :'lqatJolls of these

results are discussed in Chapter 6.
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The sa..nple appeared to have a two--phase dendritic microstructure (I<1gure5.25) comprising

RU1Al3 dendrites in 1\ RU4All~matrix <Table 5.11). "i'here were fine, intimate mlxturea of

the phases between the dendrites, which appeared Mm. additional phase when unresolved

at low magnification (Figure 5.25).

Figure 5.25: SEM micrograph of (contaminated) nominal Ru3s:Alus-b (backscattered

electron mode), R.uzAl] (denchites), R.u4Al13 (matrix),

At higher magnification, small amounts ot' It light, discrete phase wert' observed in the

il1terdendritio regions (Fig\U'O5.26), as well tiS two finc "eutectic"..like mL"turcs, having

distinct m0r:t;hologios. 'rhey had a different appearance to tho smtul RuAll partioles ot the
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Table 5.10: Quantitative chemical analyses for nominal RUl~:Al65-run (1300QC for 6.5

hours, l100QC for 65.5 hours),

RuAlz Matrix
11::=:====.=--==~ .;..~-."

35.91 ± 0.08

RUzA13 Discrete phase

PHASE l:>ESClUPTION ATOMIC% Ru
==:f:.=

Small Silll?;le-phase region 53.4 ::i: 0.9--~--------·---4142.8 ::1:0.3

PHASE=-
RuAl

This snmpl<:1was produced in an induction fUlnace in a zin:onil!. crucible. An exothermic:

reaction occurred at about 9S0QC, ax.d the sample wUs fumace~ooled and then air-cooled.

The alloy had fused to form of a "tree" structure (l:;'igure,5.24) on the side ot the crucible,

Figure 5.24: Macroscopic f.hotograph of nominal RU35:AJ(\.'S~b."Iree" structure formed by

fused elements.
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Figure 5.23: SEM micrograph of (contaminated) nominal RlIas:Al6$-amannealed at 13000C

for 6.5 hours and 1100°C for 65.5 hours (backscattered electron mode). Majority of sample:

RUzA13(dark grey), RuAlz (black),

T110average qunntltative analyses are gil'en in Table 5.10, and n standardless nnalysis of

the RuAl phase is given in Appondi.'{ XV to show the low levels ot' silicon, iron, and

zirconium contamination in tho sample. The analyses could not be used to clotemllno the

pt)sil'ions of the phnse boundaries. 'nl(~microstntcturo of this sample was obviously not

substantially uffeeted by the nnneal, because a region of RuAI was present.
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and 5.23 did not differ significmuly in composition from the phases in which they were

observed. and were thus deduced to be polishing marks. The presence of RuAl~ as the

matrix phase is an indication t'hat this compound is formed directly frOID the melt, and not

via a perltectoid reaction (Figure 2.2).

Figure 5.22: SEM micl'Ograph of (contaminated) nominal RU:!$:A165·nmannealed at 13000C

Cor 6.5 hours and 11.00°C for 65.5 hours (secondary electron mode), RuAl (light grey),

RU2Al3 (dark gr~y),RuAlz (black).
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slllcon, and iron. A semi-quantitative analysis was obtained and scan was plotted to show

the contamination (Appenc:lbt.X:V). 'I11e average qua.ntitative analyse· I are given in Table

5.9. Nominal RU:!$:Al65-ahad been melted in II. zirconia crucible, and the edges of this

sample must have reacted with tile crucible and thus contaminated the sl1bnequent arc-

molted sample.

Tabla 5.9: QUlUlf:lt'ltive chemical analyses fot' nominal RU:ls:Al65-am(No heat treatment).

PHASE PHASE DESCR'O?TtON ATOMIC % :RuII-=---,_-""'*----=-~·~======"'="**"'~ .. ==
Ovenill ...38.7

RUzA13 Dendrites 46.0 ± 0.21~--,--~~--_4-----------------------------~1
RuA)z Matrix.J. 36.7± 0.2

~~~.MU __ ==~~_=~-===== ,~~~.=====-~

Oebye.SohelTer experiments could not be used to facilitate phase identifioation. because the

impurity elements would have eltered the diffraction pattern, and rendered nne

identification near impossible.

The sample was heat treated nt 1300°c for G.S hours, and then the tempemture was reduced

to 1100°C for 65.5 hours. because the quartz tube had expanded at the highe~ temperature.

A different cross ..section of the sample was examined,

A smut! single-phase region or RuAl was observed in tho sample (Figul'C 5.22), which was

surrounded by a layer of Ru"Ala• The rest of the microstructure (Figure 5.23) consisted of

R~Aia in a matrix of RuAh (Tuble 5.10). The light spots which nre present inFig1.u'Cs5.22
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cracked. The dendrites (Figure 5.21) appeared to contain a fine dispersion of particles,

which were tOO small to analyse.

Figure 5.21: SEM rd~i.:ltOgraph of (contaminated) nominal RU~5:A165~ambefore heat

treatment (bll.ckscattered electron mode). RUzA13 (lighter' coloured dendrites), RuAlz (dark

matrix), contaminated eutectic-like network.

The interdendritic region comprised three phnses (Figure 5.21). The major -phaso,RuA11

(black in Figum 5.21), appeared as large rounded particles. The other two phases formed

a. eutectic between these particles, and vere found to contain large amounts of zirconium,
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d (OBS) I (13,'3T.) PHASE h kl d (CALC)
(nm) (nm)

1--

0.13389 vety weak RuAlz 33 1 0.13392

0.12775 v'~ry weak unidentified

0.12608 very weak unidentified
..-

0.12440 very weak unidentified

0.12298 very weak unidentified

0.11991 very weak RuAl 2 1 1 0.1204~
(1.11802 very weak unidentified~
0.11627 very weak unidentified

0.09214 very very weak RuAl 310 0.0933
........... JoIlI_

0.09005 ~ery very weak unidel1tified

0.08853 very very wenk: RuAl 3 1 1 0.08895

0.08710 very vet":!weak unidentified-.
0.08674 very very weak unidentified~
0.08518 very very weak RuAI 222 0.08516_........_ ___
0.08190 very~k RuAl 320 0.03182-f------
0.08045 very very weak unldentlfled
0.07942 ve.cy very weak RuAI 32 1 0.O~884..tiO...,_,<~ __ ",··.."",.,~............ .-r---.__,_.--.><--.
0.07837 very very weak tl~!fie2 .J-=- -~ =':::0::.-..- . ""'-""'-- _-, -.=

This sample was produced by arc-melting RU3$:Altis·n.It was fin:Jt observed in the as-cast

condition, Thoro was difficulty identifying the phases from the Q\1lmtitll,t{vcanalyses (Table

5.9), because they were contaminated with iron and zirconium, but it is tbollght that the

dendrites were RUzA131and the matrix was mainly RuA12•The latter phase was extensively
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Table 5.8: Debye-Scherrer Diffraction Data For RU3~:Al6S..a (No heat treatment) (CuKa).

Iri(QBS) r (EST.) PHASE. h k ' d (CALC)·
un) (tun)

I=='~ - ._ - ._==== -
0,42684 medium ur.identified

..--. -0.36833 strong RU4A1t3 220 0.36
RuA~ 111 0.369-

0.33401 very strong RU4A113 221 0.332

0.29530 meruum RuA~ 202 0.296
RuA! 100 0.295

i-
0.24508 very weak unidentified......._...... .,_ .

0.23712 weak Ru~ 1 1 3 0.2376
_'.j

O.224~1 strQug RuA~ 311 0.2.247

0.21926 medium RuA~ 004 0.2197-
0.21320 weak unidentified

..... to)~

0.20749 strong RuA~ 022 0.2078
RuA! 110 0.2086--- --

0.20274 very very weak Ru_!\~ 220 0.2033

0.18182 strong. RuAlz 3 1 3 0.18206-~ ~-"*-
]1 0.16688 verywe~ unidentified. ---~-
0.16110 very weak RuAlz 1 15 0.16130

;'J _....-.- W _._-.--
0.1.5417 I very weak unidentified_1.-. --~
(\15182 very very weak RuAlz 1 3 1 0.15t9&--_ --

~:1.4923 very weak RuM:! 224 0.14917

I 0.14758
.......,_~ ---

very very weak RuA12 404 0.14801
RuAl 200 0.14'75--- -............-- - ....-

0.14406 very weak RuA12 42l 0.14421..._- f-....,_~__........lI.

0.14021 very weak _~~uA12 315 0.14017

I 0.13~~ ~~.:: --...
weak RuAl;l 206 0.13753- -

·These values were taken from the JCPDS !fuUl Cards(l21.
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Globular patches of R.u4A113'containing small particles of RuAl1~wer.eobserved near the

RuAlz dendrite arms (Figure 5.20). This feature is probably due to the high cooling rates

experienced by the sample.

The average standardless :aOAX analyses can be found in Appendix XlV. The average

quantitative results are reported in Table 5.7, together with a semi-quantitative overall

composition estimation.

Table 5.7: Chemical analyses for nominal Ru1s:AltiS-a (No heat treatment).

u

__ - p_HAS~=~ =-j_P~._ii;"oEve~l~';;=.'=l?=N='::;=,=A=TO=:MI==C=%=I1=~:=
1/.U 23.2 ± 0.2

-~-II

R.uAl Small area indendrite 53.6 ± 0.2
--........JI

RuAlz Dendrites 35.81± 0.071--, ~ -+-_'''''~__ '_I ,-!1

25.00 ± f).O:; JMntrlx j.~: .~~~~=====.=-

The quantitative results led to some uncerminty regarding phase identification. According

to these analyses, the major phases could have been RUtA1, and RuA13• However, the

Debye·Scherrer results (Table 5.8) indica.tw. tb~presence of RuA12, RUI\A113(not RuA13 •

Chapter 6), and RnAI. '!'h;:; Straumanis factor was 2.5013 degrees per em, The RU4A113

analyses gave an indicntion of the phase boundary position (Chapter 6).
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Figure 5.19: SEM micrograph of nominal Ru3S:A4_s-a(backscattered electron mode). RuM

(small light region). RuAl~ (darker grey), Ru"A113 (darkest grey).

Figure 5.20: SEM micrograph of nominal RU35:Al65~a (secondary electron mode), RuAl,

(light grey), Ru4Al13 (dad<: grey).
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occurred, and the elements fused to form a "tree" structure, as did nominal RU3S:~-b (see

Figure 5.24). No further reactions were observed when this sample was heated to about

1300oC. Bxaminatlon revealed a microstructure consisting of RuAl:!,dendrites in a Rll,jAI13

matrix (Figure 5.18), The small particles of RuA1:!,in the matrix possibly originated from

decomposition of local inhomogeneities into RU4Al13 and RuAl2, during fast cooling.

Figure 5.18: SEM micrograph of nominal Ru3s:A1-M-a(backscattered electron mode). RnAlz

(light grey), RU4A113 (dark grey).

A very small region of RuA! was observed in this sample (Figure 5.19). The edges of this

region were irregular, possibly due the involvement of RuM in a peritectic reaction.
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The weight percent totals of the analyses for the Al-rich solid are low, due to the presence

of oxide, and an oxide analysis is given in Appendix Xlll, showing that it is A1203•

Figure 5.17: SEM micrograph of (contaminated) nominal RU32:A4a annealed at 1200°C for

480 hours and 10500C for 24 hours (backscattered electron mode). RuAJ.2 (dark grey),

R~A13 (light grey). Al-rich solid (black), inclusions (lightest).

'This sample was produced in an induction furnace. Near 950°C an exothermic reaction
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The analyses for R\lAl in the two-phase region were used to mOdify the 'phase boundary

(Chapter 6). 'Ihe presence of RuAI and the Ru-rlch solid solution were confirmed by the

Debye-Scbetrer experiments. Accurate plane spacings could not be reported, since there

were no high angle Venks available for calculation of the shrinkage factor. Bulk Xwray

results only contlrmed tho phase RuA~tbecause the sample was illhomogeneous and porous,

and mere was very little eutectic present.

Image analysis (Appendix XVIn) of this sample showed that approximak:ly 4 I1t% At was

lost from the surface of tltis sample by vaporisation. It must be noted however, that the

result quoted forl.tU41:AlJ3 cannot t,~statistically accurate, since only six ft.l.Ul1CS could be

analysed.

This sample was seen to display a slow o)(,othennic reaction dUring nrc-melting. It was

annealed at 12000C for 2 hours before the f11'8t examination. As in the case of the previous

sample, tllis alloy was found to have a central region which was mostly singlo-phase RuAl,

and an outer region which was two-phase. Figure 5.35 shows tlto boundary between tho two

regions and gas porosity in the centre of the- sample,

A fine eutectic between the Ru-rlcb solid solution and RuAl was observed n~ the grain

boundaries of the latter phase (Figure 5.36), It had u different morphology compared to that

observed in the previous sample (Figure 5.34).
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Figllrc 5.34: SEM micrograph of nomlnal RU41:Al53annealed at 1:ZOQtlC{or 2 hours

(backscattered electron mode). Eutectic mixture of Ru-rloh solld (light grey) and RuAl

(dark grey).

Table 5.15: Qnantitative chemical analyses for nominnl Ru..,:Ali!) (1200oC for 2 hours).

PHASE PHASE LOCATION A'£OMIC% R\l=--=:;:~.""".==-:::::;:-....;:;::-~::~-=:::;:\::~:::c===::::c-=_I:=: __ ._:::::_=~. -,,=
Ru-rich solid Eutectic with RuAl 75.8 ± 0.8

RuAl Two-phaseregion 54.3 ± 0.4
f-~-~'~'l(I:O=~"" -"'~~~<F~.~"

Single~phllsccentre 51.77 :t 0.06
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annealed at :l200oC for 2 hours before examining. It was found'to have a central region

which was mostly l;ingle-phase RuAl, with gas porosity resulting from the production

method. The outer region near the surfN;e of the sample contained the Ru-rich solid

soluu(m ('l'able 5.15) at the RuAl grain boundaries (Figure 5.33).

Figure 5.33: Opticru mlcrograph of nominal Ru47:Als3 annealed at 1200°C for 2 hours,

RuAl (grey), Ru-rich solid (white),

Tho RU"nch solid was found to form a fine eutectic with the RuAl (Figure 5.34).

The average sr.mi·qunntitative EDAX analyses are reported in Appendis, XVIII. and the

average qllantitative results ru:e given in Table S.lS.
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The heat treatment bad little effect on the homogeneity of this sample. Standardless EDAX

analyses (Table 5.14 & Appendix XVll) showed that this sample was contaminated with

silicon and small amounts of iron. The contamination must have been due to extensive heat

treatment in a silica tube, since it was eitllcr not present before heat treatment, or not as

obvious then. It could be a contributing factor to the difference in microstructures before

and after heat treatment.

Table 5.1.4: Semi·quantitative chemical analyses for nominal RU31:~3 (i200°C for 840

hours).

~~~-::= F""" •.."-=~ e' -=-=-=-~. ='
I PIiASE Ru-rich solid RuA! R~A13---~ --------r--------~--·------~--~~--~IPhASE Eutectic with Un-cracked Discrete Majority of
n__D_E_SC_RIPI'I__· ,_._O_N_II...__~.~!:..~_-+-__ bands _p~h_l\s_e_+-_m_a_tti_'x __ !I

± 1 48.8± 0.4 44.56 :!: 0.02
8± 1 49.9± C' 4 53.68± 0.06

1.0:1:0.2 1.1± 0.2 1.1± 0.1
0.13± 0.06 0,138:l: 0.008 0.65 :l:0.06

Ru (at~mit,}%)
Al
8i

38.0:.t:0,1
61.0:l: O.l
1.0± 0.1

0,08 ±O.02Fe

Since the sample was contaminated, and the ob~~rved phlUics (Ru.rich solid, RuAl, and

RU:lA13)could easily be explained in terms of Obrowsld's phase diagram (Fie,uro 2.2),

quantitative analyses of the phases were not undertaken.

During IU'C-meltingof this sample, a slow oxothennic reaction WIlS observed. Tho alloy was
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FJ~urc 5.31: SEM micrograph of (contaminated) nominal RU~7:A(uIl;u1(~aledat 1200QC for

84 ) hours (secondary electron mode). RuAl (light grey), R~Al:! (dutk grey).

Figlnre 5.32: SEM micrograph of (contaminated) nominal RU3,,:Ar1S3 annealed at 1200QC for

840 hours (secondary electron mode), R.u·rich solid (light grey), RuAl (dark \l'tey).
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The average standardless chemical analyses are given in Appendix xvn, and include an

analysis of the area depicted in Figure 5.29. The average quantitative analyses are reported

in Table 5.12. The Ru-rich solid solution was not analysed with standards because the

regions were too small, however the semi-quantitative result reported a ruthenium content

of 88± 3 at%.

The quantitative Ru~A13and RuAl analyses were used to determine the position of their

respective phase boundaries (Chapter 6), Bulk X-ray experiments only confirmed the

prellcnce of RuAlz, probably because the sample was too inhomoc~t'lp.('Iusto obtain

representative results. J)ebyc-Scherrer results (table 5.13) contlrmed the I.:,....,:i~aceof RuAlz

and RuAl. Some peaks wen. ~resent which matched RUzAl3,but the Ru·rlch peaks were not

present. 1'he Straumanis factor was 2.5028 degrees per em.

Tbis sample was inhomogeneous, lll'!dwas thus beat treated at 12000C for a further 672

hours and watcr-quenched from tbis tomperRtUt:e. A different cross-sectlon was examined,

but the sample was still porous,

Most of the mlcrosuucture comprised discrete RuAl ill a porous ano cracked RU;lAl1mlltrix
,

(Figure 5.31), but there were un-cracked bands in the microstnlctUl'e consisting of RuAl

grains. 'l1l0 Ru-rich solid solution bad' formed a eutectic with RuAl (Table 5.14) at the

g\'ain boundaries (.\f the latter phese (Figure 5.32). Thel'Qwere also small areas in tho un..

cracked RuAl, which contained particles of RU:aA13'
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Table 5.13: Debye~Sche:rrerDiffraction Darj For RU31:i\4, (12000C for 168 how's) (CuKa).

F=~==~~-"==T=========r=-======~==========;=====~~d (OBS) 1 (EST.) PHASE h k 1 d (CAJ..X:.)·
(om) (nm)l~====~~r-~='-~~==~~'~==~==-'=====~=F-~~====-==A~
0.36849 very strong Ru~ 1 1 .( 0.369~~------*------- ~----~---+--------~~----'--~I0.3$120 very wenlc RtlaA1, 0 0 4 0,358

0.1:{991 wenk: RuAl~
Q.13357 weak Ru~
0.12161 wctJc unldentifiedI~--------~------'-----+-0,12411 medium ullidcnUflcdI~--------~--·-----------+----------+---'-------~'------------0.12292 weak unt<lentil1ed11----- -+------·I--_,,------!----- ...----! ----- -0.11604 weak IlnhlcntUled_ _.._.._,__ ~__...._.~,_--_I----. I-- ~ "","4·~""",. _

0.10383 veryweak RuAl 2 2 0,,------+~"--------~---------_il0.10259 very weak unidentifiedI~-~------·~---~~~~~~~~--+-----.~--~+"",·_i_~-~-:_-----r"==~=~~~-~-:....:-3---I,
,_ - --. =.----"~::;:-.....:.~...::::.=::_-~-,,'...,.:.-.....::::=- =

131 0.15198
224 0.14911200 0.1475
422 0.14421
:US 0.14017
331 0.13392

0.29466 strollg RUJ\lz 2 0 2 0.296
Ru,Al, ',0 1 O.SOI
RuAl 1 0 0 0.295,,----------~ ...---~-------I-,--------~__.-..--medium RuA.I1. 1 1 3 0.23760.23684

0.22369 very stroug RuAl1. 3 1 1 0.2247-----------~--~_._--~Istrong RuAl. 0 0 4 0.2191
R~AJ) 1 1° 0,21771t-----------4~---------~0.20131 very strong 'I ~~, Y 5 ~ g:~~
RuAi 1 1 0 O.?O86

I~O.-2026--3--'-...j verywCak----1-R-. U-Al-
1
----4-Z-2-0-·---+-0-.20-3-3-'---

0.19966 very weak RuA.lz 4- 0 0 0.2003'--
0.18491 '--+-v-Ory--w~-·-l--R""'~-A1-,· -_==_·-+1·_1_1_4~·. -+_0,._18_6_1__ -_

11"O:TIfl-Z-9---I-stro-n....g---- RuA-r- . 3 13 0.18200--4---~--------+---_----~10.16015 vcrywent RuA1a 115 0.16130
0.15351 very 'Jery wpall: unidcnlificd ---·--+------11It--.~~--~~~--------~-~·~----~~r:~~--·--_+,~~~-
0.15135 Very very weak Ru~II-------~~~,~·~~- ~--~--+_----.----~-----~-...~I0.14899 wbnk RuAI2

RuA1----------.--t------------+~~----.--+_.-------0.14388 'Voryweak RuAlz

0.21900

0.1043

------------------'These values were taken from the JCPDS datu cnrds(I~).
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Figure 5.30: SEM micrograph of nominal RU:r,:A163 annealed at 12000C for 168 hours

(backscattered electron mode). Small un-cracked area, working outwards: RuAl (light core)

with Ru-rlch solid (white), RUZAl3 (light grey layer), RuAlz (dark grey matrix).

T~bte 5.12:Quantitative chemical analyses for nominal RU37:A163 (12000C for 168 hours).
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The matrix of the un-cracked region consisted of RuAl. In some parts of this region, the

Ru-rich solid sclution formed a eutectic with the RuAl at the grain boundaries (Figure

5.2&). In the central areas of the un-eracked region, R~Nj had formed at dIe grain

boundaries, with fine precipitates of this phase in the RuAl grams (Figure 5.29). Th~l'ewas

also a layer of RU;tAl3 surrounding the RuAl region.

Figure 5.29: SEM micrograph of nominal RU37:A163 annealed at 1200°C for 168 hours

(backsoattered electron mode). Un-cracked region: RuAl (light grey), RU2,Al3 (dark grey).

A small area in the cracked region appeared to be a miniature version of the entire sample

(Figure 5.30). The balance of the cracked region consisted of discrete RUzA13 grains in a

RuAlz matrix.
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Figure 5.27: Optical micrograph of nominal R'Jl37:A43 annealed at 12000C for 168 hours

(Murakami's etch). Ru-rich solid (white). Ru.t'J \4. ?l'acked, light mnm). RuZAi3 (thin

layer), RuA}z (cracked, dark matrix) containing RUzAla grains.

I,

, .
Figure 5.28: SEM micrograph of nominal RU31:A163 annealed at 12000C for 168 hours

(backscatteted electron mode). Un-eracked region: Ru-rloh solid (white), RuAl (grey).
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contamination). It was assumed that this phase was RUzAla I"eoau~e it formed a lIeutectictl_

(Chapter 4).

Table 5.11: Quantitative chemical analyses for nominal R~s:Al6S-b (No heat treatment),

C PHASE

Dendrites 36.53± 0.02

PHASE DESCRIPrION ATOMIC % Ru

30.07 ± 0.04II-------+-,-----·,---..+-~----..--II
R14All3 Matrix 26.7 ± 0.1

r--------- ..;-+---------..........--t...;;._-..:.._;.:.-,...l-!':, J •

Larger discrete phase -28.8

"Eatectic"-like

The semi-quantitative analysis of the overall composition showed that the sample contained

about 29 at% Ru and 0.8 t\~'i&Zr (Appendix: XVI).

Although the ampoule containing the RU31:A163 sample cracked during heat treatment

(1200°C for 168 hours), there seemed to be no obvious damage to this sample. This sample

was defInitely inhomogeneous, and comprised various phases. Macroscopically, it had a

cracked region and an un-cracked region. Figure 5.27 shows the difference between the two

regions, as well as the relative etch colours of the various phases. The variety in etch

colour of k phase csn be attributed to a variation in grain orientation. Espe.cially in the thin
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previous sample (Figure 5.20). The composition of the larger discrete particles appeared,

in backscattered electron mode, to be similar to that of the dendrites.

Figure 5.26: SEM micrograph of (contaminated) nominal R~s:A~-b (baekscattered

electron mode). RUzAl3 (light grey bulk), Ru4A113 (matrix), two contaminated eutectic-llke

mixtures.

. .

"... .

The interdendritlc mixtures contained a high proportion of zirt.; .nium. A scan Was plotted

in order to depict this observation (Appendix XVl). The larger discrete phase also contained

zirconium, and hence an accurate quantitative analysis could not be obtained. It was not

clear, from the chemlcal analyses (Table 5.11), whether the dendritic phase was R~A13 or

Ru~, and Debye-Scberrer experiments could not be used to identify the phase (due to the
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The absence of the phase RuAl1~ from Edshammnr's saxnples[lOJ(quenched from 6600C)

agrees with the observations made by Anluge[S]which cast doubt over the existence of the

phn~I~,proposed by Obrowski V~form at about 720°C.

During Vaxich's investigation of rapid solidification in thi:l system[Ul he did not observe

RUAl12 in his alloys, which contained less than 4.1G at% Itu. All of his alloys contained

more than 0.5 at% RUt and those used for detornlinmg the eo.'.nllbrium solubility of Ru in

Ai were annealed at 650°C for 50 hours, These alloys, a.ccordins to Obrowskl, should have

contained RuAll2" but RuA16 was observed instead. This once again lends support to the

idea that RuAl1!1 does not exirn.

(;.2 Discussion "~fIndividual Samples

Although this sample appeared ~obe promising in terms of homogeneity, it was rendered

of limited use to the current investigation by the large quantities of impurities present

(Table 4.1). These elements were probably introduced via tho aluminium powder, which

was only 95% pure. According to Obrowski's phase diagraml4)t the phase R.itAl,? should

be present in the sample. Its absence could be due to the contamination. 10 some regions

the RuAl(l p!lrticles IW very fino, and this could be interpreted as beinS Ute eutectic

between RuAld and the At-rich solid solution which Anlnge proposed[$]. Since the "star"

morphology of the fme RuA~ particles (lligure 4.1) was not observed in other snmpl~s, it

is lU:cly that the eontamlnadcn etfected this.
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was transformed, or RuAl1 forms directly from. the melt. Therefore. there may be ,11,

peritectic reaction point (forming RuAlz) at 33.33 at% Ru or at a slightly higher

composition. In the beat treated condition this alloy fits ObrowskPs phase c.tJugram.

InBdshammar's nrc-melted samples containing 30,17, 28.57, and 21 at% Ru, littlc, it any,

RvAl:,.WAS detected (the rema1nder was Ru"Al13). Xtis pl'ssible that the proposed peritectic

point for RuA11lies at a higher Ru compositlen than these samples, nnd thus a metastable

phase (R\lAl ...~~) forms instead. It was noted that there is no eutectic of Ru~A13and RuA16

in these samples. In the heat treated condition tnese sam})les conform to Obrowsid's phase

diagnlm.

Bdshammar's sample containing 25 at% Ru was reported to consist only of RUoiAll3In the

arc-melted condition, 'fbis would not be likely to occur if Obrowski's work is correct,

since, neccr .ling to his phase diagram, the L -4 RuAJ6 + ~";lA13elltectic renctiOll occurs

before the sl,lid state fonnation of RuAl:, (Figure 2.2). However. if Anlago's dingranl is

correct; then it is quito possible to form R.u..All~'either perltecticnlly or directly tram the

liquid, in an arc ..melted sample.

Tbe lack of the phase RuA~ in Edshnmmar's samples (containing 14 I1t% itu and 20 at%

Ru) quenched from 950°C can be easily e"plll.ined by Anlnge's formation temperature of

723°C for RuA4 (Figure 2.3). In Anlage's samples containing ],0 nt% Ru, the pbase RuAl(i

was found to form via II. peritectic rencti()l\ when the sample WIlS cooled slowly[.5).The fact

that RuA1c!fonns with slower rather than fnstet cooling perhaps indicates that RuA10 is

more likely to be a stnl;l10 phnse rather than n metastable one.
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stable temperature range is Incorrect, or that Ute phase is very difficult to decompose.

In the arc-melted condition, his samples containing 36.36 to 44.44 at% Ru cQrlsi$ted of the

phases RnA! and RuAl.z. According to Obrowski's phase diagram, one would have expected

to find Ru:A13 instead of RuAl~. 'l'hi~ suggests that RuM;: forms at higher temperatures than

Obrowski predicted,(4I,possibly higher than the formation of RU:aA1,or, if below, very close

to it, (The current investigation bas shown the possit,Uity of a series of perlt~ctic reactions

forming RU:aAl3' RuAI", and RU4Al131 in that order.) If this is the ease, then the reaction to

fonn Rll"Al, could easily be missed by undercoating of.the alloy, due to the fast COOling

conditions (as in the metastable anti stable Fe-e system when forming cementite or graphite

respectively), especially if the two 1'tnr.:tion temperatl..res me close together. The beat

tr(;atment at 950°C tesulted in the formation of RU:A1a where it did not exist before. This

suggests that Ru1All is stable to temperatures lower than 950°C. It also sugSests that, in

the conlposition ran go 36.36 to above 44.44 at% Ru and at the; temperature of 950QC. there

arc two two-phase regions in the phase diagram: RuA1:a+ R~A13' and Ru:zAt3+ RuAl. It'

this is tho case, the CI)ntinuedpresenco in the he&.ttreated samples of RnAI (in the less Rn-

rich samples) and RllAl~ (in the moro Ru·rich samples) can be expln!ned in terms of their

high stability.

According to Obrowskl's phase diagram (Figu~ 2.2)1 in an nrc-melted alloy containing

33.33 at% Ru, one would expect to find lit least the phases RuAI and RuzA13• The fact thut

RuA}z was identified in Edshatnmnr's 1U'C·mcltedsample of this composition again suggests

that RuA12 forms at much higher temperntures than Obrowski predicted. In tukUtioll, the

appnrc:lt absence of 1~IlAlsuggests thnt, either only a small amount of RuAl solidified and
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of the phase, if he quenched the sample. Schwomma~s work was difficult to assess due to

lack of information regarding beat treatments, so it was difficult to ascertain the exact

implications of his investigation: but there is an implication that Ru~ is stable at higher

temperatures. than postulated by Obrowski.

E<!shrunmnr's(9)arc..melted and heat treated (950°C) s'.ttllples (Tables 2.2) can be 'used to

deduce the likely whereabouts of some of the liquidus and solidus lines, as weij~as the

relntive temperatures of formation of the phases.

Outing EdshammlU"s investigation of the Ru-Al system{91the phase-RuAl ..:u was observed,

but only in tho arc-melted samples. Hence this may simply be an inhomogeneity promoted

by non-eql,Jilibrluan cooling encountered during the atc~melting process, or it may be a high

temperature metastable phase. The latter is the more probable suggcstiont since tho phase

bad. its own X-ray powder pattem (Table 2.8), whlch suggests a distinct structure. This

phase was found in four snrnples, but has not been reported in other publications

concerning this system. Thote was a lack of clarity in his publication: in the table of

sample phnses (arc..melt(ld anci heat treated) he repolted the phases us shown in Table 2.2,

whereas in the ~exl1he ~Ippellrsto be stating tha~ the RuA1..2.$phase transforms directly to

"R\lAi1.i. or RU;l,Al~. If the textual description represents the case, then Obrowski's phase

diagram is not necessnr'.ily contradictetJ, but if the results as presented in his table represont

tho situatAoltl then Obra·wski's phase diagram is compromist..d, as is discussed below.

Tinefact that EdshamtMf observed the ph!'lIeRU;l,A1ain samples quenched from 9S0flC (e.g.

his sample containing 44.44 at% Rul!>]),suggests that eitht..l Obrowsld's estimator"l of its
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phase RuA11~has not been detected in any other independent studies of the system. tbh:dly,

the RU4All3 and RuA~ phases were found in I!. similar sample (nominnI R.u:All~)' and

looked similar to Obrowski'g proposed phases. Fom'thly, the propos!)l removes one of tho

inr;onsistoncles in the etching colours of the phases (Table 2.1), which is that tho relative

et~h colours difter in ObrowskPs the samples. In the 19.3% and 25% Ru samples, RuAIG

£ ,nt." "Ye and the wWte phase is described as n.uAh~(as it is in the 0.5% Ru

~.I4...",,(!).lf the JluAll~was a misidclltjfl,llation of RuAl<l (which ill the phase containing the

l~!'!stamount of au in all other in';estigations, including this one), thel\ RuA16always

'!ppears whit." and RuAl~ (or ltu4A1l:1)is consistently 8fey. Lastly, Obrowski(41reported the

tettt!>:trat..te of f01mntion of RuA1l'l and the eutectic tempenttuM to be approximately 630°C

and 7..,O<>Crespectively, while Anillgo($]observed Ru~ to Conn at 723°C and stated that

the eutectic temperature is 652°C. These reaction temperatures are remarkably similar, and

suggest that Obrowski may have made an error in ded~cing the reacdons corresponding to

these'! temlleratures. It appears that he identified the phaees using X-ray d!l.tn. Since he

incorreotly identified the crystal structures, it hi feasible that he may have identified the

phases incorrectly.

Schwomma's investigatlonl'1l also shows inconsistencies with the published phase diagram.

According to Obrowsld.'s dillgt'lIm, the slow COOling of Schwolntnll's snmples contahling

93.3 Il.t% Ru from 17500C to 13500C should not form RuAlz if it was subooquentlY

quenched from 13500C. However, the specified treatment would tenuIt in RuAlz if this

phase was stable at temperatures higher than 13500C. Thus SChWOlll'lln found RuA1a at

much higher temperatures than is indicated by Obrowski's proposed solid state fOlmntion
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according to his dlagram, if the sample was quenched juSt below 1300°C, but above the

lower temperature reactions. The heat treatment was not stated, other than "solidified in

cruciblc"141• It is proposed, once again, that his phase identification was incorrect, and the

"eutectic" mixture consisted of Ru1A13and RU4Al13 instead.

Obrow$ld then stated that the RUzA1:)in the eutectic transformed dit(".ctly to RnAl", It is

more likely that RUlA1a would undergo a peritectoid reaction with some of th" RuAl6 to

form RuA~, since this phase not only lies nearer the alloy composition (Figure 2.2), but

also ~s the prescribed reaction according to his own phase diagram. 'The transfonnation to

RuA~ occurs at lower temperatures than that to RuA13 (according to Obrowsld), and, is

probably more dif.t1cult to produce, due to diffusion and energy considerations. Obrowski's

proposed transformation could only occur ifRuAl1was fOMpA at a higher temperatUl'Cthan

RuAla• In addition, this transfonnatioll has not been suggested in ally of his other samples

containing RUzA13t and is thus iuconsistent with the remainder of. his work.

Obrowskt's ulloy containing 13.75 at% Ru looked very much like tho nominal RuoAl12 alloy

from the CUITent investigation. His sample contained needles, 11peritectic phase surrounding

the needles, and a eutectic matrix; as did the nominal Ru:A112 sample from this

investigation. It is proposed that Obrowsld did not identify the pha$~s correctly: tho needles

are .actually RU4A1\3 (instond of RuA16). the peritectic phase is RuAl(i (instead of RuAl1:J,

and the eutectic consists of AI-rich solid and RuA16 \ 'ut AI-rich saUd and RuAlI0. This

proposal is supported by the following fl'.ctor.s.Firstly, Anlage found that Rll,jAlI3Conns as

needles due to coherent growth along le<lges, and RuA16 fonns (pel'itecticnlly) via

condnuous incoherent growth to produce more allotriomorphic structures!$).Secondly, the
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temperature such that the sample is in tIte solid R~Al3 phase field prior to quenching,

which is the heat treatment that this sample seems to imply. Slow cooling of this sample,

according to Obrowski's diagram. should result in a microstructure consisting mostly of the

phase RuAlz with a small amount of RuAl. TIle latter phase would not be dendritic in

nature, since it should have been formed from the eutectoid decomposition of RIl,aA1~.

Intermediate cooling rates should give a mixed structure (of RuAl, RUzA131RuAlz1 and

possibly a small amount of Ru,.Al13) because it is appreciated (from the current work) that

homogenisatlcn by diffusion is a slow process in this system.

His sample containing 25 at% Ru did ohviously not reach equilibrium conditions, since it

contains more than two phases. This sample actually contains three phases, as do a number

of his samples. According to tho phase diagram, the sample should consiNt on1y of RuA13

if cooled under equilibdum conditions. Obrowski stated that there was a ~utectic between

RuA~ and R.uzA13,and that this eutectic had transformed, in places, to RuA13• The intimate

mixture in his corresponding fisute ill different in 11l0rphology from t.he eutectic between

RuA4 and Al, and is thus unlikely to be the same eutectic misidentified. This "eutectic"

had a simUnr appearance to the intimate mixture found in tho current examination between

Ru;!A13and Ru,.A113(Figure 4.21). The possibility exists that Obrowski id~ntif1ed the phases

irAcorrectly, and that his reported eutectic of'RuA16 and Ru~A13WItS, in fact, the intimate

mixture of RU2Alaand RU4All1 found in the current investigation.

According to Obrowski's phase dia,gram, hJs sample containing H>.3 at% R.ushould consist

of RuA10 and RuA13• if it was cooled under eqUilibrium conditions. Ho reported tll~

presence of primary Ru~AI3and It eutectic between RuA4 and RUzA13•This is only possible,
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The phases identified in Obrowsld's samples containing 83.S I.\t% Ru and 67 at% Ru are

consistent with Wsphase diagram (Figure 2.2) if these samples were cooled slowly to room

temperature, In fact, since RuAl has been found in this study to be a very stable phase, the

l
I

same microstructures would have been detected in these samples even under more rapid

cooling conditions.

Obrowski's sample containing 50 ut% Ru was reported to have cored dendrites of RuAl.

His corresponding figure shows this phenomenon well, but there appears to be an additional

phase at tho grain boundaries which was not reported, and was etched white. It is likely

that this phase would be the RuAl and Ru-rlch solid solution eutectic. The latter is possible,

since the current investigation found that the eut. ;tic mixture did occur at the grain

boundaties, and the discrete RnAl in the eutectic was very fme and difficult to discern. If

the composition given for this sample is the nominal value, then the F· ~siblepresence of

the eutectic does not detract from the validity of this region of Obrowski's phase diagram,

since any small loss of Al from this snmple would result in the formation of the eutectic.

Obrowski reported that he found Ru~A13and primary RuAl in tho sample containing 33 at%

Ru, He also stated tha.t this sample was solidified slowly. With this heat treatment, these

results are not consistent with bis ph!lSO diagram. According to his pblUlodlagram, at the

given composition! this microstructure is only possible if he quenched the sample from

about 1300°0. This would enable the fonnntion of primary RuAl, and allow for the

peritectic reaction to produce RU1A13' However, to avoid the appearance of Obrowski's

eutectic reaction (L --4 R\t,.A13+ RuA16), or reactions at lower temperatures, the sample

should have heel), solid at tho quenching temperature. It would be difficult to hold the
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there is more chance ofmlslnterpretatlon, because the energetically unfavourable phase has

to be correctly identified.

From careful examination of Obrowski's report, it was obvious that there were crucial

deta.ils omitted from his description (such as heat treatments), and there are inconsistencies

in his results, especially the etching colours of the phases (Table 2.1), Usually an etch will

attack the most reactive material preferentially. Thus one would expect the phases to have

consistent relationships, that is, two particular phases should be etched (with the same

etchant) such that the same phase is always more attacked than the other. This criterion is

not obeyed in the 96.3 and 83.S. nt% Ru samples for the Ru-rich and RuAI phases, which

casts doubt on at leas~some of the interpretation. However, ignoring this and allowing Rn

to be less reactive than RuAl, the following "nobility scale" can be deduced from

Obrowskrs samples by taking the lightest colour phase to be the least attacked, and thus

the most noble:

Ru :> RuAI :> RuAl12 :> RuA~ :> RuA13 & RuAlz :> Ru,.A13& At

The last four species cannot be differ:entinted any further, becaus~ they a.te not. found

together in tho samples, and so cannot be compared,

Obrowski(4) reported that his sample contmning 96.3 at% Ru consisted entitcly of the Ru-

rich solid solution. 'This sample had been annealed tlt 1800()Cfor:], hours, and pre"umnbly

quenched from tltis temperature. nIOBe fincUngs nrc consisrent with his subsequent phase

diagram (Figure 2.2), if the sample was ill fuet quenched, and not cooled slowly.
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!.i DISCUSSION AND PRQPOSA-Y.

Ii.1 Critical Appraisal of Literature Surv~y

It is obvious from the literAture survey that there are conflicting interpretations of the Ru~Al

phase diagram provided in the published work. Any proposed phase diagram should explain

the findings Of the currenr work, and should also be able to explain pre\ious workers'

results. The results described in the literature survey are reviey,red here, to ascertain how

well they fit the various phase diagrarna, and to explain the disagreements, where possible,

by relnting this work to the samples from the current investigation.

One possible reason for the discrepancies could originate from the difficulty that all

workers had in achievin~ equilibrated structures. For a binary alloy to be in all equilibrated

state, the maximum number of pbases cannot exceed two, except at the invariallt points.

The&:! are the reaction points (e.g. eutectic, peritectic, eutectoid, and perltectold points).

Since these are at a speCific composition and temperature, it is unlikely dIat the alloy will

be of that exact compo~ition, and perfectly quenched from that temperature, and it can be

assumed that the presence of more than two phases simultaneously in these studies is an

indication of a non-equilibrated structure.

AU of the authors either reported more than two phases simultaneously (Obrowski[41)

Edshanlmurl91, and Anlage[3]), or admitted dll'ncultl' in manufacun» (Schwomma171 with

silica and oxygen contamination). As soon as these ~Ort of anomalies are present, the

interpretation of the phase diagram from the mi:'~rostructure becomes more difficult, and
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'The average semi-quantitative analyses are reported in Appendix XIx, and the quantitative

results are given in Table 5.16.

r~-~pX~L~S=E=D=E=S=cIum==·==O=N=I=A=T::",O,=MI==C==%=R=U==l1
I[ R_U_-tl_'c_h_so_ll_d_·--!! Eu_t_ec_ti_c_Wl_·th~_R_uA1...._·-+__ ?7.5 ± 0.8

L RuAi L Two-phase region 54.0 ± 0.5

_L_ Single-phase centre 53.6 ± 0.6
~.:=. =:!:::=-;==:::::::=====:::=!=========!.I

T~ble 5.16: Quantitative chemical analyses for nominal RUso:A1so (12000C for 2 hours).

Chemical analyses of the outer two-phase region of this sample indicated that aluminium

bad been lost front the surfSlceby vaporisation. Subsequent image analysis (Appendix XIX)

indicated that approximately 4 at% aluminium was lost from the OU4"f.' region of the sample.

A§sefi§ment of the SIIDWles

Debye-Scherrer' results. confhmed the presence of RuAl and the Ru-rich solld in this

sample. Again, accurate plane spacings could not be reported due to a lack of high angle

lines. X-ray analysis of the bulk sample confirmed the existence of the eutectic by the

presence of peaks of the Ru-rich phase in the results, The spectrum also containe! dle RuAJ.

Some of the above samples were contaminated with various elements, originating from
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Figure 5.35: Optical micrograph of nominal Ru~:A150 annealed at 1200ClC for 2 hours.

RuAl (grey), Ru ..rich solid (white).

Figure 5.36: SEM micrograph of nominal Ru~:Also annealed at 1200°C for 2 hours

(backacattercd electron mode), Eutectic of RuAl (black) and Ru-rich solid (grey).
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inhomogeneities having t\ high i.'Utheniumcontent. These nppellX'too irregular to b«:. ~ut(".t::ic

or eutectoid in origin.

Obl'Owski(41predicted that there ate two reactions which have higher fonnation temperatures

than RuA1;l.'Hence, under rapid cooling conditions One would expect to observe Ru..A113

(or RuA1~). RU;tA13and only traces of RuAlz and R~ in this snmple. 'The abundance of

RuA~ as a matrix ill this nlloy (rable 5.9) suggests that this phase can be formed dil'ectly

from the mr.lt. 'I'he presence of the "eutectic" mixture at the RuAl~ phase boundaries, before

an..nealing, is of Dull.} consequence to the oUltent investigation because it was a highty

contaminated region.

Although this sample was 'lnly heated extermilly to about 950°C, it would have attained

a much hlgher temperature dudng the exow"rmic reaction, allowing for the dendritic

formation of R1l1A1a on solidificlltion. "he rate of cooling from this elevated temperature

to 950°C would have been high. According to Obrow;,'!ld's phase diagram (Figure 2.2), the

eutectic should consist of Ru2AI3 and RuAltil and Ru..Al13 (bis RuA13) should be a

transformation product of these two phMCS. This ~ample, although contaminated,

contradicts both of these suggestions (Table 5.1 1). Since RU4Al13had readily formed a

continuous matrix, it is possible that it solidified illrectly from the liquid (as proposed by

Anlagot5l). TIle cooling history of the fine mixtures in the interdendrltic regions appears to
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Under equilibrium conditions, this sample was expected to consist of RuAl:l,(Figure 2.2).

However, it is doubtful that these conditions were obtained during the hent treatment

(1200°0 for 168 hours and 10500C for 24 hours), and one would expect to find some traces

of Ru ..Al13 in the sample, if Obrt.lwski's phase diagram is correct. Instead, RUaA13and

RuA~ were observed (Table 5.6). Despite the presence of impurity elements, this sample

appears to indicate that RuAlz is not as difficult to fomr as Obrol.vski depicts, and thus the

sequence of reactions above this phase reqtlite modification.

'Ihe fact that dendrites weee formed in this sample implies that at least part of the alloy

must have reached a liquid state during production. It is possible that melting occurred duo

to the high tempern~s ntmined dUrmg the exothennic reacdou, Slnce the sample

contained ltl')proximately 28 at% Ru and was 11 ited to 130(Y~C,one would expect to find

at least some t:.rI.tCesof RuA\s in this sample if Obrowski's phase diagram (Figure 2.2) is

correct. Since the phase Ru"A113 was present instead (Table 5.7), this may imply that

Anlage's proposals (Figure 2.3) are more accurate. According to Obrowski's phase diagram,

the phase RUAlz should not have fanned as dendrites under any conditions, sinco he depicts

this phase as only being fanned by solid-state reactions. It is proposed, from this work, that

RuAl~can form directly from tho liquid state, and is stable to much higher temperatures

than attested by Obl'owski. This microstructure suggests a higher melting point than thllt

of Ru"All3' The larger particles of RuA1:t observco:dbetween the dendrites (Fi3tu" .5.18) rna)'

be the result of extensive independent nucleation due to ulldercooUng. IUld th~ slnuller

particles (Fignre 5.19) mny have resulted from solid-state decomposition of local
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to be 21.S ± 0.5 at% Ru and 72.7 ± 0.5 at% Al (Table 5.4), According to Obrows!d's phase l
I

t
diagram (Figure 2.2). a.~terquenching this sample from 1200ClC, one would expect to find

RuA~ and Rll~AI3in this sample. Neither of these phases were observed. Instead the phases

RuAl:l1 Ru"All3, and the aluminium-rich solid solution were identified. The anneal had little

effect on the microstructure because it still bad a dendritic appearance.

'I'he centre of this sampie contalned dendrites of RuAl;t! and Rl.I4A11)had formed in the

4.nterdendritic spaces. This suggests that RuAl1 has a higher melting. point than Ru4Al'31and

can form directly from the melt. It is possible thut both these phases arc stable to

temperatw'cs above 1200°C (or they are difficult to decompose).

solution scattered in it, and lining tho pores. 'file dU'ferouco in the microstructures may lie

The edges of the sample him a single-phase matrix of RuAla, with the aluminlum ..rich solid

in the difference in the cooling rates between the sl.u:faceand centre of the sample during

production. The centre of lhe Sali'pJe cools slower thall the surface, and is therefore likely

to have a mlcrostructure tl!ut is closer to that cbtalned under equilibrium conditions.

The presence of thl' aluminfum ..rich solid solution near the surface of the sample can again

be accounted for by 1l1~rapid cooling conditions encountered during arc"meloni. or by the

high patti," pressure of gaseous aluminium during production. The Al-rlch )phase appears

to bo unaffected by the subsequent hent treatment and thus was possibly p.rc1tected by an

oxide film (which is renclUy formed by other aluminium alloys). The phase F~uA16did not

form in this sample; this observation lends support to Anlage's proposal thnt Elu4Al13forms

at It higher temperatllre than RuAIG (Figure 2.3).
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explained by the cooling conditions experienced by the arc-melted sample and the shape

of the phase diagram. Once an alloy has cooled sUfficiently to reach the liquidus, a R.tl-rlch

solid forms (the more Ru ..rich solids have the higher melting points). As more of the solid

forms. especially if the solubility changes with temperature (which is normal for most non-

linear compounds), the liquid becomes increasingly AI-rich. The liquid compo~lition follows

the liquidus line. while the solid composition follows the solidus line. The anomalies arise

when a lower peritectic reaction temperature is reached while the sample is still partly

liquid.. This encouraecs another phase to be form~ or, in some cases, the reaction is

missed, and the liquid composition progresses further down the liquidus. '0110er conditions

of rapid cooling, peritectic) reactions have been known to be "overshot" in other binary

systems e.g, the Zn-Mg system(l5] the peritectic reaction forming Mg2Z11u can be miss~

under these conditions. In the Ru-AI sjstem, up to 50 at% Rn, the phase diagram slopes

very steeply down tc the alllmiuMn end, and contains many peritectic reactions (Section,
!

j

j

6.3).

Another suggested explanation is that the aluminium was 1iber~lted at high temperatures,

during production of the sample, duel to its higb pattial pressure. It was trapped. in the

sample, and solidified in the pores: it wns (mly found in the outer pores, and was absent

in the centre, The aluminium was '101 affected by the subsequent heat treatment, possibly

because it was protected by II stable oxide film.

After anllenling at 1200°C for 312 hours, the overall (:omposition of this sample was f';)und
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1"heheat treatment, at 1300°C for 6.5 hours, had little effect on the structure of this sample.

and local inhomogeneities in the composition during production. resulted in a wide range

of pbases i'" the alloy (ruble 5.2). The most Ru-rich arees solidified as a eutecdc between

RuAl Dud thl!. Ru-J.ich solid soludon, as predicted by Obrowski's phase diagram (Figure

2.2). A layer of Ru~A\:!faITned a.dJacent to the RuAl via a peritectic reaction, The next

fi:\gion,contained (\ X{IJA!2 matrix, and a bordering single-phase layer of RuAlz• This

suggests that the RttAlz also fonn(:(( vla It peritectic reaction, and not a peritectold reaction

as Obrowski[4] predicted. The !lCXt region had a Ru"Alt3 matrix. The order of formation of

these pbases implies that RuAI~has a higher molting point than RU"AlI3, but lower than that

of Ru,_A13•

last to solidify, implying that RuAl2 and RUzA13form at higher temperatures than dus

phase. It is not obvious which of the two discrete phases formed fll'st in this sample.

According to the published phase diagram[61, if the sample was uncontamina~d it would

consist of the phases RuA14, Ru~A13and possibly some RuA13 if cooled l'ripidly from

1200°C (after holding at temperature f()r 31l hours), Nono of these pbn3~s were observed

(Table 5.3). The matrix. of this sample was analysed to be RuA~, showing that, either

RuAl~ is smblc at tcmperatu"'s above 12000C (tilts annealing temperature), or it is difficult

to decompose.

The presence of the aluminium-rich solid solution in some regions of tho sample can be
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investigators • Chapter 2). '111ecooling rate in the furnace following the isothennal heat

treatment was not determined.

Since RuAl'2 was not observed In this sample it is possible that this phase does not exist,

or tht) cooling rare was too high to allow its formation. The sample, although not in an

equilibrated state, lends support to Anl1.\go's phase diagram (Figure 2.3).

The needle mQrphology of the Rll.tAl1~(Table 4.18) shows that this phase formed directly

nom the melt (in agreement with .l\lllage(~), According to his diagram. however, RuAll$

should have fortlrJed peritectically between the needles, The lack of RuA4 CoM be explained

by Anlage's observation that this reactlon can be bypassed at higher cooling rares, The

solubility of Ru in the aluminium matrix is higher than that depicted ill tile Unfit" system

(Fig1.lJ:e 2A), but Vatlch{UI reports that it can be as high as 3.2 at% Ru, depend' ,lg on the

coolb18 ,'ate.

According to Obrowski's phase diagram this ~runple should cor ••:st "r RU4Al13(or RuAl~)

and RuA~ in the equilibrated state; and under non·equt11brium clInditions one would expect

to observe R~A13 partially transfomlcd to Ru~AlI3' and poslIlibly some RuAl;! (fonned from

the RUiAll3 and RUlA1a) and RuAIIi (as part of a el,lte.cticwith Ru~A13)' In the as-melted

sample, the presence of R.u4Al13as the matrix phase (Table 5.1) indicates that it was the
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'l'he dendritic appearance of R\l:!.A13and RuAl suggests that they can form directly from the

melt. The microstnlc~ of this sample appears to support Anlage's proposals(5), and raises

the possibility of modifications to Obrowsld's diagram above 26 at% Ru,

According to Obrowsld's phase diagram (Figure 2.2), holding this sample at llOOoC should

have resulted in a mlcrostructure consisting of RuA~ and RuA13• The phases observed in

tins sample were Ru"A1131R\lA4, the aluminium-deb soUd solution, and another phase

containing 18 at% Ru (lI&uAI/) (Table 4.17).

It appears that Ru4A113 was the first phase to form, and the Al..rich solid solution was the

last to solidify. The solidification order of Ru~ and RuAl$ is nC't appare~t from the

microstnlctUte, but they must have solidified after Ru.All3' In some areas the Al~richphase

contained needles of RuAI61 suggesting that this phase formed directly from the melt at

some stage during solidification.

It is proposed that the RuAls is a metastable phase which fanned before the RuA1.s, and

partially transformed into the latter phase, during tile furnace-cooling at the sample, by

expelling ruthenium to tile adjacent material. If the RuA1$formed after RuAl(! then

(assuming Anlago'o(S] diagram to be con-ect) it would have to be formed via a perltectoid

reaction between RU4Al13 and RuA16• However, this option cannot adequately explain the

microstructure observed in Figure 4.30. The proposal that RuAl, is metastable, is borne out

by the fact that it bas not been observed in any other sample (including dIose Of other
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It is certain that the rapid cooling rates encountered during production was the cause of

such 11 diverse microstructure. The irregular appearance of the surfaces of the phase layers

seem to imply that they were formed by peritectic reactions, and the layer sequence gives

an indication of the order of formation: RuAl, R.uzAl3, RU"All~'and then RuA~. Some

Ru"Al1g formed directly from the m~lt Ull needles, as did some of the RuAld• The remaining

liquid solidified as It eutectic between RuAl6 and the Al-rloh solid solution. A very small

amount of RuAl2 was detected in the arc-melted sample, in It Ru~,AlI3matrix. This may

imply that the latter phase solidified after the RuAlz. If RuAl;! forms via a peritectcld

reaction, as Obrowski predicte6':',t then it is unlikely to be found in an arc-melted button.

The fine mixture of RU2.A13 and R~Al13 (Figures 4.21 & 4.26) could either bt the result of

a eutectic reaction 'h'''t:Neen these two phases, or could be duo to decompoSition of bigb

ruthenium local hk'•.!O!eneities (to. expelling of ltu in tho solid state to form R.u"A13and

RU4All:l)' The mixture 1s unUkely to be the result of a eutectic: reaction, because eutectic

strUctures ar~ usually uneven, or degenerate in appearance when the cooling rate is high.

Tho solid !jtate decomposiaon theory explains the fmeness I',f tllis mixture, ~ause the

diffusion distances IU'e lIkely to be ve:ty small, since it occurs in the solid Mate. It also

explains the hregular appearance of these areas. This phenomenon is named cellular

precipitationtl41, and a similar phenomenon occurs in spinodal decomposition, where a solid

solution deCOn1PQSeS over short ranges, below a critical tempel'tltw'C, to form a fine n1ix~

of two solid solutions.
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forcing a peritectic reaction.

The fine dispersion of second phase particles in the top region of the sample suggests that

the remaining liquid in the sample solidified as a. eutectic between the aluminium-rich solid

solution and RuAlt\.

The phase RuAl1z Was not observed i~jthi~sample and hl.., not been found to date. It ',J)

possibly one of the less stable phases of the Ilystem (if it exists), which requires slower

cooling conditipns for its formation,

According to Obrowski' s phase diagram (Figure 2.2), a snmple baving this nominal

composition should have a two-phase structure, consisting of R~ and peritectically

formed RuAl11• However, since RuAI1~WItS not observed (Table 4.11). this phase either

might not exi:it, or it may have been suppressed by the impurity elements. Another

possibility, is that the furnace c.ooling of the sample was too fast to allow the formation of

the relatively low temperature RuAlu phase. However, this is unlikely since the cooling

rate was !!:Ie per minute. It is suggested that the impurities in the sample rpQY have

suppressed the formation of a eutectic between RuAlcsand the Al-rich solid solution, which

has been observed in samples of similar composition.
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this could be due to the presence of impurities.

In Chapter 4 it was observed. that this sample was 1i1actoscopically inhomogeneous. It is

proposed that the RU4Al13 precipitated Ill'St and sank to the bottom ~f the melt since it bus

It higher Ru content and is therefore denser than the remaining material. The morphology

of the RuM on the RU4AlI3' in the bottom region of this sample, suggests that the former

solidifbd around the latter via a peritectic reaction. Thus RU4Al13 has a higher melting point

than R~. This theory is substantiated by the fact that the Ru..AlI3 has a needle~like

morphology, indicating that this is the primary phase. The precipitation of this phase altered

the composition of the liquid, producing a lower Ru content it, the upper part of the

specimen, thus allowing precipitation of RuA16 ditcctly from the melt in this region. Since

~hesample was heated to 12000C during production, this proposal implies that the

fomation of primary RuA16 occurs below that temperatm'e.

Th", phase morphologies, in fuel bottom region of the sample, indicate that the RuAl(l 1.as

formed via a peritectic reaction rather than a eutectic reaction (as it appears in Obl'owski's

:l,lhnS1ediat,ram). This impUes tl1l1teither the RuA~ does fonn peritecnca11y, or the cooling

rate is too high, and a metastable (peritectic) reaction occurs which effectively masks tho

reported stable congl1lent t011l1ationand associated eutectic reaction. IfObrowsld' s eutectic

reaction. under conditlons of non-equilibrium cooling, was displnced to a lower At

composition thou, ,especially as Ute eutectic point lies close to the congruent melting

temperatv;re and composition of RuA16, the latter composition could be overshot, thus
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peritectically, The presence of R~Al13 needles indicates that this phase formed directly

from the melt, in agreement with Anlage's findings[5].

Mter hen.t treatment at 475°C for 168 hours, a different cross-section of the sample was

examined. Layers of RuAl, RUzA1a, RU4Alt3, RuA41 and the AI-rich solid solution were

observed in tho microstructure (Table; 4.6). There was no RuA~ detected in this sample.

It is possible that RuAlz forms I1t low temperatures, as Obrowsld predicts, or pem3ps the

reaction fonning this phase was suppressed by t.lte rapid cooling rates. The presence of

small R~Al:J particles in the RU4A1u layer CO\11d be due to extensive independent nucleation

from undercooling of the sample. The RU4Al13needles must have formed directly from the

melt (which is not possible with Obrowski's diagram). Th; R~ layer adjacent to the

Ru..AlJ3 needles again suggests a peritectic reaction; this agrees with Anlage's diagram

(Figute 2.3). The latter also allows for the primary formadon of R.uA.4 and a euteotlc with

the A1~rich solid solution, as WIl.C;observed. RuAl12 Was not observed ill this arc-melted

sample, in conu:arucnon to Obrowsld's proposals. The presence of n eutectic between RuAl

and. the Ru-rich solid sOlution conforrns to Obrowsld's proposals.

The fact that at 12000C the phase which formed primarily was RU4Al13 and not RuA~

(Table 4.8), indicates that RU4A1l;t has a higher melting point than the RuAlri which

subsequently formed around it. Allowing for the presence of other elements, it apperu's that

tho Al-rich eutectic composition ofO.S at% Ru proposed by Obrowski[4J is correct, 'fI:oeJp,c~;:

of RuAll~ in this sample supports Anlage's suggestion that this phase does not exist($1, bllt.
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Obrowsld's phase diagram'" predicts a two-phase structure ccnsisting of At and

peritectically formed RUAlI2• One phase was analysed to be almost pure All but the other

phase was approximately RuA16 (Table 4.2). The absence nf the phase RuA112 from the

sample agrees with the proposals made by Anlage (Figure 2.3), but may be due ;0 the.

influence of the contaminating elements in the sample. A..nlagel5}predicted that tit" phases

in this sample should form a eutectic, the absence of which may also be due to the

contaminants. The source of contamination may have been the At powder which was only

95% pure.

This sample should have contained RuAl1?, if Obrowski' s proposals are correct. The fact

!that this phase was not present in the sample mal? be It :result of the rapid cooling

encountered during arc-melting, but, it is also pcsnible that this phase does IIOt exist, Most

of the sample consisted of RuAI6 needles and dendrites (table 4.4), indicatirlg that it

formed directly from the melt, and it was seen to form a eutectic with the Al-rich solid

solution (in contradiction to Obrowski's resultst4]). Anlage predicts that there is a very small

composition range in which this phase can exist as the primllcy phase!51 (only up to nkut

1 ut% Ru), However, it is possible that under rapid cooling conditions, this limit is

extended. The lack of RuA161 in the legion containing RU4Al131 can be explained by.
Anlage's observation that the peritectic fot1l'latior. of RuAl6 is restrleted at rapid cooling

rates, and it soUdifies in a eutectic with the AI-rich solid, instead of first solidifying
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Theoretically it should be possible to deduce the shape of the liquidus by consit'~r.ing which

phases were pres"nt in alloys of known compositions, especially where there is 110 heat

treatMent. (Heat treatment should form the phases in the solid state, given enough time for

diffusion to occur.) The composition li.mits of a peritectic reaction line can be deduced by

studying the phases present in as-cast samples. The "li{$uidlimit"~here the Al"rich end, can

be approximately determined by finding the lowest Ru..content sample containing the solid

phase that is formed immediately above the reaction line (e.g. RuAl for the kU:tAl~

reaction). Under equilibrlum conditions this phase would be consumed, but most of these

alloys have cooled at far quick,er rates, 'I'he "solid limit", here the Ru..rich end, is more

difficult to determine, since the small amount of peritecticnHy-formed solid might be

misseu. Howev~l', in as-cast alloys, the highest Ru-content 1\1!0y containing the phase, is

likely to be near the higher limit of the peritectic reaction line in a peritectic cascade.

The peritectic reaction poInt itself can also be approximately found. In this pbase diagram

(Figure 6.1), tbe most Ru-rich alloy to have the product of t!1(\ next Iowest peritectic

reaction must lie 0,1 the Al-rich side of the pedtcatie point, but there is no WIly of deducing

how near or far. Attempts were made to determit1~ the peritectic reaction limits, using

Edahammar's samples[8,9,101 (Table 6.6), and using the sumples f.~omthis work (Table 6.7).

InTable 6.6, the reaction limits for RuAl(icould not bo determined, since Utedetails of the

samples containing this compound were not provided.
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It is proposed that the peritectic reactions fonning Ru"All and RuA1:aare separated by a

small temperature difference, becn.lcle PU..A13 did not form in any of Edshammar's arc..

melte.d samples (set table ;?.2 and Seclir, j 6.1). Slln!larly, the temperature difference

between the reactlons forming RuAl~ and RU4A113must be minimal, because the peritectic

fonnadan of RuA12 did not occur in mnny of the arc-melted sIU11plesfrom this

inv~stigation. If this is the CI,1Sethen. during non-equilibrium cooling, the fonnation of

RuA~ can be missed due to the large amount of undercooling required for nucleation under

these conditions. It is known t,at peritectic reactions can be overshot during rapid cooling,

for example: the Mg*Z'l system, in which the ibnnation of Mg1ZIIu can be missed(15),

It is also proposed that the observed intimate mixture of Ru"Ala and Ru4Al13 is the result

of decomposition of Ru~rich inhomogeneities, by cellular precipitation, which itself was

brought about by the rapid cooling conditions, rather than a eutectic reaction between these

phases. It is thought to be 1\ metastable condition fol' tho following reasons. Firstly, it was

Observed in speCific samples only: RUIO:A19l1(before and after heat treatment), and

RU3,$:Al65..b. RU10:AI9Qwas arc-melted and was not in an equilibrated state, and the annenling

temperature (475<JC) was too low to have an effect on the high-temperature phases.

RU3$:Al65~b had cooled rapidly from the reaetion t~mperature, and was conmmlnated with

zirconium, which may have bad a stabilising effect on this mixture. Secondly, if the

eutectic was a stable phenomenon then the phase RuAl~ would have to be metastable, but

this cannot be true since it WIIS initially present, and in some Quses, formed in

Edshammnr's[9) samples during the Muen! (Table 2.2). RuAlz was also present in the hent

treated samples from the CUl'l'Ont investigation.
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AI·rich side, and formed directly from the melt at 2060(lC. He depicted this phase as

existing between 42 and 51 nt% Ru and found that it formed a eutectic with the Ru-rich

solid solution at 70 I1t% Ru and 1920 :t 20°C. nlC~ only modification which could be

suggested from the current samples (Table 6.5) was a shift of the phase boundaries,

especially to allow for the formation of RuAl" at idgher temperatures.

'l'able (;.5: Proposals for the phase RuAl.

SUBSTANTIATING SAMPLE

Tho lower ccnnposition limit is 50.2 :I: 0.6 at% RU31:A43
Ru
The upper composition limit is 54.3 :I: 0.4 nt% RU"7:A1s3
RuI~---------------------------~----RnAl can form as a prlmtuy phase Ru,,:Al91-a(ht), RU10:A1!lOI
i.e. direc~~!()In th~~lt _"-=~ f...!~AI90(ht) _
RuAl bas II. higher melting point than Ru"A13 Ru,,:AI96-a(ht), RUlo:A1!lO'

RU10:A19ll(ht),R~:A17~(ht)t
RU31:A101

~"" ...~~
RU4:Al96-a(ht), RU1(l:~,
RU10:AJ90(ht), R~:Aln(ht),
RU31:A163'R\l4,:A1531 RU50:Al50

RnAl forms 1\ eutectic with the Ru·rich solid
solution

nlO equilibrium solubiUt; of aluminium in ruthenlum could not be determined from tho

samples examined. sinco tho Ru-rich solid solution was only present in the eutectic, which

was too fino to obtain an accurate lUlalysis. Thus~ ObrowskPs prediction of apprmdmntcly

96 at% Rut41 was accepted as being an estimato ot me phase composition.
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With regard to the phase Ru"Al;11Obtowski proposed a triangular phase boutld!U'ywith a

atability range over -lOOOoC to ··l600oC at about 40 Ilt% Ru, and a lower cO%l\tl<l)gition

limit of 32.S 111% Ru. He depicted the phase to melt peritecticlllly and to decompt'lse

eutectoidally below lOOOoC into RuAl and RuAh. Suggestions regarding the modification

of the phase boundaries are summarised in Table 6.4.

Table 6.4: .P.~oposalsfor the phase RU:tAl~.

1'=""l-~"='"~=---==:::r,"",,"%==='--. --:---~=-=""""""~
PROPOSAL,~~=,.. ..==t=='--~~-;:- - .........i'" ....

The lower composition limit is 35.1 :I:: 0.8 I1t% RU2$:A17z
Ru

R~A13 hUll It higher melting point tbnn
Ru,.Ali3

RU10:Al90' RU10:Al90(ht), F.u4:Al96·
a(ht)

SUBSTANTIATING SAMPLE

The upper composition limit is 41.6:1::0.5 at% RU37:A163
Ru

R~Al~ can fonn as a primary phase
i.e. directly from the melt_1l0l00: ..... _'''''''"' •

RU-4:A1wa(ht), RU10:Al9Q'
RUI0:Alqo(ht), RU2$:A172,

I~-------'---'----------------~~~~~--------------~IR~A13 hail do higher melting point than RuAl" Ru".:Al')'2(ht), RU31:A16:1
II--...:.;_..:;......-,~~·"""""-·· . - ·-- .......,.,_,~~ ..-..,.,'~-__.............'---·..jl
R~A13 forms via a peritectic :reaction RU-4:Al96"a.(ht), RUIO:Al901

RUlo:Aloo(ht), Ru~:Al?2(bt).
Ru)}:A163I.!::::;::===~==_:::;:.;:::;'-::;;:;-;::_ =:;:_-= __ ~~" !::::;:::.c........_~:-.........,,=-.=:::;:_===:::=!J

Edshammal'ls bent treated samples(9} suggest that Rll"A13 is stable at 9S00C, since it was

formed at this temperature. 'The meltin6 point of this phase cannot be pl:edicted from the

samples.

Obrowsld,'st4) RuAl has a sloping phase boundtlry with the liquid two-phase mgion on the
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proposals regarding this phase, except for the J.lha~ecomposition, which he had assumed

as the stoichiometric value. Again the samples providing the boundaries are on the Mong

sides of tIre phase, due to the narrow phase width and unavoidable errors. The melting

point of Ru..Al13~ as predicted by Anlage, could not be QQnf'mnedfrom these samples, but

is assumed accurate since his investigation was thorough.

Obrowskit4J depicted RuA~ as being formed via It peritectoid reaction between RuA13 and

R~A13 at about llOO°C. He also depicloo the composition as lying between about 31 and

33.5 et% Ru. The current investigation bas shown that his proposals are incorrect, and tlle

observations a.re summarised in Tabl~ 6.3.

TLlblc 6.3: Proposals for the phnse RuAJz'

PROPOSAL SUBSTANTIATING SAMPLE
1f'=.".l_====:C";;:;::;l=_= --=-___ =-=- ~-=~:-:;::====......w=::::;:.== _===_-~
The lower composition limit is 30.35 :!: 0.08 Rlt:!8:A17~
at% Ru .--~---------------------------~--~------~IThe upper composition limit is 35.8 :!: 0.2 nt% RU31:Al611
Ru ------~.----------------------~IRuA~ can form as a primacy phase
i.e. directly from the melt
RuAlz has a higher melting point than RU4A113 RU:!8:Al,~,Ru,a:A17~(ht),Ru)~:Al(\al

Ru3,:A16s·a,--_ ...._-- ·,-......::::.-..:::------------11
RuAl~ fonns via a peritectic reaction RU28:Ah2(ht)_" . --~ - -.---=:.-:::::-..:;:;=====~

Asswlling that RIl,jAl13 melts at 1403°C, as Anlage reported, the melting point of RuAl~

would be above this temperature,
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phase boundary, and 'Vic~versa. Although this seems incorrect, the ph ._Jt is narrow.

and th~re are errors to be considered, es}'tCially considering the difficulty in homogenising

the all0YII. Anl\lge's reaction temperatures cannot be disputed since they could not be

determined from these samples. However, tltey are assumed accurate siuce tho experimental

techniques l~:.lployed to obtain these values are rigorous.

With regnrCfto the r.base RIl4Al!~1Anlage!5Jdepicted a line compound at 23.6 at% Ru, and

stated that it melted peritectically at 1403°C. The observations f.:.ado flom the current

investigation are summarised in Table 6.2"

- __ :;o'_'''' .= _. -
PROPOSAL S'UBSTAN'r1A'l1NG SAMPLE._

-.....,._;..:.-- .... ~---= _. -'The phase is Edshammar's Ru4Al1311l, Ru4:Al\)6 ..a, Ru:Al1z1 RUlaiAln"b,
than Obrowski's RuA!3[11 ~-.....~ RU2o:A1soI R~8:A1121 RU31:A168-
The lower composition limit is 25.00 ± 0.05 RU35:Al6,S-a
Ilt% Ru
The upper composition limit is at most 26.6 ± Ru:w:A1so
0.1 at% Rn --Ru..Al13 can form ,,,$ ~ primary phase RU4IAl96-a, Ru..,:Al96-a(ht), RU10:Al901.2!: dlrectly from tho melt RUlc~Alw(ht), Ru:AlI2, Ru~.():A~o
RU4All~ has a higher melting point than RuA16 RU4:A1!j4-a(ht), RU10:Al90'

RU10:Al90(ht), Ru:A112, RU18:Als2 ..b------ .... 1---'--

R114Al13melts peritectica11y Ru4:Alwa(ht), RU1O:Al901
Ru1o:Al90(ht)~- --+.... - - - _-==4. ____ . -

The observations in Table 6.2 regarding the phose Rll,jAln appear to conftrm Anlage's
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Anll\ge depicted the RuA~ phase as a line compound at 14.3 at% Ru, He suggested 11

eutectic reaction with the AI·ricb solid solution at about 0.3 at% Ru and 652.oC, and stated

thllt RuA4 formed peritectically at 723°C. 1110 deductions made from the CU1"!:entwork

regarding this phase are aummadsed in Table 6.1, together with a list of the samples which

substantiate each point.

Table 6.1: Proposals for the phase RuA4 •

.,

- ._- ~ .. - ;;; ,l:;

PROPOSAL SUBSTANTIATING SAMPLE-- ,._~,~."

Tbe lower composition limit is 15.10 ± 0.01 Ru:Al12
at% Ru ~
The upper composition limit is at Hlost 15.1 ± RUA:A1%"a
0.1 at% Itu

RuA4 melts perirectiCu.tly RU4:Al96"a(ht"). RUlv:A1gol_ ...... -- RU10:Al!/()(ht),Ru:A1'2 _ ..
RuA~ can form as a primary phase RU4:Al96"a,Ru,,:Al96"J1(ht),RU10:~'
l.e, directly from the melt ~10:Al!){)(ht), &u:AI12-~---~....._,_
Prlmary formation of RuA4 occurs below Ru:Al12
12000C - .......-----..._- ......

RuA11I fonns a eutectic with the Al~rich solid RU4:Alwll, RU4:Al96·a(ht),RUlo'" 1901
solution RUlo:~(ht), Ru:A112.-- , -- .. - ,. .t= == = = __;",.__...:

I

j
1,
I

1
1
~
~
!
!

1.,,\. ,

It QIUl 1Y~seen from Table 6.1 that the observations regarcUng RuA16 agree with most of

those proposed by Anlage, except where the phase composition is concerned. His values,

however, had been assumed, because his analyses were obtained widlOut standa.rds. The

sample providing tho upper bouncUuy had loss rurhenium than that providing the lower

___,--------------
'This abbreviation mfers to the sample in the annealed state
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OCC4,:1".::n01\ the Ru-sidc of R~Al13' Thus it is proposed that this reacdon temperature

corresponds to the melting of oxides present in the alloy. This possibility is promoted by

the fact that the reaction peak became larger in the third scan, for which the sample was

heated in air.

6.4 Modifications to the Phase Diagram

Although the samples invostigated here were not in a state of equilibrium, much

iutbnnation could be gleaned from those which were not contaminated, with other clements.

In the pxoviol1s section the samples were discussed individually, as were those of othol'

workera, In thls chapter these discussions wlll be used to formulate proposals for

modifications to Obrowsld's pha.se diagram, so tbat the modified diagram complies with

the vnrlous microstructures which were examined. Thesn proposals are summarised below,

starting from the Al-deb end of the phase diagram,

Varichl1l1 found the equilibrium solUbility of Ru in Al to be less than 0.03 nt%. This value

cannot be disputed since a state of equilibrium was not achieved in the samples from this

investigation.

Anlage(~ stated that the pllnse RuAlt2 does not exist. It was not observed ill Edshamntar'sl91

or Varlch's(U) samples either. If this phase existed it should have been present in the

annealed SOOtiOlls of the nominal Ru~:Al* ..n and Ru1o:AJ90sampl~s, if ~lot in the Ru:Al.2

sample, Hence this investigation confirmed Anlage's fincUngswith regard to this phase.
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by the second and third scans being similar, The low tempemture reactions of the first scan

were not present in the others, implying that no low-temperature phases (Al-rieh phases)

were present in the sample after the first run. Thus it is proposed that the fttst heating l;:y(~le

had. the effect of homogenisiag the sample. Homogenisatfon of the alloy under the testing

conditions is possible because the sample was very small, and the diffusion distances

minimal. The reaction at 6S6°C, in the first scan, was attributed to the melting of the AI·

rich solid solution. 111e second endothennle reaction at 730QC was ascribed to the melting

of RuAJ()I and is similar to the reaction temperature reported by AnlagolSJ•

Unfortunately, it is not known what phases were present in the sample after the first cycle.

However, considering the above-mentioned homogenisation, the alloy composition, and the

temperature attained during the scan, it ia probable that the phases present were RuAl1,and

R'U.!AlI3• The interpreta.tion of the results of the next two scans was based on this

assumption and evidence from AIllage's DTA work[S].The second endothermic peak at

about 1417QC is close to Anlage's temperature of 1403QC for the peritectic melting of

Ru"A1'3t and was thus assumed to be this reaction. It is proposed thlll the small endothermic

JeactiOll at about 14600C corresponds to the molting (if RuA12•Discussions in the previous

section have shown the probllhility of RuAlz having a melting point just above that of
I

It is proposed that the first endothermic reaction at about 1348°C does not belong in t.he

Ru ..Al phase diagrrun. Anlage, who reported all extensive thermal analysis investigation!~t

did not detect any reaction at this temperature on the Al-rlch side of RUIIA113.Considering

the results from the current investigations, it is not feasible for this reaction to have
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solidification, whereas the RuA12 should originate from a solid state transformation. The

interdendritic region was analysed to contain 75.8 at% Ru (± 0.8% error), which

encompasses the eutectic composltlon on the Ru-rich side of the RuAl phase.

According to Obrowski's phase diagram (Figure 2.2) the microstructure should be entirely

RuAl. Considering the variation of the microstructure across this sample, one OM conclude

that the homogeruSRtion was unsuccessful. The extreme inholl1og~neity was brought about

by the loss of alumlnlum durltlg manufacture, Tho dendrites of the two-phase region

consisted of RuAl (Table 5.16), The composition of the lllterdendritic region was given

as approximately 77% Ru. This result is very close to the reported composition of the RuAl

+ Ru-rich eutectic!"'l. The motphology of the eutectic in this sample (Figure 5.36) appears

to differ from that observed in the previous one (Figure 5.34). This may be due to the

samples experiencing different cooling rates during ate-melting, or J'~~rely a result of

viewing the eutectic at a different orlentadon,

6,3 Discu!'J$ion of the Thermal Analysis

The :OTA scans for Ru28:A112 were reported in Chapter 5. It is proposed that the fu'st

heating' cycle, showing different reactions to the next two, had the effect of altering the

pnl.lses in the sample, and thus stabilising the alloy, This is substantiated by the presence

of the exothermic reaction in the first run, which would usually occur only for a transition

from a metastable system to a stable one. The stability of the resulting ulloy was indicated
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balance of the sample consisted of RuAlz. This suggests that RuAl2. is stable at temperatures

above 1200°C (the annealing temperature). or it is difficult to anneal out of the sample due

to slow diffusion. The fact that RuAlz comprised the continuouu matrix of the sample,

suggests that this phase also formed directly from the melt, and not from a perltectoid

reaction (Figure 2.2), which would not have had time to occur.

Since the edges were two-phase and a eutectic was observed (Table 5.15), it appears,

according to Obrowski's phase diagram, that Al wrs lost from this region. Thios loss was

by vaporisation occurring during the repeated inverting and remelting of the sample a'ilOng

production, which had been employed to ensure complete alloying of the elements. The

button arc furnace has a water-cooled copper hearth, and preparing the sample on this

hearth led to the heat being concentrated at the tOP surface of the sample. Hence

vaporisation of aluminium from the surface took place, before the entire sample could reach

a molten state. The argon pressure in the arc furnace during the manufacture of this alloy

was just below 1 atmosphere. The boiling point of aluminium at this pressure is about

2400(lC. The temperature of the arc would have been higher than 2060°C, the melting point

of tho intermetallic. Thus it is conceivable that the temperature may have risen above the

boiling point of aluminium, and since At has a high vapour pressure, it indeed vaporised

from tbe surface of the sample.

The published phase dingnun[6) shows that tbis sample (in the equilibrated state) should be

two-phnsc, containing RuAI and RuAlz. RuAl would have been formed by direct
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be complex, but is not discusse-d here, since it involves large quantities of impurity

elements. and thus has no bearing on the Ru-Al binary system.

The vast range of phases present in this sample resulted from local inhomogeneity in

composition during cooling (Table 5.12), and the subsequent beat treatment (1200°C for

168 hours) was obviously too inadequate to rectify this problem. ACI".ordingto Obrowski's

phase diA(Vam (Figure 2.2) the entire sample should have consisted of RUzA13•

The chemical analysis of the area depicted in Figure 5.29 and the individual phase analyses

fit the existing phase diagram quite well (Figure 2.2). The chemical analysis of the Ru-rioh

phase in the sample is of little consequence, since the phase is very fine and the error is

likely to be larger than that quoted, due to collecting the signal from the underlying matrix

material. However, the morphology of this phase does confirm that it was formed via a

eutectic reaction.

The variation in the composition of the RuA1 phase is consistent with the sloping phase

boundary depicted on the phase diagram above 1600QC (Figure 2.2). This inhomogeneity

was not rectified during heat treatment since diffusion in these samples ill very slow, and

the compound (RuAl) itself is apparently very stable once fonnedl3l• It appears that Ru~A13

was the next phase to form upon cooling (via.It peritectic reaction), and the fine precipitates

of the latter in the RnAl phase are consistent with the reported decrease in solubility of

aluminium in the RuAl phase(4}(Le, the sloping R\1AIphase boundary below 1600°C). The
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA }'OR RU3:~ ..b

SPECl'RUM: Overull composition (semi-q_unntitative)

BLEMENT RnLATlVE ~~~~?O ~0!UC ~_
A1 0.8382 92.70 97.94
Ru 0.0436 7.30 2.06 ~
'l'otlu 100.00 100.00

_...,;._- ~'.- ..'=-.....;!::"----"=::::"'- -- - - ,,"',. ", -

SPECTRUM: Contaminated RuA1II (semi-quantitative)
n---"""'_"'_ ="""'F=P~---=~t:r.-
ELEMENT 1.U1LATlVEK WT %

S.l'>BCTRUM: Contw:ninuted R.uAICl (semi-quantitative)
~-"';;;':'_,~~_~'::~-="'., ......,,,.,.._,..c:~:::t:,:::;.:~ • ..;..---_-_~~'Z:';;::~-- ..

ELEMENT RELATIVEK WT %
- ~ ""~~~,~~",*::<"",,

Al 0.3265 56.20
Si 0.0137 4.51
Fe 0.0459 5.13
R.u 0.2344 34.16
Totill 100.00

ATOMIO%
"'~~jIi'a\~~~'"

77.91
6.01
3.44
12.64
100.00
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SAMPLE: Ru3:Aly,"a (550°C fhr 528 hours)
SPECTRUM: Contaminated R.uA~ (semi-quantitative)
ir -:;.=~;===:::::::::==n
ELUMENT RELArrlVB K \VT % ATOMIC %I~----~--------'-+----~-AI 0.3175 54.05 77.58
Ru 0.2746 3:U2 14.87
81 0.0124 3.80 5.24
Cr 0.0003 0.04 0.03
Mn 0.0030 0.35 0.25
Fe 0.0247 2.75 1.91

~~~~~_,~=9_==",~=~==.:~~oo=_==g.,...::;I;OO,.••. 1
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APPENDIX I
EMSSA CONFERENCE PAPER

MODIFlCAT[ONS TO THE Ru-AI PHASE DIAGRAM

T.D. Boniface and L.A, Cornish

Dcpw'Uocnt of Mefallurgy and Materials Engineering, University of the Witwl1tersral1d

'11C ill'st phase diagram of the ruthenium ~ aluminrum
system (Fig. 1) was publishe4 in 1963 by Obrowskil.
His publication was developed from limited cxpcrimenlnl
findings nnd he was unsure of the accuracy of the
results. In 1985 Anlage1 stated that the aluminium-rich
region of this phase diagram was Incorrect, and proposed
,Q new phase dlagram for the region 0 • 26 at% Ru (Fig.
2) where the major modification is the formation of
~u..AII:I (Obrowski's RuAl,) perltccticnlly. 'Ibis paper
presents part of an invostignliofl of SOllie ruthenium-
aluminium alloys, and discusSt's th" feasibility of the
proJ}{)sed pnase diagrams.

Samplee were selected at Intervals across the phaso
dingnun. and It number of techniques were ntlcmptl:d in
their m:muCaCIUl'C.Most of the samples were produced
in a buttol1lU'C-fll.!1UlC(lin an argon atmosphere. and then
subjected to a solid saue homogeniSlluon ttcntmCtlt., for
extensive periods. in I1n attempt to reduce !he cffccl$ of
segrcgl1r.ion. The $lllTlples were then wnter-qucnched.
They were observed using optical and Scnnning Electron
MJc:roS(lopes. Compositions of lhe observed phases were
determined usIng Energy Dispersive AnalySis ofX·rays.

A Mrtlple with nominal atomic composition RU:AlI2 was
melted in II mutlle ("!illnce M 12000C and furnace-
cooled. In the bouom region of the s.'1tnple (FIg. 3),
needles of Ru4Al1, "tro surrounded by a layer of RuA16•
The l1t1tur<lof this ~'CSlo!1conftnns Anlage's proposed
peritcctic formalion2 of RuAis and indicates that of the
two phuses RU4AlS) hos thc highcr melting poln; The
UUltnx I}ollsist(id of UIC AI-rich solid solution, which
contained a tlno dispersion of small RoAI4 partlcles, 'I11e
lOP of tho snmple Wa.9 dU'ferent., and contalned dendritic
RuAl,s with n matrix ofuppnrently eutectic At·rich solid
and RuAl,s. This difference is thought 10 be due to the
Ru~A113 phase solidifyihb i'lttlnlly, and Sinking 1,0 the
bottom of tho melt because of Its higher dcn.slty. UIUS
nltering tIle composhlon of the remaining m(llt. TIIC
presence of primary dendrites of RtlA~ in ~le top of ~le
Sllmplo Is an indication ~lnt this ph(1.~emelts below
1200QC. Allowing for the ch!ll1ging mell composition,
these observations, us well It,) )110 absence of RuAlu,
l\grco with Anlngl,l's phase diagrnm~.

A tl.ilmplo having nomina! nIantic composition RU!1:AI611
was quenched from 1200°C. It was two·phns(l with
primo!'y dendrItes of RuAl;; and interdendrltic RU.A1u
(Fig. 4). TIle presence of Ru.A113 sllggCSI$ thut Ihis
compound is stablo aoovu l:!OO°C. The dendritic form of
RuAla implies that ilS rnelung point is higher ihan ti~'lt
at Ru,IAI13•which is in conuudlcuon to Obrowsk;' (Fig.
1). For RuAl~ to Iorm at such high temperatures, the
width of tho RIl~AI3 phase field must be reduced, and
RuAl1 can 110 Jonger be formed vla u pcrilCctoid reaction,

A further specimen (nominal RU)1:A~ revealed the
formation of bulk RuAl, Ru~, and RuAl: in that order,
which SU8ge.~1Sa series of periu:ctic reootiollS.

This work bas shown that Obrowski's phase diagram i$
adequate above SO at% Ru, but requires ll!odI£lcatiCli'l
below thls region. Xt Is suggested tluIt the higher
aluminium part r.omprise.. 11 cllSCllric of perite¢lio
reactions.

Tho assist!llleo and firtartcilll support of MINTEK Is
gtlltCfully acknowledged.
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7 CQNCLJ,JSIQNS. AND RECQMIYmNDA TlQNS.

1.1 Summary and Conclusions

'The preceding arguments have shown that the original (Obrowaki's) phase diagram ofilie

Ru-Al system IeqtlireS modification below 50 at% ruthenium. The propOsed modifications

are that RuAl.1t RU4Al1:l.and RuA16 form via peritectic reactions, at about 1460°C, 1403°C,

and 723°C respectively. The shape and location o~ the phase boundaries have also been

altered slightly. This work has shown that the compound RuAI1Z does not exist, and the

itlfonnation provided by the tOlmer investigators, Edshammur and Anlage, nppelU"Sto ®

adequately accurate.

7.2 Recommendations for "~'.tureWork

The most obvious recommcn"~f.1:on, stemuling from the entire course of iliis investigation,

is that homogeneous samples be made for this alioy system, possibly by hot isostatio

pressing. The DTA work was limited, and more thermal analyses should be undertaken,

since they ;yield much usofnl information. Transmissicn Electron Microscopy ('rBM) would

enable determination of the lattice structures (nod parameters) without needing to isolate

the phases, Md is therefore recommended. A combination of heat treatment and 'rEM WDl'l;

would also make it possible to investigate the reported "CsCl"like phases"[Il) in the RuAl

region "f the phase diagram.
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The lattice data for pure ruthenium and pure aluminium were used to identify the peaks

belonging' to their respective solid solutions. However, it is known that the peaks for the

pure element shift as solute atoms arc added. Since both of the so!ld solutions have) a

narrow composition range, it was expected that the shirt of the lines from those of the pure

elements \\iuuId be minimal.

The Debye~Schettetdata was 110t used for precise lattice parameter calculations. There are

a number of precautions which should be taken to reduce error sources, which Were not

considered in this workUll• For example, the phases were not isolated, lU'Ad this led to

shifting ot some compr..iund peaks, as well as difficulty in identification due to peak

overlap, The lack of high angl~ ref1ections on runny films also precluded calculation of the

sluinkage tactOl'S. Hence, fu]: f11msate not considered accurate enough to wanant extensive

analysis. KIug and Alexanderl171 also state that "powdflr diffraction data are not suitable for

the precision measurement of ccysWls belonging to the orthorhombic. monoclinic, and

tri¢linic systems'" A simple method fot detenninin,g the lnttice constants, in systems with

higher symmetry, elm only be employed if there nre several hkO and 001 reflections in the

range 0 ~ 30 to 90°, Since there are insufficient reflections of this kind in the datA, more

complex, and nmeous methods would have to be employed for the calculations.

The X"ray dIffraction work in this inVestigation W(lS useful both to confirm the phases

identified by X-ray analysis during SEM studies, and to distinguish between phases with

similar compositions. Thus RuAt), and Rl1;\A13were distinguished by X-l'ay diffraction, and

the identity of RU4A1t3 (rather than RuAl;) was confirmed,
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that all the high intensity peaks lie at low diffraction angles, and the low angle llres are

1m~,,IIl!to hav-e the greatest inaccuracy. This inaccuracy Is due to the large variation of sine

with e at !trw angles.

Only those films having backscanered (high angle) lines could be used for calculation of

accurate interplanar spacings, since these lines are required for calculation of the rum
shrinkage factor (the Straumanis factor, m this case, because the $ttaumanis methodUdl was

used for film analysis). Since the planar spacings could not be calc\llated for those films

which did not have bnckscattercd lines. the phases were indentified by graphical methods,

as described in Chapter 3.

'1.110 calculated lattice clAta fOl RuA13 (Appendix XX) indicated the 100% peak to

cor::es!,ond to a d-value of 0.368 nm, Ru4Al13 is reported to have two 100% peaks; one

corresponding to a d-value of 0.36 nm, and tho oth()r corresponding to 0.332 nm, It is the

latter peak which is the most distinguishing fa<:tor between RuAl3 and Ru"All3' There was

no film which had only the 0.36 run peak, Le, the phase prescnt was dOfinitely Ru"Al131 and

not RuAl). In nil cases the 0.36 nm peak was of lower intensity than the 0.332 nm peak,

ana. it is suggested that the fanner has a. reladve intensity below 100%.

Of the un::•.ientified diffraction peaks, there nrc some which were found in severn! of the

sampl~s. However, the abundance of phases in these samples prohibited the fomler fact

bting of any use. The only strong peak which remained unid~ntified was in nominal

Ru..:A~ ..a in the beat treated condition.
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The pmpose of the Debye-Scherrer diff1:acuc)n experiments were two-fold. Firstly, they

confirmed the presence of the phases identified from the quantil:ative analyses (assuming

Bdshammru'"'1 crystal structures to be accutate(8,9,to1). Secondly, they served as 11

conflrmetton 0'" the reported lattic" data.

In most cases, the high intensity lines in each of the Debye-Sctlerrer fIlms were identified,

but there were some very low iJltensity lines which did not match the plane :;pacings (d-

values) reported by Bdshammar. Since 'me phases had not been isolated, tho. latter lines

could not be identiJ5ed.

In some cases thert\1were: compounds in the samples which were not represented on the

Debyo·Scherrer fUm.s. This could be due to one of the following three factors. Firstly. the

pow®r was filed from the surface of each sample. Since the sampleS! were vefol'

inhomogeneous, it is possible that the powder was: med from an area which did not contain

all of the pbsses present in the sample. Secondly, the powd~r was "screened" using acetone,

and only the finer particles were collected for testing. ~rhis could further diminish the

variety of phases tested. Thirdly, masking of the pfiases can occur. This phenomenon occurs

when the distance between planes of two compounds are very similar. It causes the llnes

c(lrresponding to these planes to lie in the same position on the Debye·Scherrer film, and

can lend to problems in identification of the Unes. In 'tllis particular system, the high

intensity peaks of some of the phases nre in similar positions. and phase identification was

difficult when such phases were present. Anodicr reason that identification was difficult is
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Anlage's data points (depicted as dots in Figure 2.3) were used for the low ruthenium end,

even though his analyses were obtained without Ru-Al standards. The soUd solubility

temperature dependence of RuAI has not been a tered, but that of RU:1,A13has been re-

specified. The Ru2AJ3 phase bOundary was reconstructed to accommodate evidence from

this work and Edshammar's, The other phases have been Indlcared with no temperature

dependence, since this info;:mation was not available.

The layered structure which was present in many of samples, e.g, RU4:Al13, RUto:~, etc.,

can be well explained, by the proposed cascade of peritectic reactions and steep liq,uidus.

With the very high cooling rates produced in arc button manufacture, the slUXlple solidified

in stages, with t~e higher melting point intermeta]lics freecing first. These are the higher

ruthenium ones. The remaining liquid was then more Al-rich than the solid, Md the next

layer of inte1'nletaUic to solidify had a lower melting point and higher aluminium content

(a~ described ir. discussion of Ru28•3:Al,t.?). Thus, this process was repeated with RnAI

solidifying initially, then Ru2A1:;. In most cases no layer of RuAl2, wall formed, r.'robably

due to severe undercooling and tho formation temperature of RuA.12 lying just above that

of Ru,.AlI3• The latter phase solidified next, but as the RuAl2, phase was missed, there was

an excess of ruthenium in the matrix. In some cases, small discrete amounts of RuA12

formed by cellullU' precipitation. and in others, all intimate mixture of Ru4All3 and R.u:zA13•

It was proposed earlier (Chapter 4) that the latter was the result of a solid-state

decomposition of the Ru-rieh inhomogeneities.
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Table 6.9: Deduction of limits of peritectic reaction lines, and peritectic :reaction points,

llsing all available data.

PERlTEc:rIC Al-RK.ll LIMIT PERlTECI'IC POINT RI,1-RICH LIMIT
REACTION LINE (at % Ru) (at % Ru) (at % Ru)

Ru2Ai3 33.33 - 36.36 :> 44.44 Cahnot deduce--
Ru~ > 27.64 > 33.33 Cannot deduce

RU4Al13 <27.64 > 13.7 33.33 .. 36.36

The deductions contained in Table 6.9 indicate that the composition range for RU2Ai3 if;

slightly wider than reported in Table 6.8" It should be remembered that some of tbe values

in Tables 6.6, 6.7 and 6.9 are highly speculative, but they do give some indication of the

shape of the liquidus. Unfortunately, both the extreme slope of the liquidus across the phase

diagram, and the lack of control on the arc-melting technique, means that if the liquid

reaches a very high temperature (say, above the formation of RuAl at -2060°C) then the

formation of nearly all the phases in small amounts is possible. This makes for very

inhomogeneous alloys (e.g. R~:Al*-a(ht). RU10:'t.~, etc.) and makes deduction of the

liquidus more difficult. Ideally one would want to control the maximum temperature of the

arc-melt to about l00I)C above the estimated liquidus.

The above observations are summarised simply in a sketch of a new phase diagram (Fig

6.1). The lines are not solid because they are only the best estimate that could be obtained

from the work covered here, and may not accurately represent the true situation. The phase

diagram depicted in Figure 6.1 is based, not only on the samples made during the course

of this work, but is also consistent with other workers.
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standards, due to software limitations.

The data for RuA~ ~fl not 7tiehl any new information regarding the reaction t®its (Table

6.7). Comparing the rough deductions from the current work (Table 6.7) with those from

Edshammar's work (Table 6.6), it can be seen that. there is some agreement, but the data

from the; current work is sparse, However, the most likely Iimits were found by considering

the phase compositions and the deduced phase widths (Table 6.8). The latter were

determined from those samples (discus !leG in chapters 4 & 5) which were deemed to be the

most homogeneous. In Table 6.8 the left and right boundaries of RuAl6 and Ru"A11:J have

been interchanged (as in Tables 6.1 & 6.2), since they otherwise represent an impossible

situation. This modification cannot increase the error in the results, which must be large

for this situation to occur. The combined data for the peritectic reaction limits is given in

Table 6.9.

Table 6.8: Phase Composition Boundaries.

I
- -

PHASE RaBOUNDARY Ru-RICH BOUNDARY
(at % Ru) (at % Ru)

R\tA16 15.10 ± 0.01 15.7 ± 0.1

RU4Al13 25.00 ± 0,05 26.6 ±O.l

RuAlz 30.35 ± 0.08 35.8±O.~ I
RUzA13 35.7 ± 0.8 41.6 :±: O.S
RnAl ~)O.2± 0.6 t 54.3 ± 0.4 II-
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Table 6.6: Deduction of limits of peritectic reaction lines, and peritectic reaction points,

using Bdshammar's data.

~CI1C AI-RICH UMIT I PERIn!CI1C POINT Ru-RICFI LIMIT
NLINE (at % Ru) (at % Ru) (at % Ru)

RUzA1a 33.33 - 36.36 > 44.44 Cannot deduce-"-_' -
RuAlz 33.::>3 - 36.36- > 33.33 44.44 - 50··

RU~AI13 28.57 - 30.77 Rll~ not found 33.33 ...36.36
-

Table 6.7: Deduction of limits of peritectic reaction lines, and peritectic points, using the

samples from this work.

.. -
PERf.tBCTIC AI-RICH LIMIT PERIl"ECT1C POINT Ru"RiCH LIMIT

REACTION LINE (at % Ru) (at % Ru) (at % Ru)_.
RUzA13 >28.2 >28.2 :> 28.2

RuA1z >27.6 > 28.2 >28.2-'
Ru..AlI3 <27.6 > 13.7 >28.2

I RuAla < 3.1 < 19.84 :> 13.7IL ;.

It is difficult to undertake a similar analysis using the alloys from this work (Table 6.7),

because many had the whole range of phases, and some were of little use due to

contamination. It should also be noted \f"t the overall analyses were obtained without

"Since no RUzA13was formed, RuAl was used to determine this limit.

"This limit does not fit the phase diagram, because non-equilibrium cooling caused
the reaction forming R~A13 to be overshot.
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S~UM: RU4A113centre o~_needle (quantitative) .",..,.,..
ELEMENT WEIGHT% % URROR ATOMIC%~
Al 47.66 0.54 76.42
Ru 55.11 0.82 23.58
Total 102:'17 100.00
b= ..- "'" _=

SPECTRUM: RuA16 on edge of needle (quantitative)

•~~ WEIGHT % % E~~R _I AW=M=IC='~=~:=jJ
At 59.91 0.62 84.91
Ru 39.91 0.66 15.09
Total 99.83 100.00----=--==.:...=-=-=..;;:.=_. "__ -=_ ~~"",_""',.,dJ

SPECTRUM: AI·rich matrix (quantitative)

r~MOO+u:~~;;'O-R"':"'""---;9-~-~MIC %

2.89 0.22 0.80
~"~~tal 98.38 I 100.00
. __.' ---- -~ 't::.-::=~--:-:=
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EXPEIUMEN'tAL DATA FOR Ru:Aln

CHEMICAL ANAI3SES iliJ2AZl

SAMPLE: Ru:Alll (No hMt treatment)
Semi ..quanutativlll Analyses
~ -.~ , PHAS=E='====~=A=TO=MI=C=%=R=UTHE===NIU=M=:''''91r== AI-richrna';;' 0.01 -
b-;;At; (dendrite~L 13~S-

l:;;~;k~~

SPECTRUM: Ovel'nll composition (semi-quantitative)

l_LE.MENT REt,· A~K- m~WC~I~
Ai 0.9695 98.30 99.54
Ru 0.0100 1.70 0.46
Total 100.00 100.00
-":~';;-'="_'7=,_:-', • ~_~~~ __==-- =:..-., .......;:::,."",1

SrP, E<CTR", · ~~~RU"-A}l,1,ccn~ ~!'_~e!.dl.,~q.'"'~ta•.~_~_OL.~;....,~,
ELEMENT WEICHT % % ERROR. ATOMIC %
~_.,..., -_:~_""~"""'~'~"""F~~~~'"

Ai 47.44 0.54 75.80
Ru 56.75 0.83 24.20
Total 104,19 100.00

li::=-.~.';"==~:;::=:::C":'=~"='<=':;:'=;"='=::;7";:;:::=~---'-=
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SPEC'!':RUM: RuAl~!..t edge of needle (quantitatiye)

ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR. ATOMIC %
' ..."',

Al
Ru
Total

50.82
39.48
90.30

0.60
0:'14

82.83
17.17
100.00

SPEC,"l'RUM: RuAJ6 at edge of needle (quantitative)1= "_._- .~-.- ._ - =
ELEMENT WEIGHt % % BRROR ATOMIC %

.... .....,__ ~-
AI 49.59 0.59 82.14
Ru 40.41 0.75 17.86
Total 90.01 100.00
~:........_-=--;:::-~~~-=='::::=::;;:::::::.....~ •.~::;;::~=-";;:~===:=;::;!J
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SPECTRUM: RU4A11l needle (quantitative)
;::::.- - -==:-:::. =-::::;:'=-T====-~'===
ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %II------·--~------+---------------IIAI 49.12 0.60 75.18
Ru 60.76 1.01 24.82
Total 109.88 100.00~-.-=~,-=-! ."..b==: .~, ,_-

SPECtRUM: RU4Al13 needle (quantitative)

1l.'::1.l~!B~ WEIGHT %% ERROR ATO~ % I
AI 41.29 0.58 75.30
Ru 58.14 097 2470
Total 105.43 __~~~--=c.~~.~===-_l

~;::::Et;;;;-'~~~M.:~uA~ ~;,;~~e_~f_~_e=edl_~,"~qu~~:;~~~~)- -1~
E:LEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR tATOMIe %_ii-""'- __ .... "'··,"·~M.'••U·~ lt~"'''_~~ ..

Al 48.49 0.59 80.37
Ru 44.39 0.80 19.63
Total 92.88 100.00

_~=~==:;,~~=o;:'Z.::-.:c-::;;:;:;:,:;:;";:"~~=:==:::.~~-' - __J
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~1 ANALYSES \'EDAX)

SAMPLE: RU4:Al96"b (No hent treatment)
s=mi"quMtitntiv~ Analys~~

0.0)

ATOMIC % Rl1T1mNlUM
0.37 :I: 0.07,

PHASE
Al-rich eutectic

II--
At particleI~----~--------+----------~----·~IRuAl6 13.1± 0.6----!-----_......,. ..,..___
RU"AlI3 22.1 :i: 0.3 _j====-:=.=-=======~==~~=.=;,~==~======-~

SPECTRUM: Overall composition (semi-quantitative)~"";;=;__":::::--'--=--~-.-~---.--==-- --
ELEMENT RELATIVE K WT % ATOMIC %--- --~

0.7706 89.02
0.0677 10.98

100.00-~-=.==

96.81
3.19
100.00

Al
Ru
Total

SPECTRUM: Overall composition (semi-quantitative)
If - .",,-- _ ...~t:.==_~._""=---=-~-.
IIrELE..MEN1'. RELA. TrVE K W1' % AT.OMI.C %

IM-- 0.7864 'S;S6-~ in08 .- -
Itu 0.0623 10.14 2.92

II Total 100.00 100.00
~';;.,!,,~~,_,::::,~=_:::;:;,,:::;:,:::::::::-~,;,:;::-:;:,::::::,-~,,;,,=:.~!'"':z;:'~~~~;':::::::;;:::--"-:;:'"'''::''-':::;:_'
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SPECTRUM: Al-rich matrix (quantitative)- -
ELEMENT WElOHT% % ERROR ATOMIC %

At 81.48 0.88 99.41
Ru 1.93 0.22 0.59
Total 89.41 100.00

",",';O_...~_ - ~~ -
SPECTRUM: Al-rich matrix (quantitative)- .. =
ELEMENT WEIOIIT % % ERROR ATOMIC % J
Al 86.12 0.87 99.13
RU 2.82 0.23 0.87 I
Total . 88.95 _ ==-.---;-,e= "j 100.00=d
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SPECTRUM: RU4Al13phase layer und centre of needles (quantitative)

~ .

U
.
ELEMENT WEIGRT% % ERROR ATO:MIC

Al 46.61 0.S7 74.00
Itu 61.3'1 1.01 26.00
Total 107.97 100.00

~'-' -
SPECTRUM: RU4Al13 phase layer and centre of needles (quantitative)- -.=

ELEMENT WBIGHT% %ER.~OR ATOMIC %

Al 42.25 0.54 74.80
Ru 53.32 0.91 25.20
Total 95.57 J 100.00

. -- ..

SPECTRUM: RU4AI13phase layer and centre of needles (quantitative).. =~ == ====~=iJ
ELEJ.\.lBNT WEIGHl' % % ERROR ATOMIC %...
At 42.54 0.54 73.55
Ru 57.31 0.95 26.45
Total 99.85 100.00

::.~ --

Sl')ECTRUM: RuA16 phnsolayer, fine needleo, and surrounding Ru"A113 (quantitative)
-._ -_. ::;,=p:;;;::,:" ..-:=::'=:="=' ...~--=
ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %-------+--------r--------+------~IAl 63.03 0.70 84.42
Ru 43.60 0.81 15.58
Total 106.63 100.00

SPECTRUM: RuA16 phase layer, fine needles, lind surrounding RU4A113(quantitative)
---::;----;·'0···;;:;::.-;..-----=:::::,--- ...·-.--- ~'l
ELEMENT WEIOHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %

11----_-1-_",_.,,-r:iJ..-"''''*'''*1> ~ •• ,<:_".·!.Wt~" ~-----11
Al 54.45 0.63 83.63
Ru 39.95 0.75 16.37
Total 94.40 100,00
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SAMPLE: RU4:A~·a (475<lCrot' 168 hours)
SPECTRUM: RuAl core region (quantitative)

~

~

LEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMlC%

1 23.15 0.38 53.45
,U 75.54 1.15 46.55
otal 98.69 100.00

...,...... ~ - -

SPECTRUM: RuAl core region (quantitative)
t;...._ - ,.

ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %

0.37
1.17

At
Ru
l'otal

50.88
49.12
100.00

21.40
77.42
98.82

SPEC.'1'RUM: IhzA13 phase layer (quantitative)

~~ WEl,GHT % ~ ;;;=O=R==::J'=."~=l='O==,MI==c=%l
Al 31.93 0.46 64.18 ~II
~ ~;~~_~ ,~ i~~=J
SPECTRUM: RU:aA1a phase layer (qunntitative)

• - '=-.;::':'-"=-::~ _.,,:;;::;=---""_"=-=-=-=_-'-
ELl3:MENT, WEIGR1' % % ERROR ATOMIC %

Al 32.60 0.46 65.41
Ru 64.58 1.03 34.59
Total 97.18 100.00

i!:::===::::::::=::::::,====-:;±-,,_-, ..=:-_-==-_~ _

SPECTRUM: RU1A13phase layer (quantimuve)

LEi.n~ WEIGH;' % % ERRO~' A'fOMIC%
32.80 0.46 64.03

u 69.04 1.09 35.97
ta~ 101.8~ _. """ ..; 100.00
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SPECTRUM: Al-rich matrix (quantitative)

WEIGHT % I % ERROR
-

ELE:MENT ATO:MIC %

At 89.37 0.90 99 ..63
Ru 1.25 0.20 0.31
Total 90.61 100.00--=

SPECTRUM: Overall composition (quantitative)
F
ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %

Al 82.57 0.85 96.72
Ru 10.50 0.37 3.28
Total 93.08 100.00

~

SPECTRUM: Overa11composition (quantltatlve),..,..~ -- - - ----=
ELEMENT I \VEIOHT % % ERROR ATO:NllC %

Al J 82.95 0.8S 96.67
Ru 10.71 0.S7 3.33
Total 93.66 100.00
=, ....;......_-- _. - --
SPECTRUM: Ru4Al1:1 needles (quantitative)
r::==:= -- ._ -==::::;'~====u
ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR NfOMIC %Ir---,-------------r------·~·
Al 43.44 0.55 74.1'3
Ru 56.81 0.95 25.87
Total 100.25 100.00..= -, ~,=b:::::::::..~ ~ =

SPECTRUM: RU4A1I:l needles (quantitative)rr===='-=-=~'= ~~~--==---------
ELEMENT WEIGH.T% % ERROR ATOMIC %-

42.26 0.54 74.05
55.48 0.93 25.95
97.74 100.00~_==.==~=~b===-============;=======~

Al
Ru
'fotal
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CHEMICAL ANALYSES CEDAX)

SAMPLE: RU4:A~·a (No heat treatment)
SPEc.."TRUM: RuA16 needles (quantitative).

I ATOMIC %ELEMENT WElGHT% % ERROR- J 84.39Al 57.80 0.66
Ru 40.08 Q.76 15.61
Total 97.88 100.00

SPECTRUM: RuA16 needles (quantitative)--
ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMlC%._-- ____ --
Al 57.62 0.66 84.09
Ru 40.85 0.77 15.91
'Ilotal 98.48 100.00- - - =

SPEctRUM: RuA16 needles (quantitative) .
ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %----
AI 56.13 0.64 84.46
Ru 38.69 0.74 15.54
Total 94.83 100.00
. - -- -
SPECTRUM: AI·rich matrix (quantitative) --===:::::::u
ELEMENT WEIGHT % %E --
At 90.24 0,90
Ru 1.46 0.21
'I'ota! 91.70 _L-

RRoa ATOMIC%

99.57
0.43
100,00

SPECm.UM: Al·rich matrix (quantitative)___= ..." :;;;r= =-.:.:.:

ELE:MENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC%
1--' --f.--,··,---II
Al 8S.99 0,86 99.39
Ru 1.94 0.20 0.61
Total 85.93 100.00
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SPECTRUM: Contaminated RuA~ (semi-quantitative)-.
RELATIVE K I ViT % #:roWC% I

ELElVillNT---_... -
Al 0.3048 52.63 76.81
Si 0.0122 3.70 5.18
Fe 0.0285 3,18 2.24
Ru 0.2888 40.50 15.77
Total 100.00 100.00. -

SPECTRUM: Contaminated Al-rich matrix (semi-quantitative)

ELEMENT RELATIVE K WT% ATOMIC %

Al 0.9841 98.99 99.42
Si 0.0010 0.43 0.41
Fe 0.0003 0.04 0.02
Ru 0'()o32 0•.54 0.14
Total 100.00 100.00

-, .

SPEC1'Rill\-1: Contaminated Al-rich matrix (semi-quantitative)=, - '._.

E1JlMENT RELATIVEK Wl'% ATOMIC %

AI 0.9983 99.91 99.93
Si 0.0001 0.06 0.06
Fe 0.0001 0.01 0.01
Ru 0.0001 0.02 0.00
Total 100.00 100.00

~ - .. . - ,."",

SPECTRUM: Contaminated Al-rlch matrix (seml-quamitatlve)-- - ~=
~ MEN!

RELATIVEK WT% ATO~..uC %

1 0.9938 99.61 99.69
81 0.0006 0.26 0.25
Fe 0.0011 0.12 0.06
Ru 0,0001 0.01 0.00 JTotal 100.00 100.00- - ._- .... _-
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SPECTRUM: Contaminated AI-rich matrix (semi-quantitative)

ELEMENT RELATIVE K W1'% ATOMIC %

AI 0.9915 99.47 99.64
Si 0.0006 0.28 0.27
Fe 0.0013 0.14 0.07
Ru 0.0006 0.11 0.03
'fotal 100.00 100.00

- - -

SPECTRUM: AI-Si crystals in sample (semi-quantitative)

ELEMENT RELATlVEK WT% I ATOMlC% 11

Ai 0.5129 52.62 53.63
Si 0.1814 47.34 46.35
Fe 0.0001 0.01 0.01
Ru 0.0001 0.03 0.01
Totru 100.00 100.00

-

SAMPLE: RtlJ:A4, ..b (5501)C for 1176 hours)
S~'ECTRUM: Contaminated RuA~ (semi-quantitative)
;:::.: - -
ELEMENT RELATIVE K Wr% ATOMIC %

Al 0.3175 54.52 77.42
Si 0.0123 3.83 5.22
Fe 0.0462 5.14 3.53
Ru 0.2565 36.51 13.83
Total 100.00 100.00

- - =

SPECTRUM: Contaminated RuAl, (semi-qaantitative)
-

ATOMI(' % IELEMENT RELATIVE x WT% ..__
Al 0.3362 56.64 80.05
S1 0.0080 2.52 3.43
Fe 0.0331 3.69 2.52
Ru 0.2612 31.14 14.01
Total 100.00 100.00.
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SPE("'"'TRUM:RoAl core rogion (quantitative)

~ .WElGHT% %'~-;;-R A~~

II ~~I 20.98 0.31 49.93 J
~l-n_u. . 78.8.5 1.19 50.07
. Total . 99.84 100.00~.--L~" ......-:-_.::" _

SPE~UM: RU2~13 ph~se lay~r (quantitative)~~==~=~~~==~======~~=-===
WEIGHT % % ERR~')R ATOMIC %

33.03 0.47 64.85
67.07 1.06 35.15
100.10 100.00

. :=,:~= ;: . ~-=::"".._.--"";."',,~~ --_

ELEMENT--- .. -,_
AI
Ru
Total

S'PECTRUM: RulA13 phase layer (quantitative)--=---- -- -;::--.,_-:..:..~-::--;_"'::_.,,,,,-~::;~-:_,,,,,,-~,.:::---~=--~~'"
ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %-.-- ......_._
Al 32.64 0.46 63.61
Ru 69.97 1.10 36.39
Total 102.60 100.00
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SPECTRUM: Thin RuA16 layer and needles (quantitative)

-;.-~...iWNT1 WEI9m;=~~ATOMI~. %
Al 58.41 0.66 84.47
Ru 40.24 0.76 15,53

I Totnl 98.65 100.00
l!;:;:::;:: d~ __ '__ ·~_ •• - . -=~¢"'. . - . -

SPECTRUM: Thin RuAl6 layer and needles (quantitative)
_- ......._...;:;:~-o::.=~:::r"" ..•. :o'''"=--'';;:;..-::''-r'''''':::::

ELEMENT WEIGHT % l/o ERROR ATOMIC %
II-----J. ...~- _~>m~

62.!)'). 0.70
4~.1l 0.80
106.03

84.54
15.46
100.00

At
Itu
Total

SPECTRUM: Al-rich matrix j)f needle region (quantitative)
-,,!.__ ~~. .:::":::::,.",....-===-=·~_"""""e.::::"_"- .....~r"-..,· . -_.

ELEMENT WEIOHT% % ERROR ATOMIC %
f.' ......

Al 87.02 0.88
Ru 2.78 0.24
Total 89.80

99.15
0.8S
100.00

SPECTRUM: Al-rieh matrix of needle region (quantitative)
~-----. ~.,;_"';.:'....,~:-' ••.. --~-.....,........~-,-.:::",~,:;::=:::",.. "'":... ....... -

WEIOHT%---.-
89.31
1.85
91.16

ATOMIC %--+-_._._...- .............
99.45
0.S5
100.00

EI..EMEN'r........_-.-
Al
Ru
Total

SAMPLE: RUlo:Al90 (475°C for 168 hours)
SPECTRUM: RuAl core region (quantltatlve)
...-";:;:;::''::'7'''::::;:;'''-''~:---::''''''''''''---==::~--::::::''~~::::~.:,::';::-":;:;::--,,.•::;:;:~~--=~=,....:;,_ .._.... ~:;:---

ELEMeNT WEIGHT% % ERROR ATOMIC%
~~~tC·::;';~;ft'<,~ ~~, ~ts'r~",;"""",~rt\:Jt=:::7""\ ==.~~~~'"* .....~~~~"U<iI~

Al 22.02 0.37 51.34
Ru 78.21 1.18 48.66
Total 100.23 100.00
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SPECTRUM: "Eutec:tic"·like mixture (quantitative)

r~E~~ ._fIT ~;; % ERR~' AT~MIC %

I~Al 37.99 0.51 69.17lRu 63.44 1.02 30.83
Total 101.42 100.00==:.=-:c ... ._-

SPEcmUM: Small RuA1:t grains (quMtiwtive)
r EuIMENt wErG;ii~'~%-ERR=O=R=:::r:--=A=TO=M=I=C=%=i)=i1
~_ Ji.M.. .. ~

Al 39.19 0.S1 70.37
Ru 61.84 1.01 29.63
Total 101.03 100.(){~

SPECTRUM: Small RttAl:! grains (quantitative)-- ..-,::,::-,-":=--=---==",~,,....__,..-. --':=:;::!'.::::;:=~'<-''''--~:=::;'~
ELEMENT WEIGHT% % ERROR ATOMIC%
~ -~----
Al 38.89 0.51. 70.05
Ru 62.31 1.01 29,95
total 101.20 100.00

SPECTRUM: Small RuA12 grains (qunntiwtlve)--==._ . -c'~-:::;=.==::;-.;c=-~==="::.::'";:::.=7.c:==,",,·
ELEMENT WEIGHT% % ERROR ATOMIC %

~~ __ ~ __ ._" __ "",o;o<!:,,,,,,~*, .~~ __

Al 39.14 0.51 70.20
Ru 62.27 1.01 29.80
Total 101.41 100.00
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SPEC1'RUM: RU4A113 phase layer. and needles (quantitative)
-------: - - .~-===::;,

ELE~mN'l' WEIGHT % % ERROR ATO:MIC %

AI 43.24 0.55 73.90
RQ 57.22 0.95 26.10
Total 100.46 100.00

l.:::= - ==:.~

SPECTRUM: Ru4A113 phase layer and needles (quantitative)

ELEMENT

Al
Ru
Total

VV'EIOHT% % ERROR ATOMIC %--1----
43.18 0.55 74.20
56.25 0.94 25.80
99.43 100.00

l!.t:==_"""""_===::--====' ==. ~===-=~:;!J

SPECTRUM: RU4AI13 phase layer and needles (quantitative)

~ 'ELEMEN1' IWEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %

43.40 0.55 73.9L --
5'7.40 0.96 26.09

-:::.::-=_~OO.80 100.00 :-..::::::

SPECTRUM: "Eutectic"-like mixture (quantitative)

. •• =I~""_.__-=-=-. _-=-':C,...-l- ......;_i;.~_R_R=~_O~R~~~f~=-~~-.:_·_IC_~-~-J

SPECTRU~ '~Eute~?c"~.ik:em~~j~ta~~e) . . ".

NT '~. 1~f~ ~ %ERROR. ,\TOMlC %
38.19 0.51 69.17
63,77 1.03 30.83

. Tot!;} 101.96 100.00
I :-:::-. _':;....._....;::~,=::;;--===_.:.;-;:-=~:.;_,..'"==='== -
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SPECTRUM: RuAI core region (quantitative)""==--"'~-=~-'~""~'t=~-" .._ ,,- ~.., =
ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %.- -
Ai 19.08 0.35
Ru , 81.52 i 1.22
Total 100.60-,

46.72
53.28
100.00

~f.~~= U!!1.~"~~_l~~,'~~l~!:~e:n~~(~~vo),c. "....;::::::::-..:::'
ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERI~OR ATOMIC %,""'""'_.. '. .' 'I.,_ _ . " ..• .__

, Al 31.97 0.46 63.47

~lR\l 68.94 1.08 36.53
, Totnl 100.91 100,00
,=_~_7:t=o:::::c "---=:~=-~:=N.c,~==-=-'--::==;;---'"-=_

SPECTRUM: RuzAJ3 phuse layer (quantitativ~)
~~..:=r:.."""~--;"=~"':~'-":::""~::'~'=:::':'=::::'''"'='''t::-

ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %--~....._ ~~--- ~ ...---.
At 32.35 0.46 63.88
Ru 68.54 1.08 36.12
Total 100.89 100.00
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR RUt.:A1,.

.QHS.MICbL ANAL YSJ3S WAX>

SAMPLE: R.ulo:Al90(as-cast)
SP.ECmUM: Ru-rich solid in eutectic (quantitative)- .;_ . -~ ---"-

ATO~C~ELEMENT WEIO:HT% % :eRR.OR.
7.81 0.25Al 24.09 JRu 92.26 1.33 75.91 .

Total 100.07 100.00--
SPECTRUM: Ru-rieh solid in eutectic (quantitative)

-=:::- ........_-. :-=-=. - _._ -
~EME~~

WEIGHT % % ERROR
1 6.07 0.23
u 93.32 l.S4

Total 99.39
- - -

ATOMIC %

19.59
80.41
100.00

SPECTRUM: RnAl core region (quantitative)
EI.EMENT ~rOHT %:;.-% ER;--O-"R---·='T~·-A=T~O-~-'"·"""ic="·'"'";=""
~--- ---f.--,---. ------II
Al 18.27 0.34 45.45
Ru 82.16 1.23 54.55
Total 100.43 100.00
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SPECTRUM:: Contaminated RuA~ (semi-quantitative)- ..._ ~
ELEMENT RELATIVE K WT% ATOMIC %.,..___

Al 0.3329 55.59 80.05
Si 0.0082 2.55 3.53
Fe 0.0094 1.05 0.73
Ru 0.2902 40.81 15.69
Total 100.00 100.00
'= -,....,..._ -

SPECTRUM: Contaminated AI-rich matrix (semi-quantitative)
rr=====-r====-== . -"
ELEMENT RELATIVE K W1' % ATOMIC %

99.77
0.18
0.05
0.01
100.00

SPECTRUM: Contaminnted AI-rich matrix (semi-quantitative)
Ii""""""-="'- .._- .:or•• t:: , '-. ~-=--=-.-..=- -",-,=.-=..-

ELE!v1ENT RELATIVE K WT %~~ ..-
Al
Si
Fe
Ru
Total

ATOMIC %

99.51
0.35
0.05
0.10
100.00

~~~~-~-......,--~
0.9869 99.18
0.0008 0.36
0.0009 0.10
0.0021 0.36

100.00

SPECTRUM: Contaminated Al-rich matrix (semi-quantitative)

Al
Si
Fe
Ru
Tottli

ELEMENT RELATIVE K WT % ATOMIC %14:_~' __ -I-_'" ....._ ."""""--.....~~

0.9892 99.29 99.56
0.0008 0.36 0.34
0.0000 0.00 0.00
0.0021 0.35 0.09

100.00 100.00
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SPECTRUM: Contaminated RuA]!)(semi-quantitative)
f

_, - ,_. :;C=='

ELEMENT RELATlVEK WT% ATOMIC %--
Al 0.4027 64.19 86.87
Fe 0.0060 0.67 0.44
Ru 0.2417 35.14 12.69
Total 100.00 100.00
~-...-- -!--~ ,.. --=

SPECTRUM: Contaminated Al-rich matrix (semi-quantitative)"'~~-==-~~.- ---~=-.~.-- ~
ELEMENT RELATIVEK wr % ATOMIC %- ..---I----..J.. ~__
Al 0.9930 99.61
Fe 0.0000 0.00
Ru 0.0023 0.39
Total 100.00

S9.89
0.00
0.10
100.00

SAMPI.E: RUt:A193 (S.sOQCfor 1176 hours)
SPECTR~~: co"ntam.~",!~~!~~,RUA~_(se.'~i-:._~~titau. ',ve)-9'_~ .. ., "._R__ '._._,.~..,,",__• - ... - _~~ _ _..__
ELEMENT RELATIVE K W1.' % Al'OMlC %

~~- ~ -,~"" -'

Al 0.3093 52.66 77.05
Si 0.0130 3.91 5.50
Fe 0.0139 1.56 1.10
Ru 0.2991 41.87 16.35
Total 100.00 100.00

SPECTRUM: Contaminated RuA16 (semi-quantitative)
-~~;-W;VElt~zwt;~-ATO~-% ]

__ ~._~_ ___~~;w""""~,

At 0.4188 64.86 86.95
Si 0.0006 0.20 0.26
Fe 0.0093 1.03 0.67
Ru 0,2343 33.91 12.13
Total 100.00 100.00
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etmMICAL.ANAkYSES mpAXl

SAMPLE: Ru.,:Al93(N\l heat treatment)
SPECTRUM: Overall composition (semi-quantitative)

E~~-=-iiL~TIVE K _WT % ATOMIC %J
Al 0.6222 81.01 93.98 J
Fe 0.0051 0.51 0,32

~;U-=_ ~164_ ~~~ i~~oo .

SPECTRUM: Overall composition (semi-quantitative)
;-- .... ::..~ ....---:::::::!t=,...'"'i!- _ ... ---- ....

ATOMIC %

93.99
0.29
5.71
)00.00

ELEMENT RELATIVE K WT %

Al 0.6226
Fe 0.0047
Ru 0.1167
1'otal

81.02
0.52
18.46
100.00

SPECTRUM: Contaminnted RuA~ (semt-quandradve)r" ... --. ~-- :;-=-==;;:::'1

ELEMElITT RELA~'lVE K WT % ATOMIC %--
Al 0.3437 58,56 83.74
Fe 0.0129 1.44 1.00
Ru 0.2830 40.00 15.27
Total 100.00 100.00

l!:::::::::==_=:= . __--===-="..=",.,J..,.===.;.".,~..~~.~=_ =~I

SPECTRUM: Contaminatlld RuAI6 (semi-quantitative)-= .-.;::..-'-_'--=.'. ---=""'::.~...::;.;--:: '.::::=;'::::._- ==J1l
ELEMENT RELATIVE K WT % ATOMIC % II-...~-............... ~~ _..,.,.-
Al 0.3395 58.11 83.49
Fe 0.0129 1.44 1.00
Ru 0.2869 40.45 15.51
Total 100.00 100.00
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X·RA Y D1FFRACTION DATA FOR Ru:Al!2 CONTINUED:
- ..

INUMBER. 2 THETA d(~ CPS INTENSlTY'(% )
21 - 27.694 0.14817 '/8.08 0.50
22 28.661 0.14327 33.68 0.21
23 31.074 0.13239 10.71 0.07
24 31.775 0.12954 9.43 0.06
25 32.680 0.12605 12.31 0.08
26 33.660 0.12248 80.64 0.51 .-
27 35.309 0.11693 79.69 0.51
28 37.187 0.11122 33.79 021-
29 38.~.~5 0.10855 16.04 0.10 ......
30 43.620 0.09545 10.32 0.07
31 44.831 0.09300 33.43 0.21
32 46.193 0.09040 15.00 0.10
33 50.819 0.08.264 151.79 0.96__

E!: 51.176 0.08211 81.21 0.52
53.087 0.07.935 6.20 0.04

36 54.889 0.07694 29.20 0.19.- .
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X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA FOR Ru:Al1z:

NUMBER 2 TIiE.JA_ d (nm) CPS INTENSITY(%)
1 8.188 0.49672 60.30 0.38
2 9.048 0.44960 39.64 0.22
3 10.840 0.37543 19.72 0.13----__ 4 12.000 0.33925 32.16 0.20

IL 5 12.255 0.33223 67.88 0.43~ ..
:6 13.182 0.30896 1.14 0.01)000 __

. 7 14.139 0.283.4 23.22 0.15_-_.
___l 15.540 0.262~() 8.82 0.06~

9 15.941 0.25574 4.05 0.03. - ,.__

_)0 j7.387 0.23461 -15747.22 100.00
11_ 18.040 0.22619 393.49 2.50
12 ~ 0.21658 202.61 - 1.29
13 19.725 0.20704 15'7.28 1.00-
14 21.458 0.19048 24.82 0.16
15 22.098 _QJ_8503 12.81 0.08
16 22.930 0.17841 --1.:.80 0.051--

17 23.786 0.17£Q1 ~~59 0.08
r---- 18. 24.611 0.16639 ___!!Ol . '0.08

1L±_-:30 0.16174 24.51 0.16 _.-
20 26.759 0.15325 17.24 0.11_........ _.. ..... - '~\=
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SPECTRUM: Discrete Rt:lA~in top of sample (semi-quantitative)

EELEMEm I WEIGH1~% % ERROR ATOMIC %

0.64 84.79~ 62.3041.89 0.69 15.21_I 104.19 100.00

SPECTRUM: Discrete RuA~ in top of sample (semi-quantitative)-
ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %

LM 61.57 0.64 84.82
Ru 41.28 0.68 15.18
Total 102.85 100.00
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SPECTRUM: Overall composnion (q)llantitntive)~---...;_":":--.~...=-----",-~-,--=-............._. --:==="11
% ERROR ATOMIC %

0.54 72.31
0.99 27.69

100.00

42.:14
60.48
102.62

SAMPLE: RU2JI:A1n(13000C for 6.5 hours)
SPECTRUM: Ru-rich solid in eutectic (quantitative)
~-"'---~~ ......--..--...-,:::'.!,..~ ... '_:"~:-";----"'-"'". _.- ... ~ ...

% ERROR
0.20
1.35

ATOMIC %----11.99
88.01
100.00

:ELEMENT WEIGHT %11-----1-.....
Al 3.43
Ru 94.29
Tota] 97.72

S!?_::a~: Ru.ri:~. solid in.:t•.~~ct~i~J.~l~t1.tu.ti.~e.•L_l.._.'
ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %~~~ ,_ -- "~ ~""~-- _-_- --- -""'~--
Al 3.42 0.20 12.00
Ru 94.02 1.35 88.00
Total 91.44 100.00

~---:;;;c;;;;;;::;:=--:::::.~~.::.::-:;:;:::.;::;:;::;;-.::::.-·-,·;::;;_-=:.::::.:.:=::.;:::~...:;;::;;;.;;::::=rl

SPECTRUM: RuA! C<\1'C region (quantitative)
~'"-;;::,c;:,~.:-~,::::,~,=:::::-._~ •.. ':::;'I~';:_-C::::':::;:I. 1:=:::'::::':::=---;:'"" ~'",,",

ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %
~~~"'it~-""'" ~J>o$_~~,.,.,.".",~~o_,_,_~~~_ ,.,..~~

At 19.67 0.35 47.48
Ru 81.54 1.22 52.52
Total 101.21 100.00

SPECTRUM: RuAl core IIegion (quantitative)
_~_;;:.=.-=:=-.:::;;:-;::::;,;:;:_--;:::::-.:::-~-;::;:::~;::c-:::::::::.,,;:.:::c..::;:::c.;:::::::=-;::::=~~;::===,~

ELEMENT WEIOHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %
~~:.""".:;~ ~4~WUtt~~;t;:sc,,,,-. ,t>~.-:l:t.~~-4'".#;,"'<t: ..= "-",U.~~:=:i=""'~""'"

Al 17.78 0.34 44.94
Ru 81.62 1.22 55.06
Th~ ~~ ~~
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S~.,~E~~E~.:Dls""'t"__ltuAl, grains (!!unnti~tiv.~~"." . ~_----... .." .. ...... .... .. .. .. ..

ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %
_..-- .. - .: "i_""_"~_¥_-'." ','..~_ _"_. __ .." __ .." '," " -

Al 38.83 0.51 69.62
Ru 63.50 1.02 30.38
Total 102.33 100.00 J

~"'::=~~=='::'::':::-"::::.-.::::::;:::::;=~:'""""'"'-""''_'""''-''::::~~~~:-''-'. ", -~--,' " ..':, .. ....;,;;.--' ....

SPECTRUM: Discrete RuAl;"grain» (quantitative)
.:.-........................,...,,.::;-......:=~.:::z===.::::::::~-~,':.:"'-- .." ,'.~-- ..-~:;~~;: ___

ELEMENT WEICHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %
11-----1 ~ .~-"..-~.~
Al 38.65 0.51 69.54
Ru 63.43 1.02 30.46
Total 102.08 100.00

s~£n~.: Di~:ret~~~:2~13 ~~~~l1t~~tiv,_~~..~~ __._~, __ ._ ..
.........__ ...__,-·..._.·----··'-'l ............~...~~·......~~'·-~ ...·-·~·'-' .---,.-"',~~,-,-.. -".~ .. ~.....,.~ ...---,_ ...- ................~~~

ELEMENT j WEICHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %__ .........~ .~~.,_ .__ .... .._. _~."'.:,l_....~·~_,.t>;;:D:
Al 34.07 0.47 65.07
Ru 68.53 1.08 34.93
Total 102.59 100.00~ .• ==~~~~~ ~~="~~=~=--=

SPEcmUM: Overall composition (quantitative)
-~=;;..-;:::.:.:::-.....;:... ...,-:~_::":'':;;~7::::_:-':''~I':';~=::::'::::::::;-~::::'~:,·:::-,;:;:::,~~''''''---''~--'--~......:::::'-

ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC%
'~i""'" ~,_ .....~*"-~~.,.~,,;_,,,,~~. '",'.....,.._..........,.;;,o.,.~ ...

M Q~ nG
Ru 0.99 27.58
Total 100.00
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR RU23:A1n

96EMICAL ANALYSES .(l.1DAX)

SAMPLE: RU2ll:Al1:~(us-cast)
SPECTRUM: RU4Al13 matrix (quantitative)
E~~T~dHT % =%:;:;::E=R=R=O=R':;::~A=T=OMI==C:;:;::%=o""'il

Al 43.59 0.55 73.71
Ru 58.26 0.97 26.29
Totul 101.85 100.00

SPEC'I'RUM: RU4All3 matrix (quantitative)~.. _._ .. .. ,..•._.;::::::::::=::::== ;==-_._-'
ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATO:rvUC %-...~
At 43.96 0.55 73.46
Ru 59.53 O.~J8 26.54
Total 103.50 100.00

WEIGHT % % ERROR.-t---,_-+---
44.12 0.55
59.50 0.98
103.61

ATOMIC %-.----
73.53
26.47
100.00

SPECTRUM: Discrete RuAl~ grains (quulltitative)
_ ..=::..=-. -·--=~-=----::;-':-F':;:;:'·'=-":::==:':""",=·=='= ;;::.
ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOM[C %

Ai 38.62 0.51 69.80
Ru 62.61 1.02 30.20
Total 101.23 100.00
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SPECTRUM: Overall composition (quantitative)
r=: -
ELEMENT WEIOHT% % ERROR ATOMrC %

Al 52.09 0.61 80.16
Ru 48.31 0,85 19.84
Total 100.40 _.=-L-... . _j_100.~
"

., ... -- -
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR Ruu:Alg•

S~~~.M: ~~:".h_!,.,~,~.~U~"1.;:~~<.:;:::=._..~<. • .'- ~'l'
r~~~-~JVEIGln'~ %..~~~~~"' A'l:9~}E~~
Al 90.29 0.90 99.48
Rn t77 0.22 0.52

l2'.0tnl $)206 100.00 I
........_~~~~-_.;...;::.:;.:,:;::::::~ ..,.........~~_k--~-::r-~.;. .......~Z7~.:::::;:::-'--=......::::::::c~.:.::::';~"::':~,;'...\-;:.::;,;::::::;
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X-RAY DlFFRACIlON DATA FOR RU18:Als2-b CONTINUED:

NUMBER 2 THETA d (nm) CPS. =~sm(i)~
SO 31.323 0.11!E§ 14.45 1.59

--11 32.089 0.12830 42.05 4.63
32 33,874 0.12173 107.29 11.82

_J.t_ 35.004 0.11721. ..,-+-----':::.:..;..:.....__......;-_,37.77 _4.16._
26.10 2.87
85.13 9.38
26.19 2.8L._
5.91 0.65
40.95 4.51
29.81 3.28
3:2.15 _~,54

__±!:29 4·lW
91.14 10.04
37.49 4.13-

34 3~6.~100~__ i__~0~.1~lM~5~;__ ~~~~b- __ ~ __ ~~1

1I.. _---..~ .....5 37.582 _ O,;;.;.·.;;;.;l1;.;:;..OO9;;';'_i~-=-=- !-_:;':':;"':;:"-

36 38.174 0.108M

37 __ ~~12~6__ .~~0~.1~~_9~1-+ =~~~ __~~__~1
38 41.091 O,1010,..:-4-+_....;.;:;.;.=--+ __ ;.;;:;..::.._~1

39 42.366 0.09814

~ .. 43 ._1- ...._45,........7.......00;;.-.;- 0.091_32_-+---,---,- __ -+-

~ ....4± 46.129 Q;.;:;.,09:...;;0~52::....• .......j-...........;3=2.:.;::..64.;_. _-l._--:::;3~.~"'__
e<- 45 47.925 0.08;.:,,;73:;.;;1_l--.....2=9~58_+--1..26;......_-II

46 48.260 0.08674 21.20. J::13;:;..._-J1

_jQ__ 44.':l21 0,Q2...:.;40:.::;1_il-~:"::;:""'_l--

4L_+--_.44~ •.;:..;:64L 0.02,,:::.:;33:.:.,..7-I-

42 45.361 0.09197

47 48.745 0.08593 25.38 :; '9"':":"_-+-~=:-;~_I-~=";;';;"' __+'_==--'_M - ..---li
48 49.081-_~=3_8;;;._-+-..,......::.1.:;;.6..:;.:61:-_-I_",_J ~ __

r-_j~__ r-~.723 0,0843L_+--....::2:;..:;4~6=3_+-,_.=).,.7~1_--I1
r-..--~q_ 50.288 0.083:;;...;4..;;...6--1-- 27.91 .1&_

51 51.'ZiL,_-+--_0;;.;..;.0;.;;;.,;Slt7 70.07 __ ..:JJJ:.__
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~~0~.~3Q1__~~~ __ '+-~~ ~1

0.45181

NUMBER 2 THETA
1 8.260
2 8.599
3 9.003
4 9.500
5 10.124
6 10.560
1 11.368

d(nm)

0.49239

0.42824
0.40191
0.38535
0.35806

f--~.J! 12.325 0.330;.;;;..34..;..._--l_--=;..;..;.;;;..;...._-+-'~;;;.._.. 1I

1----2..-_12=.8=°...;;.,6---1_0.31797
10 14.243 0.28604

1--11__ 14:18Ll_..::;0=.27.:.;:;:5;.::..57:.--I-.......;::=;..__~~__
12 16.00d~_II_..:::.:O.:;:::25::;..:.4.:..:72=--+_--::.;::::.:.:...:._-I-=
13 16.400 ___Qd4863,-;.. --+_,

14 16.920 0.24104
1f-_;;,15::;.,----l- 17.8g0 O.22~81_---+-__,:;;..26='9;;.;;.;.6L~2;;.;..9;;.;,..70"____ ___l1
r--' 16 _+_-.;;;..;18;.;.0.7.;;,.;59;_-1-_0;;;..;.;.2.;;,;;;1.;..;75;",,9-1-_12-4•23 13.68
r-_J1__---l--_1;;.:;...9~4~ . 0.21,238 908.00 100.00
f-- 18 19.762 •.__9.2066;;;.;;;5_i-'~Q~?.:67.n ,~'6, s -.

19 20.278.... 0.20145 210.55 23.19_..... •
20 22.342:......._r-.O.18304 57.90 6.38 _

11--_21.. 23.560 _r-Q.11llQ_ 14.85 1.64 '
22 ~.8~)~+-~0~.1~71~5~5~ __ ~2_8.~58~__ ~3~.~15 __'~1

11--__,..2,!. ~4.580 _Q4.;..,;o6,_60,--+--_
f-~-_}..4-_ 25.285 _0=.1_62_0:.;;;..:l~-"';;';;":":"';';_----l''-;';';'=--

1I_ _..;;:;::25;....__26.904 __ 0.19,f44'--I_-==-_~';";;"_ __ ----l1

26 27.700 0.14814 __ 81.39 __ ~ _

27 28.004 0.14656._ 110.89 12~.21
28 -=29.Mt ~ill42~. =.sMJ.§ 33.52 ,
29 30.092 0.13660 23.85 2.63

~-====",.:::",":::::=:;;==;:;::::,_"=;;;;:;;;:;:;,,,,,:=_,,;:;;-_-;:;,c;:::- ..::::::::,:::,,~,::,=:;:_-~"-'---'-·~="::Od

16.24 1.79~ ..
33.78 3.72 ---
28.20 3.11
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SPECTRUM: Majority phase - Ru4AiI:l (quantitative)-
ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %-
At 46.06 0.53 74.93
Ru 57.74 0.84 25.07
Total 103.80 100.00

t: -

SPECTRUM: IIRuAlslt minor phase (quatltitative)~
ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR AT-
Ai 53.32 0.58 81.4
Ru 45.41 0.72 18.5
Total 98.73 100.

OMIC%

8
2
00

SPECTRUM: "RuA1s" minot phase (quantitative)
=- -
ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR A'rOMIe %.-
Al 54.22 0.58 81.44
Ru 46.30 0.73 18.56
Total 1(10.52 100.00

---::::-

SPECTR.UM: RuAl" minor p!lnse (quantitative),_ ---";'''''= _, ' .. t=;:t=;:-====""i!

Et E'\' :--_rlT WEIGHT % % ERROR
_,¥ .• ._,,_-t-.---- .
.Ii 60.30 0.63
itu 39.89 0.66
Total 100.19

ATOMIC %
8:5.00
1.5.00
100.00

SPECTRUM: RuAI6 minor phase (quantitative)
. . -:::-_-""'.= -===
WEIGHT % % ERROR ATO~C % j
60.38 0.63 f14.78
40.61 0.67 15.22
100.99 100.00==.:.... ="'. - -;:--!:=~--:,,-

ELEMENT
Al
Ru
Total
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SPECTRUM: Overall composition (semi-quantitative)

ELEMENT RELATIVE K Wr% ATOMIC %

At 0.3992 62.81 86.35
Ru 0.2606 3'1.19 13.65
Total toieo 100.00

SPECTRUM: Ai-rich solid SQlutic ~ (qllRtltltanve)

ELEMENT WEIGHT % % !I.RROR ! ...nMIC %

Al 95.28 0.87 99.15
Ru 3.05 0.22 0.85
Total 98.34 100.00

SPECTRUM: Al-rich solid solution (quantitative)

I EJ..E

U'AtRufo-=-
,.- - I~MENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %

96.00 0.88 99.12
3.18 0.23 0.88

tal 99.19 )00.00
~ ,_ -- =

SPECTRUM: Majority phase - RU4A113(quantitative)
rr--'= '= -. --
ELEMENT 1 WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %II-----~-- --
At 45.69 0.52 74.83
Ru 57.59 0.84 25.17

&!~tal _::: 103.28 100.00

SPECTRUM: Majority phase - RU4Al13(quantitative)----- -- -- = ....... .....
GHT% % ERROR ATOMIC %---"
2 0.51 75.34
1 0.80 24.66
3 100.00

=--=!::::..- . ~-

ELEMENT WEI
Al 44,1
Ru 54.1

IJ To~~ 98.2
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR RUlS:AJwb

QHEMICAL ANALYSES (EDAX)

SAMPLE: RUI8:A182~b (No heat treatment)
Semi-quantitative Analyses

PHASE ATOMIC % RUTHENIUM I
t-- --

Al-rich solid 0.06 ±0.02

~

RuAJ6 13.1 ± 0.1

"R\lA1s" 16.4 ± 0.2
.....-

RU4Al13 22.0 ± 0.1.. - - ---

SPECTRUM: Overall composition (semi-quantitative)
- - - ~=

ELEMENT RBLATIVEK WT% ATOMIC %

Ai 0.4081 63.65 86.77
Ru 0.2536 36.35 13.23
Total 100.00 100.00~-- = -- - ..

SPECTRUM: Overall composition (seml-quantltative)- _. - .-
ELEMENT RELATIVE K WT% ATOMIC %.
Al 0.4189 64.64 87.26
Rll 0.2454 35.36 12.74
Total 100.00 100.00-=~ - .

SPECTRUM: Overall composition (semi"quantitative)

ELEMENT I RELATIVE K WT % ATOMIC % :,if------1------
Al 0,3660 59.55 84.65
Ru 0.2882 40.45 15.35
Totlll 100.00 100.00
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SPECI'RUM: Al-rich matrix in needle region (quantitative)-
ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %_._- -
AI 85.90 0.87 99.57
Ru 1.40 0.20 0.43
Total 87.30 100.00
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SPECTRUM: RU4Al13 phase layer and centre of needles (quantitative)-
ELE:MENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %

Al 42.04 0.54 74.00
Ru 55.36 0.93 26.00
Total 97.40 100.00

SPBCTRUM: RU4Ai13 phase layer and centre of needles (quantitative)

II BLEMEm
- "-=r===

WEtGHT% % BRROR ATOMIC %lAI 43.58 0.5;5 73.90
Ru 57.69 0.96 26.10
Total 101.27 100.00

., -

SPBC'~'RUM: RuA16 phase layer, sur.rounding RU4A113t and finer needles (qttantittltive)

ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATO~nC %I~------+--·---·--~-------~·---~--
0.65 84,22
0.75 15.78

100.00

Al
Ru
Total

56.22
39.49
95.71

SPECTRUM: RuAl(j phase layer, surrounding RU4Al1~1 and finer needles (quantitative)-
ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR I ATOMIC %

Al 56.94 0.65 Jj~19ittt 40.08 0.76 5.81
Total 97.02 00.00

I,-~ - - «

SPECTRUM: Al-rich matrix in needle region (quantitative)~.
ELEl\.1ENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %-
Al 85.05 0.86 99.45
Ru 1.77 0.20 0.55
Total 86.82 100.00
b= . - -
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SPECTRUM: RuAI;!matrix in most regions (quantitative)F~~~=·-~-·==.M.r~==-~==--=;)
~ WEIGHT%t%ERROR ATOMlC%_1I ~l 33.61· 0.47 63.41

~.~~ta1 ... ._~_l~~~~____l.~:~.~==~:c~J~~~._..

SPEC1'RUM: Small inclusions (quantitative)":::::====:--'1-=. -=":'--"':::;::~"",--="-"":;:::::;_~=="",,.::-. --,----

NT]I WEIOID,' % % ERROR ~1f!~£!'
19.41 0.35 48.64

Ru 76.78 1.17 51.36
'total 96.1~ 100.00l_ == ==.~~~.=_===~

SPECTRUM: Small inclusions (quantitative)

IEL'.EMs· . NT WE··.~.ioHT%-~%-E:RROR=~.-T.-o.Mx~~-l
~~. l. _~n __ ~ ...

Al 21.76 0.38 51.73
Ru 7~.10 1.16 48.27 I
Total 97.86 100.00 II

"-...,.,....~-~·=z:;:;:=::::::::;::::::,._~-·~~~;o:::~':;;;..::::_':::~:;:::,~~-::.:::-~=;;~.::::..:;::::;:::'''_'''''''-'''_' '_,,,,.,._,~,:..:.:.:.:..
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SPECTRUM: Al-rioh solid lining cavities (quantitative)
I·===:t~:::;l=-------"-" -~, ',;)# ",:-,;;;:---- -= -
BLEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %I~----~----~--~---~----+-----'Al 60.41 0.68 99.71
Ru 0.65 0.17 0.29
Total 61.06 100.00

SPECTRUM: Al·rich solid - oxide analysis (quantltative)
f~=" '," --~-:~"",:">,-~~:~.=:-..:.~::::::::-,~:::::::,...... ............::::...",::::,,=~ ...,•.,,,-- '.....-.,.......

ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %Ir----+-~~' i~,"""""~~ .... ~~_---tl

Al 54.01 0.60 40.00
o 48.10 60.00
Totru 10Z.l1 100.00
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~ICAL ANALYSES <EPAX)
SAMPLE: RI,l32:AI~Q (After additional boat treatment)
SP.ECTRUM: Discrete RU.2A13 in two-phase region (quantitative)
~~-="'--",,-:::==--~~:;;:"'-::;'':::::''='--'=:::''="'='---'''''''''--''''==:!!--=''11

ELElV1ENT "'BIGH1' % % ERROR ATOMIC %
._"'l._~.~.".,_,...... t"",._~----.-f.-"----"P'-:-~--l-
At 26.95 0.42 55.99
Ru 79.38 1.20 44.01
Total 106.33 100.00

SPECTRUM: RuA12 in two-phase region (quantitative)
-....:.,~~;::::::::;:;:::=~~~_-:::::::.~..-....;:1t:::;:::::::;-~;::,:::::,::::l:t'~~ ..~..··- .....::::.-=-...:::-....

ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %----1<------... ·-_·--t------il
Al 33.90 0.47 62.90
Ru 74.93 1.15 37.10
Total 100.00

~
~!~:~~t'I*~~~~.~;;~U~;;:c%l

...."""~-~ ....~ ·~_"""-~~""'~..,,_'*'-'~_.r__=""""'!"""~<ito.,. .....'" -_" ... ="""_,,_,,.11

Al 34.06 0.48 62.96

l
Ru 75.11 1.16 37.04
Total 109.17 100.00

..-=;:::~.::::::;::':~~:=-=;;::::::;':~.~~"::;::::::;"'"';::::":;:;;;::::':...."::;:::;;;-=----:"'".;:.:::;~.::;;::;:::::::':';;:;;.,;......,:;:-_::;:-:::::-~~=.
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X~RAYDIFFRACTION DATA FOR RU:lz:Al(l{! (l200QC for 312 hours) CONTlNUED~

:'NU~;:;- 2 TflllTA d (nm) "CPS -~;m,;ITYl~)~
--19 ~2·6i.Lf-_j1_1J.588 39.6L, "8.2.L_
F~~•...1L~~__ ._.;iPJ703 _0.11263 10.21_ 2.1l__
f-••_.32 37:~~ 0.11009 J:j1.34 29.36 .._

33 _.... 37.S2&..-. ..>~10942 --22:92 20.75
1f--__;;..34.;...__ ,~~.670 J1.lQ71L 59.02 --1::.:;2.2::;,::;6_--11
~~~ __ 39.36.1_,__ .. 0.10529 18.84 "_ 3.9.L._ __
__ ~6.~__ r-_39.899 __ 0.10396 47.04... 9.77__

,..........37'--~ __ 40.503 _QdO~4L 39.96 8.30
38 42.215 0.09847 554.4_ _ 11.47

1--" 39 43.~!L,_ 0.09630 7.34 1.52
40 44.818 > __ ~~Q?1Q? 26.90 5.59 __
41 45.3pQ Q:!)9197 ~~ f-_"£?:.;,.9 __ -t1

42 ~19.:374 O.O~007 3C.71._~_G:,::.;38:;"'_--I1
r---1.~ 46.825 _ O.O~925 33.83 7.03
,1--,.._.;.,44>__ _ 48.040 ,_Q.08112 30.82 _r-__ _&:,.:..:40:-_--t1

45 4~.1QQ_ 0.08651 79.g_ 16.51
_ _i6 48.740_ ._Q&~2tL_j7& 7.82_. _
_ ~47, _ .. 49~ <h.0849L_ 1~.9L ..__ ._1:.,5:;.::2:..._..,__ 1I

_j8 5Q.?1~__ .J1,Q§)58 ~2a.53 ~&~__ ~__
_ _12__ 51.OQ.(!.__ . 0.08E6. ~.55 . 3dlL__
_......29__ ~_ 53.137 _.Q&'l9~!._ _J5.30 __ ._7.1!_

51 53.507 0.07878 22.43 4.66
~- ............. - '~"···'~O""" ..;·"__"'.---~.-""""';"'-f--- ~ .. ---""'_

52 2.3.944 0.07812__ J.?,.73 .~~""._1&_._
r""- 53 .... .J.1:.,<i1~_t--,o.o7n§._f-- ..~k39..,_ ,,= _i.65__,__
r'- 54w __ .~2Jb'L,__ O.OIm_f-_!.§lli.~__ 38:18
r---=J5 ~,}6~168._ __Q.07~3,3.~. 81J!._ 16.8$

56 57.761 0.07342 12.66 2.63
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22 ~8.611 0.14352 79.76 16.57-~- ",,,,,,,,,,,",--,~,,,,,,-.»I~-=>t-,..."..-.,--- ......~"~~--'<i--~-
~~c_..M.~_ n.' 0.1~2.~._. 137.05 '_r-_~_1.!L47 __
24 30.141 0.13639 46,91 9.74~--.....,...==-~ """,,,,,"~~01;!001..,,,,.~ ""'_._, n""-r~'t:IO;I--~lI-,-~ ...;,.:..""-----il

_ 25 ._ .30.7~~_ ....JlJ2j7~__r--tt4:2!, ~L- ..
26 32.235 0.12774 144.26 29.96....-~ ~ ,,,,.~.,,..... ~~ ........... ------.--. ,.. ....

___~Lw~_~~_~+__Qd2404,. __ • 84.99 __ 17,.62__
__1L_ --J~=.~t-...Q:J.~~I~..~-. ~50.07 __ ..__ ..lD.:iL_

llco:7_. ~f.-=-=}~1~c:=:o;:~,~~~:~~:L=~:~s~7139._~:::"~~"__C~~~~~~~=,
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SPECTRUM: RuAl~ in central region (Microprobe)

~~-A~':m;~';~::;!~2T_.~_~._A_l-+- -l H

32.52 67.63 100.15 64.31
II--'--~-r--- - - ---I-.-----I-----1I

32.58 67.31 99.89 64.46____ m_"~.--.--_· __ ~ __ - __ -+~----+---,..._--~----~I
32.27 67.30 99.57 64.24

1I--~ ~----_+-------~-----_._JI
64.4332.82 67.89 100.711--___ "'» -----

32.63 67.26 99.89

33.51 67.34 100.85

32.26 67.54 99.81
1----

31.45 66.88 98.33
1---

31.37 66.90 98.27---
31.22 67.33 98.55

,-...,

AT%Ru TOTAL
35.69 100.00

35.54 100.00

35.76 100.00

35.57 100.00

35.49 100.00

34,91 100.00

35.84 100.00

36.20 100.00

36.27 100.00

36.53 100.00

64.51

64.16-+-------~,------r_-__..-+---------+---------l;
63.80---+----------+-------__11
63.73 ~---------+--~--__11
63.47

65.09

SPECTRUM: RU4Al,~in central region (Microprobe)

--- _._~=-~~_-r="'..=-~===,===..==.'~===~==~===~~=~~
WT% Al WT% Ru ""(\TAL AT% Al AT% Ru TOTAL- -~-,---l----.-t------ ...-,----11

55.45 ") 74.94 25.06 100.00
--'1----,-1----"' ---- ,---r----

43.74 55.01 98.75 74.87 25.06 100.00
--._- -1---,---+ ,---1----1-----

43.49 55.32 98.81 74.66 25.34 100.00-_'_~---......,_-------,-~+-.--.-
43.49 55.03 98.54 74.76 25,24 100.00

-- -I-----t--- --,--l-~--_tl
44.10 55.17 99.27 74.97 25.03 100.00

._-_. '~i---'-- -,----+-- -+------+---_tl

44.25

44.96

54.55

99,72 74.76 25.24 100.00---+-----------.~----.----~-------
99.95 74.98 25.0~, 100.00

98.4~~ 100.00
-- J------f----·+-.---.....-_..._,_---...-JI

100.00

44.02 55.70-- "..-----j-'
44.42 55.53

11--
43.87 75.08 24.9,2

55,60 100.56 75.19 24.81---+-- ---r'---~-,----+---
44.59 55.69 100.28 75.00 25.00 100.00

"-:;._,.;.__:c:::"=.=.=-=c:.=="=-"-:::_=-:::r:;;;-.:==c::;,=".:;::.",, __ ,,_,_~-,,=;--,,,,,,-,-:::::.;:;:;- c:;~...
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR RU~1:AIQI

.Q.ijijMICAJ" ANALY@S Q1DAX)

SAMPLE: RU3z:A168(12000C for 312 hours)
SPECTRUM: Overall composition (semi.quantitative).===---==_. -t_:' _ --

ELEMENT RELATIVE K WT % ATOMIC %-...---__
Al 0.2215 42.44 73.43
Ru 0.4484 ~7.56 26.57
Total 100.00 100.00

SPEcrRUM: Overall composition (semi~quantitative)
~-'''''''':''''-;'''' ~.....=::..::.~~-.-;,._, ... - ~-----~- ;:-

RmJATIVE K W'r %

0.2243 42.84
0.4443 57.16

100.00

ATOMIC %--'*"'"73.74
2(;'~S
100.00__c:d:.::.:====

SPECTRUM: Overall composition (semi-quantita.tive)
.:.:---__;.;__--=:!-'~"":::::::::;==-~_;;;;,:=-,,-- ~.;:_=:::':...'*':.~~_.._.~"..:=:::"'.,.:::;:--

BLEMENT

Al
Ru
Total

RELATIVE 1{ WT % ATOMIC %
~~~--....-..-..--II---~

0.2077 40.48 71.82
0.4688 59.52 28.18

lOO.CO 100.00

BLEMENT

Al
Ru
Total

RELATIVE K \VT %~-----... ,""",-,~,

0.2084 40.58
0.4678 59.42

100.00

ATOMIC %~--
71.91
28.09
lOO.OO
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR RU2JlJ~AI71.1

.CHEMICAL ANALY~, (gDAXl

SAMPLE: RUz8.:l:A171:t(12000C for 312 hours)
SPECTRUM: RuAt~matrix (semi-quantitative)

rELEMENT -;;LATlVi K WT-; AT~~C ~
I~--- "~------r-------~I
Al 0.1859 37.26 68.94
Ru 0.5020 62.56 30.90
Mn 0.0006 0.07 0.07
Fe 0.0010 0.11 0.10
Total 100.00 100.00

SPECTRUM: AI-deh solid lining cavities (semi ..qunntitntive)----"":"'~.---...".. ........--,.', ... -~ ..~.--,-........... """':",-"",_.~-,~
ELEMENT RELATIVe: K WT % ATOMIC %
-_._ '1-----1--'----11

Al 0.9691 98.27 99.51
Ru 0.009'7 1.64 0.44
Mn 0.0002 0.02 0.01
Fe 0.0007 0.08 0.04
Total roaeo '100.00

SPECTRUM: Small Inclusion (semi-quantitative)
~,._. ,,__ ~ ...:::""-'~.=:;:~·.::::=.:~r~::::;;-~;;:-;:.:.::::,""""'~::::.::::';:".:;. ....~-.--- .•..=~~=---
ELEMENT RELATIVE K
--'-~''''''''..f-..---
Al
Itu
Mn
l~e
Total

WT%
~"'.._"" .....

24.81
69.65
0.91
4.62
100.00

ATOMIC %

0.1083
0.5926
O.OO1S
0.0421

5:;.84
40.34
0.97
4.85
100.00
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SCAN 2: 1300°C to 1480°C - Nitrogen flow lOOmllminute.
1.0

0.5

0.0
III
u
C
III
t-
O!....
!i ...O.fSo

i363.1S·0
0.08SS8°Clfmin

i41G.10"C "."

1::382.60·C
-0 .1217 ~C

1,132. 16°C-,,1. 419°C

SCAN 3: ~300°C to 1480°C .. Static air atmosphere.

1.0

F..,
41
U
C
III
e,
III...........o
III

B
~ ~0.5 ......
i
fJ.

0.0

\ 428. e2·0
~::1.3QeQC-1. 5 ...............,.....-..-~-.-- ..,......~.........-r-._,_.".,~--,. ...~_..,'-r--'---.'r-'.--.

1300 .132" 1:340 i380 .1380 1400 14~O 1440 1460 iliaD
TIlIllPIIl"a1:ul"o ("C) GantlNll V4.it: OuPont eooo
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DIFFERENTIAL THERMAL ANALYSIS OF NOMINAL Ru2s:Aln!

SCAN 1: 600°C to 700°C - Nitrogen flow lOOml/minute.
a.o --_.- .•,_".. _.., --.~ ..---.- ....--,- ..-- ...~--- ",. ...-- _._...._"..••..•.

i ,,4 -"'_~~--'>''''--r-- .......,.......-.,..-..-..,-" ..~ ...,*-.-,.- ..""-,,,.....~ ..........,...,...,........~...~'""-,--~- ...~
600 620 640 660 680 70~

remperature (OC) TGA-OiA Vi. 06 fA Ins¢ 2000

SCAN 1: Goooe to 9000e - Nitrogen flow lOOml/minute.
a.e

c. a .___,_..,_.-"'~~.-~ ......_.,~""."'--,.- ..........,.....~""""""~'"'-~"',.....,.,".-'......'_........,....~""""".."1' ........,-.'''~ ....'"._ ...... ""'.
600 660 700 760 800 860 900

ramplll'lli;ura ("C) lIM"c'rA vr.ca l"A Inst: aooo

__2.0
E
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SPECTRUM: RuAlz layer (quantitative)=~ -
ATOMIC % ]ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR

AI 32.65 0.46 63.98 JRu 68.89 1.08 36.02
Total 101.54 100.00

.,.... -

SPECTRUM: RuAlz layer (quantitative)

ELEMENT I WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %

A1 32.91 0.47 63,90
Ru 69.68 1.09 36.10
Total 102.59 100.00

WEIGHT % , % ERROR
,.-....... -..,

ELEMENT ATOMIC %

Al 43.35 0.55 74.05
Ru 56.92 0.95 25.95
Total 100.27 100.00- ~ "

SPECTRUM: RU4Al13 matrix of third l?.yc{ (quantitative)

SPECTRUM: RU4All3 matrIx of third layer (quantitative).• - -
ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %- ..

Al 43.99 0.55 73.80
Ru 58.54 0.97 26.20
Total 102.53 100.00--- =

SPECTRUM: RUljAl1:lmatrix of third layer (quantitative)~ __,.,: .
ELEMENT

1-.
AI
Ru
Total

WEIGHT % % ERROR
44.10 0.55
58.48 0.97
102.58

ATOMIC %

73.86
26.14
100.00
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SPECTRUM: RuAl core region (quantitative)

ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %
Al 18.39 0.34 45.30
Ru 83.20 1.24 54.70
Total 101.59 100.00

::.=

SPECTRUM: RU1A13 layer (quantitative)

ELElvlENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %

At 25.97 0.41 55.11
Ru 79.29 1.20 44.89
Total 105.26 100.00

SPECTRUM: RUZAl3 layer (quantitative)

EI..EMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %~
Al 27.74 0.42 57.57
R.u 76.63 1.17 42.43
Total 104.37 100.00

- - .-

SPECTRUM: RU2A13 layer (quantitative)
" - ......

ELEMEN'r WEIOHT% %BRROR ATOMIC %

Al 27.84 0.42 57.54
Ru 76.98 1.17 42.46
Total 104.83 100.00- _. " - ._-

SPECTR.UM: RuAlz layer (quantitative)
--.: -

ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %

At 32.70 0.46 63.98
R1.\ 68.97 1.09 36.02
'.fotal 101.67 100.00

- _. ',..,_ :::.-::':::::::------
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EXPl!!RIMENTAL DATA FOR RU37:AJ61

QHEMICAL ANALYSES (EDAX)

SAMPLE: RU37:A163(1200°C for 168 hours)
Semi-quantitative Analyses=--'--~-~'.-=- ------==~====~======

PHAf.E ATOMIC % RUTl-lENlUM--.--f--'-------
Ru-rich solid 88± 3Ir----------- -----------~I

RuAl 47 ± 2I~---------------- ------------11

SPECTRUM: RuAl in un-cracked region (quantitative)

i:1!L:~:~~i:J
SPECTRUM: RuAl in uri-cracked region (quantitative)
f;LEMBNT- WEi~HT% -·%~ERROR.=~T~~=C=%=~;;:;;,-l

. .. _ ~x __ ~'..;.. __ ~~=.~,'"

Ai 20.79 0.34 50.11
Ru 77.58 1.02 49.89
'l'otnl 98.37 100.00

ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR1r.-~-_·-_"u,+-· '~,·I~,,~·~""·"__+~~"',~~--~~""'."<1

Al 21.48 0.34
Ru 75.62 1.01
Total 97,10

ATOMIC %
51.56
48.44
100.00
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SPECTRUM: Lnrger discrete phase in interdendritic regions (quantltatlve)

r[r E~~NT I WEIGT:;~~ERRO~ A~OMIC%r~~ 40.00 0.52 71.20

E~~-'~~~? ~ __, ~.oo ,3~S.~ ~~
SPECTRUM: Overall composition (semi-ql,1nntitative)
~ =::::-::z "-~--- -'.- ~:::,=. ~==:.;====="'il
ELEMENT RELATIVE K WEIGHT % ATOMIC'%
Al 0.19!51 38.49 70.04
Zr 0.0101 1.54 0.83
Ru 0.4666 59.97 29.13
Total 100.00 100.00
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SPECTRUM: Ru4Alt3 matrix phase (quantitative)

~l~
-

"LEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %

1 44.26 0.55 73.06
u 61.17 too 26.94
otal 105.43 100.00
. ~.....:::!:;-+ ~_.,. ....

SPECTRUM: Ru4Al13 matrix phase (quantitative)--===F..... '. -p== .........----·====:::.1
ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %~--~----'----~------~------~IAl 44.81 0.56
Ru 60.66 1.00
Total 105.47

73.46
26.54-
100.00

SPECTRUM: Fine "eutectic"~1ikemixture (quantitative)
'=-=:;,=:~..;:::,.--:::::::::;:::=~::::~,..!....'-::::.1;;':',-;::::::"-:'.;.;.,....:...~':~~'"-;':".:.:!:=~;:~-

ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR
-.~ ...,__, ~~"""'*"""""'~--

«>.64 0.53
65.38 1.05
10t'i.03

ATOMlC%
-'----;'

69.96
30.04
100.00

SPECTRUM: Fino "eutectic"·like mixture (quantitative)
.';';'~...,..:;:::::':-~_~"""";:-~Nk·~"-;'~ •...;,...~e:;;::::;::::-· . '-;~:"'" -_"",t:'~~~'_

ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR
",,-~~~. .~ .........""'~--t--, ...--~"" -~--

Al 40.78
Ru 65.60
Total 106.39

0.53 69.97
1.05 30.03

100.00
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR RU3,5:AI6$"b

QREMIQ.i~ ANALYSES (HDAX)

d' == ,,_,~,........ --,"""""'_
ELEMENT Wl~IGHT% % ERROR ATOMIC %-Al 35.09 0.48 63.44
Ru 7S.i8 1.16 36.56
Total 110.87 100.00. -- .- -

SPECTRUM: RU:tA13dendrites (quantitative)r:= - ..~.::;:.---=--=--~--~....!!:~""!!i~_ . - - ~

ELB~f ~(jtIT % % ERROR ATOMIC%
Al 33.46 0.47 63.48
Ru 172.12 1.12 36.52
"rotal 105.58 100.00

- -:..';:; -==---=_1r=L= ___,=

SPECTRUM: Ru..Al!3 matrix phase (quantitative)~ :~ ~It7o"R~=:'3=~M=I=C-~

Ru 161.08 11.00 26,.63. .
Total 105.99 100.00

~~ - - _. . -_- '_. .. .
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J

~.
SPECTRUM: RuAll matrix in two-phase region (quantitative)

_......_._.

ELEMENT WEIOHT% % ERROR A'rOMlC %,~.--.-
At 32.08 0.46 64.17
Ru 67.11 1.06 35.83
Total 99.19 100.00

: =:t

i

r

SPECTRUM: RuA}zmatrix in two-phase region (quantitative)
~ - . -~ '-1
ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR f ATO~llC %

Al 31.95 0.46 64.02
Ru 67.29 1.07 35.98
Total 99.25 roo.oo
~~----- ~~.==~=====

I
I,

I
I
I
i
.1

!

SPE~UM~ Analysis of ~~~ing i~-!:uritie<; in alloy (semi-quantitative)

ELE~NT I ~ATI~ K wEIGHT% ATOMiC; ]
Ai 0.0936 21.19 49.77
Ru 0.6676 77.27 48.42
Si 0.0019 0.44 0.98
Fe 0.0013 0.1.4 0.16
Zr 0.0072 Lo.96 0.67
Total L 100.00
=~,.:."'= ---=";~==--:="::;'':;::'==--==~--===
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SPECTRUM: Small RuAl region (quantitative)

rEu;,:-
'lAlRt\I TO~

,,_ - --
MEN'! WEIOHT% % ERROR A1'O:M1C %.,'

17.34 0.33 44.94
79.62 1.20 55.06
96.96 J 100.00

SPECTRtfM: Small RuAl region (quantitative)
"". % ERRl1R ATOMIC %ELEMENT WEIGHT % .

Al 18.10 0.34 46.85
Ru 76.92- 1.17 53.15
Total 95.01 100.00 ,ll- ,_ -

.. ,

SPECTRUM: Discrete Ru2A13 phuse in two-phase region (quantitative)
h...-~, - ., - -- - ' - .,,...::.:;:

LEMJlNT WE~HT % % ERROR ATOMIC %

25.62 0.40 57.22
71.78 1.11 42:18

tal 97.41 100.00
",,:::::__ ,,~_t:_ __"......._i ... --. _0...... "'" _ .._ ....""':=

SPI1CTRUM: Discrete Ru~A13phase in two-phase region (quantitative)
r--' -- - ..--. - -

~

~EMENT WmGa:r % % ERROR . AT~M!9 %

AI 25.87 0.41 57.72
Ru '11.03 1.10 42.28

L!Otal ~ ~~~: .=._~~.::-_'. =~_~~~_. _
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SPECTRUM: RuAlz matrix phase (quantitative)

U
--

ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %-
At 31.95 0.46 63.10
Ru 70.01 1.10 36.90
Total 101.97 100.00
-~_.... - . """- - - -_

SPE~RUM: RuA!&matrix phase' (quantitative) • • .

ELEMENT WEIG
At 32.14
Ru 70.09
Total 102.23

- - - -
HT% % ERROR ATOMIC %

""
0.46 63.2.1.
1.10 36.79

100.00
"i

SPECTRUM: Thin network (semi-quantitative):::::.-~.__. =-- ==~=. =;::-===
ELEMENT REJ.,ATlVE K WEIGHT % ATOMIC %

Al 0.1374 27.48 57.72
Zt 0.1956 126.90 16.71

~~1 __ ~~~:~~=~-."-"".~J~~_=---J~~,=.~I

SFECTRUM: Overall composition (quantitative)
__,....---::-'.=~-. --~.::;:.=---.-=::---.
ELEMENT '¥BIOI"IT % ATOMIC %----4-.---- --.-..
M ~~ Q~
Ru 70.69 38.66
Total. 100.63 100.00

SAMPLE: RU3s:A16s·nm (1300°C for 6.5 honra, 1100°C for 65.5 hours)
SPECTRUM: Smull RuAl region (quantitative)=-__.....,__-.:::..~._;:::"'~:;;:;:::::'.::---~=~"::;' ...._~,. _ _...........~ "",,*,o-.,;__

ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %--------.-t----,
Al 19.10 0.35 47.95
Ru 77.68 1,)3 52.05
Total. 96.77 100.00
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR Rh, ,:AI65-am

CHeMICAl= ANALY~ES (EOAX)

SAMPLE: RU35:Al65-am(Arc-melted)
SPECTRUM: RUzA13dendritic: phase (quantitative)~-. . ---=-=====::;J
II ~~ .. " WEIGHT % % !)Rll.OR ATOMIC %

uu ~!:f.t U~ =;~J
SPECTRU1vI: RUzA13 dendritic phase (quantitlltive)
-ELEME~T mioHT % %"ERR~RA'l:O'=MI"'~"=c=%"""=1--.....J-----+~---_+_....- .
Al 23.93 0.39 53.42
Ru 78.19 1.18 46.58
l'otal 102.12 100.00

l!:= _::.:::=-,,-_;;::::-::::;======:::::!J

SPECTRUM: RUzAh ?~!!~:itic ph~~~J~uantita~ve) __ ..._

LsMENT WllIGaT_2b -%~Oll. ATOMIC%
1 23.62 0.39 53.10

Ru 78.17 1.18 46.90
II Totll' 101.79 100.00
[6__ ._ . ~~...=:::..:-.........;~_ --. __ :::.-:::::'_; ..... - .. _:;.. ... --::;:;::;:;;,;;

SPECTRUM: RuA1;!matrix phase (quantitatlve)
- - _.- _. ;:::.:::;=- _....,.._....."....,.

ELE:M.ENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %.._-
At 31.84 0.46 63.67
Ru 68.08 1.07 36.33
Total 99.92 100.00

::;;.....-===t.::. b=-~-:.:::;::;=..".----°';:-.:::7'::-_"",,=:::-===---::;::"_
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SPECTRUM: Ru4Al13 matrix phase (quantitative)
- ,,=

13LE:MENT WEIGIIT % % ERROR ATOMIC %-
Al 45.62 0.52 75.05
Ru 56.84 0.83 24.95
Total 102.46 100.00

~ --

SPECTRUM: Small RuM area (quantitative)

~

l!
--..
"MENT WEIGHT %- % ERROR ATOMlC'%---- ----I--

18.96 0.35 46.62
81.35 1.22 53.38

tal 100.31 100.00- --t .. _-
SPECTRUM: Small RuAl area (quantitative)

ELE

Al
Ru
Tota

,_
:-

. _.-
MENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOM1C%

18.83 0.35 46.17
82.24 1.23 53.83

1 101.06 100.00
.- -- ,.."'" .
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SPECTRUM: RuA12 dendritic phase (quantitative)

ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %--
Al 33.06 0.43 64.17
Ru 69.17 1°·95 35.83
Total 102.23 100.00

-

SPECTRUM: RuAlz dendritic phase (quantitative)- -
El ..EMENT WEIGh"'I' % % ERROR ATOMIC %

AI 33.36 OA3 64.13
Ru 69.93 0.96 35.87 IITotal 103.29 100.00

-

SPECTRUM: RuA12 dendritic phase (quantitative)

ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %--
Al 33.34 0.43 64.27
Ru 69.45 0.95 35.73
Total 102.79 100.00- -

SPECTRUM: RU4A113matrix phase (quantitative)- I ATOMIcqlELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR-
Al 45.67 0.52 75.01 JRu 57.04 0.83 24.99
Total 102.71 I 100.00

SPECTRUM: Ru4Al13matrix phase (quantitative)

II ELEMENT_WEIGHT %
==

% ERROR ATOMIC %lAI 45.65 0.52 74.95
Ru 57.17 0.84 25.05
Total 102.83 100.00-
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR RU35:A~·a

.CHEMICAL ANALYSES (EDAX),

SAMPLE: RU3s:Al65~a(No heat treatment)
Semi-quantitative Analyses

PHASE ATO:MIC % RUTHENIUM

RU"AII3 21.19 ± 0.09

RuAlz 30.55 ± 0.03

SPECTRUM: Overall composition (semi-quantitative)

r RELATIVEK W1'% ATOMIC %
1 0.2054 40.14 71.53

'.).4724 59.86 2it47
II Total I 100.00 100.00

SPECTRUM: Overall composition (semi-quantitative)

EL.'SMENT RELATIVE K WT% ATOMIC %

AI 0,2069 40.36 71.71
Ru 0.4702 59.64 28.29
Total 100.00 100.00

SPECTRUM: Overall composition (semi-quantitative)

ELE:MENT RELATIVEK WT% ATOMIC %

AI 0.2102 40.83 72.11
Ru 0.4652 59.17 27.89

I Total 100.00 100.00
I' -
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SPECTRUM: Small inclusions (quantitative)-
ELEMENT WBIGHT% % ERROR ATOMtC%-
A1 19.22 0.35 48.81
Ru 75.55 1.15 51.19
Total 94.77 100.00



r.====::'::'..---'~~"=-~-~-- . -="=,. .........,,=
NUMBER POSITION d PEAK HEIGHT % H.F.

IF===-=-"~r= (£~~L.",.::-:=~,{!l.!l!~ __....,::::::;::::,-_... ~=,: =--::::;::::
1t--_~1~--+_1=3.649 0.2J..§44 3091 _'".. _109..JL_
:..-.....l.._-I-J1.338 0.28417 266 .-J1§_
11----=:.3,_ 16.250 0.25092 104 .3&__
r- 4 19.247 0.21213 W_---t __2=2......7--11
~_._ 5, . 23.699_ 0.17270 ___l39 _4i._

6 27.459 ._l........Jl.!.14942_ ~9.~f._~ 9.;..;.7.4';"'~1
7 30.7!.L...._~_.Jl1$J59, ~_..._j4~ 45.6__

_-l...._ 31.595 _OJ~9~L. ._...:.,7....8, _-t-_---.:2;;;;;;.5,-__ n
_, ..1.__ ". 33.8!'L._ __ .QJ21~..L .r-_.7.:...7t~_f"~_25.1,_
_ . 10 ..1§·210 q:lQ!1EL___ ,~2._ kL-_
_ .. 11 .,,__ ~1.697 ___Q.09~¥-'_-I-_...:44.,;.;8::-~_-4_~.~~~_
__ .1L-. _ 41.897 0.09919 247 ~J9_
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Sample
Magnification
41Fields
Area fruction of secondary phase
Max.
Min.
Std. deviation

Ru.,:A1$:'
43SX
s
1.803%

2.062%
1.345%
0.276'7%

Therefore, lI.ccording ttl the phase diagrnml6J, the oventll Coml)osidon oithe two-phase outer
region is Rusz:A148.
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SPECTRUM: Eutectic area of two-phase region (quantitative)
rr=

t
..", ... -

El.EMEN'l' WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %

Al 6.97 0.23 22.6i
Ru 89.30 1.31 77.38
Total 96.26 100.00
~,."__........-...". ..-."",,,"'"""' .....--_ ....

SPECTlU1M: Eutectic area of two-phase region ('luantitative)
-......~-=.--.--~::..........-~==--.----' ....,-----
ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %------- ---~------+-------~I
At 7.96 24.94
Ru 8~\,75 75.06
Total 97.11 100.00

~

S~~~~~:_~~.~~;~~~.~..tw_~.Phas~re~~~!~ti~e)
ELEMENT 'WEIGHT %t% ERROR ATOMIC %h'_ _ ..._ ....._

M 7~ ~24 ~OO
Ru 89.48 1.31 74.94
Total 97.47 100.00b_ _i,t,:: =.:::::::,.::::-_:;:_,,::::::;::;=c::.,,~-.,::;,:-..:..::c-=:::;::- -----"--=_"

SPECTRUM: RuAl in central

ELEMENT
At 19.52 0.35
Ru ~/8.32 1.19
Total. 97.84

SPECtRUM: RnA' in centml region (quuntltat.ive)
-..._"";;:::;:~~~'-':~":;;=:::"~~7:':':':::;::-"--:~'':::::::::~::;;= ...~~;~:;-'';:.~::::;.::::_::~==-'

ATOMIC %ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR
,,~ ,;;;o;;;;~. m_~'~;~I'-"",'''''-'''~='''''''''~lt1. ~ ~.\ __ ~~

Al 19.50 0.35
Ru 78.61 1.20
Total. 98.11

48.17
51.83
'00.00
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APPEND1X xvm
EXPERIMENTAl, DATA FOR RU ..1:A1$j

CHEMICAL ANALYSES OODAX)

RuAl (2"phase region) 4"1.0 ± 0.3~~~ ------+------------·----~I40.5 ±0,4RuAl (single~phl1se)

SPECTRUM: RuAl grains in two·phase region (quantitative)
~EL_!~~WEiqm%"'-%-ERROR-·ATOMIC !~
At 18.42 0,34 40.14 JI
Ru 80.57 1.22 53.86
Total 98.99 100.00-=---._..;;:__ =", -;::.=~=====

1
j

SPECTRUM: RuAl grains in two-phase region (quantitative)
~.:::.~~._._' ~:..~..,.:.=-~~~~~~:::c::;;: ...._,...,..;.._""''''''''''''-.:::::~~''':::::;:::::-''_

ELEMENT w,_:rom % % ERROR ATOMIC %

Al
Ru
Total

0.34
1.21

46.08
53.92
100.00

r
S~~-''2~~:.~.•A~1¥~inS~~~two:~~!~re~~o~~.(qtl.. titati~!
ELEMENT W'E10HT % % ERROR ATOMIC %_._~___.... _ ..._........,_._ _~_. u;

At 17.23 0.33 44.99

I
RIl 78.94 1.20 55.01
Total 96.17 100.00

_~=~=,:,;;;:::=-:::;:~ ==,::::=';c"'.::::.._,.;:::,~~.:::--==:..=. __ ....-'
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SPECTRUM: Discrete RuAl phase (semi-quantitative)

~E~MENT RELATIVE K I W~;,~,,~ A'rOMIe%i~------+---------t__,--~------~~I
AI 0.1082 24.06 53.61
Si 0.0024 0.56 1.1,0
Fe 0.0049 0.54 0.58
Ru 0.6452 74.85 44..56
ToW 100.00 10000

L'::===========.::::==::::.::~*.~==~"..!,- -,=
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SPECTRUM: RUzA13matrix (semi-quantitative)~- -
ELEMENT 'RELATIVE K WT% ATOMIC %

At 0.1415 29.96 61.1.5
Si 0.0019 0.48 0.94
Fe 0.0005 0.05 0.05

L; 0.5798 69.51 37.86
100.00 100.00a!

SPECTRUM: RUzA13matrix (semi-quantitative)- - "

ELEMENT RELATlVEK WT% ATOMIC %

Al 0.1390 29.51 60.51
S1 0.0025 0.61 1.20
Fe 0.0011 0.12 0.12
Ru 0.5827 69.76 38.17
Total 100.00 100.00- --l::= - ...... ' --

SPEC!RUM: Discrete RuAl phase (semi-quantitative)

ELEME OMIC';1NT RELATlVEK WT% AT- ---
0.1082 24.10 53.7
0.0018 0.42 0.91
0.0064 0.71 0.77
0.6446 74.77 44.S

100.00 100.--..-~ - .~- --~:::.=:;;;-~-
3
00

At
Si
"Fe
Ru
Tota!

9

SPECTRUM: Discrete RnAl phase (semi-quantitative)
.~==---,===--;:;:-.;:;.-:- -._----=-= .~--- -"
ELEMENT RELA'l1VE K WI' % A'l'OMlC %

Al 0.1080 24.01 53.58
Si 0.0025 0.58 1.25
Fe 0.0049 0.55 0.59
Ru 0.6454 74.87 44.59
Total 100.00 100.00==--==~;:....,......----~_~_. -_=~=._=1::1,,,,••. - .... --.,-_-----~-JI
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SPECTRUM: Ru-rich solid in I~\i!!".ctic(semi-quantitative)- - IELEMENt RELATIVE K Wf% ATOMIC %
~. - -
Al 0.0066 1.72 6.10
S1 0.0019 0.35 1.21
Fe 0.0011 0.12 0.20
Ru 0.9690 97.81 92.50
Total 100.00 100.00
=.

_._ - -

I

~}

I

ELEMENT
.~'-; -- -
RELATIVEK wr% ATOM1C%- _.,._____.....,,. .. -
0.0087 2.26 7.93
0.0009 0.17 0.58
O.fJOOl 0.01 0.02
0.9654 97.56 91.46

100.00 100.00
=.: -. ~.==.".."""c",.,-....-.. -==

SPECTRUM: Ru-rich solid in eutectic (semi-quantitative)..~==--

Al
Si
Fe
Ru
Total

SPECTRUM: RU:l.A13 matrix (semi-quantitative)

BLBMENT~1lVB K~Wr%~AroMI~%:l
Ai 0.1417 SO.01. 61.25
Si 0.0017 0.42 0.83
Fe 0.0006 0.07 0.07
Ru 0.5796 69.49 37.85
Total 100.00 100,00
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CHEMICAL ANALYSES (EDAX)

SAMPLE: RU31:A163 (1200°C for 840 hours)
SPECTRUM: Uncraeked RuAl bands (semi-quantitative)

I ELEMEN!.I RELATIVE~ WT% ATOMlC%

~

0.0906 20.63 48,94
0.0020 0.45 1.02

e 0.0012 0.14 0,15
u I 0.6946 78.79 49.89
oral 100.00 100.00 . .

SPECTRUM: Uncracked RuAI bands (semi-quantitative)
==e= -::::."r="-"'--~

ATC>MtC%=4ELEMENT RELATIVEK WT%
Al 0.0946 21.39 50.02
Si 0.0024 0.54 1.21
Fe 0.0010 0.11 0.12
Ru 0.6831 77.96 48.65
Total 100.00 100.00 _dJ- -

SPECTRUM: Uncracked RuAl bands (seml-quantitatlve)

~~;- ~~A~VEK WT~:_ ATOMIC%-]
At 0.0970
Si 0.0015
Fe 0.0011
ku 0.6798
Total

50.91
0.79
0.13
48.17
100.00.-~~----:==

SPEC'l'RUM: Unoracked RuAl bands (semi-quantitative):MsNi,r::N;K:: ~:Mtc:% _I
6i 0.0031 0.69 1.55 J
Fe 0.0012 0.14 0.15
Ru 0.6816 77.81 48.44

~~~=:=-L:-~=---==:,.l~.OO_c_~~~
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X-RAY DIFFRACTION PATTERN OF RU31:A163 (1200°C for 168 hours) CONTINUED

II~~E~·2 THETA d (nm) CPS lNTENSITY(%)-
30 35.5(5'; 011606 243.70 23.16~

r--_1!.... 37.516 O.l1Q'fL_ 129.48 12.30
32 38.681 O.1O?J8 71.01 _6.75f-.

33 39.328 0.10538 27,90 2.65
__ 34 40.461 OJ0255 165.72 1:5.75

35 42.266 0.09836 44;20 4.20
36 .13.180 0.09637 18.20 1.73
37 44.123 0.09441 31.17 2.96.....-

__ji8 45.299 0.09209 46.49 4.42
39 46.5QL . 0.08982 55.0L._ 5.23- ..._ ---
40 47.4a1_ 0.Q88!L _",Jk.52 1.19~_.... ...........

__ .i1 48.379 0.08<?54_ f-_28.41 2.70
42 49.304 . 0.08502 11.40 1.08
43 50.305 _. O.0~8343 ;g_L_ 0.34

-~: -
44 51.138 ~08216 16.14 1.59...,.._.".. .
45 52.700 0.07989 34.73 3.30.
46 53.163.. _ _ 9·07~25 63.3L_ r--'_ 6.02

1r--47 5WO (}'o7818 25.~~___ . 2~L__
, 48 I.. 55.899_ ,,1'#;- 0.07566 13.86 ~ 1.32

49 _56.836 0.07451 24.06 2.29:----- -
50 58.892 ~ 0.07213__ ,--19.43 3.75-
51 60.100 0.07082._ ___ 25.31 2.41-
52 60.550 0.07034 12.49 1.19

=.; -- - =1-:.:::=. - ,. ......"'_ - . -,--:::'=
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X-RAY DIFFRACTION PATI'ERN OF RU37:AL;3 (1200°C for 168 hours):

1f--__.;;.8 _.~. ,._ 10.864_
9 ._~jl&9iL 0.2950,5;,.,.........;-_

___l_0_. .~J.?.444:.. _.;:.O:;::..30:;"_'__ -J1

_~_ _J1_,_ ,..Jl.J27_,, ___Qd3.1!1 ~__f~:.12~_ ~,__,~__6.00 ~_. _
__ _j~.><_ __.!~.14,§__. _.~,_~22185.="" _!l.SS _. _. ~_7..!.IL _
__ ~~ .JJt8QQ. __ .J1~1712;;,_-+-_.
_l4_ ...J2.!.~00 0.21153._

_ _;;;:2,..~0 _. _
___ . 10.38_.....-.J1

17.15
_._-lL._. _.__1Q.2~Q",_~ _.Q:1Q! 72___ ...~ 53.95 --2.dL__. _
__!1_~.. __22.$Ol"~,,",_,"_q:1~Jl§,,.~,._.,_.~28~/.03 27.28_.~. ,__

_J1L._ ..._.~.~.:1~.2..,..~"~ Q!lZM§,.~._.."....13·11 +... "", .. _•• ,_..=:;;,.;;., .... _ •••••_.il

_J2.~_.. _..J~.:1~l...~ ,,_Q~J'®J1L=,...•~._ .2~~..t,.,""" _ " ~~.!1;!..""_."'_
..._2>_. __ .••.. Jl.:.QQfL .. ,_ O·.t~12.!L.... .,__."t?"J)L~...,._ ~.JAI.,~~",_._,
__.}J_.._._Jl&t2 ...~•.....Q!..H~~&,..,' e, ",,_14~.llit,c_ _.~.",__)3;/8 "._.,
_~a__ .__.2~!.56.t_$" .__9,,~1.1211..... ~..".....".~~.&~"."~'._._."_".~~1._. .
"'_"~~21_. ,,,.~_~2.3~2..,_,.~.._Q:.1E,~.?i..~ .."..".H~:.Q~.~._.t".."._.,..".,.,;;.:;c~;;..;:._ ••• " ••" .._.

_~L_ __.JQ~~lliL,,_.~".j!J361~.,=, ,~.._,,_a~.:1.1~"•._ .
.__._]2__~"" 2~q&!~"._...._Q:l~~.46." ~,_l:t;?&~,__,.....j _._ •• _-~~,;"'",_._ .

. 19 .•.;U.:§I(L_, *_.Q!1~QQ.1 _ .,.,,_ 2.85 .._ .._+ _ .•.__ " ....::.;;,;;..:.,....
_. -17 ..._~__.,,1~:2.Q~.. ", ~..~~U~711,, ~ ~1Q1,~91__,•.
,_._..~~~.__ ._..~.~~§}2,_'•.,,Q~}1~?2, ,.1}.1~~?_.._~+ ''' '',..m_,..._'';.;.,'"""' .. ,, _ ..''"'1

29 35.000
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)

SPECTRUM: RUzA13 layer (quantitative)
- . - --_. ==;=====11

WEIGHT % % T:RROR ATOMIC %

0.39
0.96

58.88
41.12
100.00

------+---- ....i/

Al
Ru
Total

SPECTRUM: RUzA13 layer (quantitative)- --.-~-~ ----;:----.--=--=--=::;:======;)
WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %---+--~

Al 26.84 0.39
Ru 72.12 0.98
Total 98.96

SPECTRUM: RU2A13 layer (quantitative)

r
-ELE_ME-;;;~m~~%%=~C;~~to.'-MI~~~:~--ll--.. --. .-,,-- --
Al 26.93 0.39 58.02
Ru 73.00 0.98 41.98
Total 99.94 100.00

~--==".~ .,,=""',="'"~"'==,,:.:"".::,,='"'".,:"'"_-- --_. __ -';;'-::;; II
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SPECTRUM: RuAl in uri-cracked region (quantitative)

ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %~
Al 20.56 0.34 50.38
Ru 75.87 1.01 49.62
Total 96.43 100.00

SPECTRUM: RuAl in un-cracked region (quantitative)-
ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %

Al 19.98 0.33 48.76
Ru 73.70 1.04 51.24
Total 98.69 100.00

SPECTRUM: RuA12 matrix in cracked region (quantitative)Irrn~ -=I WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %

Al 33.25 0.43 65.84
Ru 64.64 0.90 34.16
Total 9'/.90 100.00

- ~

SPECTRUM: RuA12matrix in cracked region (quantitative)
-

ELEMENT WEIGHT % I % ERROR ATOMIC %------
Al 33.13 _j 0.43 65.31
Ru 65.95 0.92 34.69
Total 99.08 100.00- .. _ ---::.- - -

SPECTRUM: RuA12matrir. in cmcked region (quantitative)

H
~~ WEIGHT ~ •% ERRO;'. A~

Al 33.12 0.43 64.84
Ru 67.30 0.93 35.16

II Total 100.42 100.00
~.---=-~~_,._...;-":,:,,,...::::::.-'"" '"'-:.-=--,.-.;.:__~
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DATA CARD: RuAl:1 Calculated Card
CRYSTAL STRUCl'URE: Hexagonal
LATTlCE PARAMETERS: a == 0.481 nm, c.-: 0.784

.""

d(nm) __!~tensity 1------- k.. -_-._-
0.41716 5 100"""___ il_.....____
0.39252 14 002- --.~-,,-..-...._,

0.36816 100 101 ~--'._---- 1---
0.28.584- 406 102

0.24076 33.9 2 1 0

0.22166 24.7 103

0.20525 13.9 2 1 2

0.20155 35.2 201
0.19621 15.6 004

0.18412 33.4 202

0.17759 0.9 104

0.16309 17.7 203

0.15761. 0.6 3 1 0

0.15452 15.4 3 1 1
I"'~"-

0.15212 51.7 2 1 4'_.-
0.14628 10 3 12
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,.~....-
d (nm) Int ..n~ltv h k 1

0.16259 3 420
I~~-

0,16159 8 314

0.15726 2 025

0.15434 .5 332

0.15309 6 134

0.15281 11 422
,7 i"" ~"''''.'-

0.14934 3 006

0.14810 9 241

0.14601 3 5 1 0
r""-"

0.14364 1 4(j 4

0,14278 .5 423

0.14239 7 242

0.14212 .5 315

0.13872 5 206

0.13627 3 13.5
0.1342<5 4 243
0.13229 5 044

0.13159 4 4"4
0.13124 3 S 1 3
0.12776 H 226

-

0.12579 6 3 1 6
0.12481 4 600

,'- ._<
«,
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DATA CARD: RuA~ JCPDSCard 30~315
CRYSTAL, STRUCTURE: OrthOlhnmhil!
LATTICEPARAME'tERS: a == 0.74886 nm, b == 0.65563 "tn, c == 0.89610~_~:';:Ity· . ~~=~=-==.=-:==j

0.44803 42 0 0 2-------- ------
0.43206 16 1 1 1

II----~- ....,...__..---11
0.37418 26 2 0 0

--.....~~- ...-... ------_' ..--..,..._......,__

0.33166 66 1 12I~----- ·-------------r----- ----0.32783 22 0 2 0
Ir---"""--

0.30786 8 0 2 1
11 -- -:-~"'-·---------""-----ll

20224

0.25546 5 1 1 3
~."".'!""'''I' __ ~~~.''''''''_''- ~~_ -,~~_--..,..

0.24663 12 2 2. 0----... ~-'-:,,----------r---------
0.23329 3102-----~+---.-..--'
0.2,2576 27 3 1 11~-------------1-~"----"_'_'~'~--~'--__'~
0.22404 22 0 0 4

~---.""" ...~--~ .. '~."'--'''''''~''''-~,,;,j~~---~ ~ ...............--

0.220"/8 21 0 2 3
';<~"'_=_l#r-~~_''''',;':'!~~~ ,~"';;;"~..._~~,,.. -+-..,..

0.21603 63 2 2 2=-~"""~_~I~~"',$!>;:<'~"""'""'·""_"'~ __ '_""~""'""""'l.t"~""~' __ ""~~ 'f'$l "'~

0.20980 ~O~~l,,"~~~_~_"""WJ#""-l' '~~w._~~__ "_~ I--_~ ~

0.20688 66
130

0.20396 55
I~~'=-''''-'~---'-''''-~~--r''''~~'-~-'-''-'-'-''''--'~+-'I\'_~'''~__ ~_4" .~

0.19013 13 22:3
II-·~~-~-=-·",--~-"..·..t~-~·~~-"--'''''''*'-·--'--··'''r--,-·-----,

0.18719 7 4 0 0
II-~'"'·"''''''''''_''--$·~=","-,~t,---"-,=","_"",",,m,_. .~-t-lti"-...,~-~,.,"",-.,--~

0.18497 !)If,=_,"_"__,__ ~_~"'P¢".'__ ._'-1_'_~~'.=_'h_." "".__ '.,-+..._-"'-~~-~_..",."'""'"
0.1838,5 2

024

0.17276 5 402
;;'*.' .... "";.!'."'$_~.__~"'*_~~_~:.~-w~""~ ...~""'"~,..,""'.;'""""""""i><';.""--~~~,=~_""...,.., ,~~~_~o.'''w~~_.."..·_tm,·. __ '''('''''''''_

0,17168 4 1 3 3
c:;*"'~"".!t:,;~~.=_",,,,,,,,=~.~,,,'r-,"-~;_'-''''';''~~'';~' ·1M"'~='.u::'r~'2=-,·_':::,.e''''=',""",'4=~~=''''"t);"""""w:==_,::t'<,,_w.,.i;;>.~j==#!iI~~-~'-','IT~~:~'

0.16582 9 2 2 4
""=~ __o::>!'~W=~"'-~~'''''_·''''''''''''''~'.~~.'''''-~'''''''''-· =\'"<;"""''''=~''l~':'~~''''''C-"''*'''~¢:'O'~_''':~:~''''''''~';;;:~:''''JI:V';;>_'';;~-='.~~.'"""''¢_~<:'"~~Il:'''~~~ __~"",,,,'''''

0.16440 1 3 3 0
~=""·",t!;·,."\,,,-,,,,,·,,,_~,,,.,,,,"' __ ~rn~,,,,",·~'''''';';'~i;''''''':;t;·:;''.tr'_='''~4.'",._...,,,a;,>i,'''''''''!~~''''''''>P..I"'''"'''''''''~''''''''' ".,,,.~,"""'_.~~,,,~~$''''''''';;''~'''''''~' __ '

0.16392 2 040
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DATA CARD: Ru4Al13 JCPDS Card 18·56
CRYSTAL STRUctURE: Monoclinic
LATTICE PARAMETER.S: n:.: 1.5862 til'll, b =: 0.8188 Mn, c =: 1.2736 nm, t:: 107.8°

Intensity h k 1d (nm)

10 1 1 00.72~f,--,,-<"--,-----..·'.--t--...""'--l' -- _*_"H;:I'- - -'NIW"'- ......... _ - ~~----

0.663______ +- , t--,~"' .....Iiii_ ........._'_' --20 1 11

0.582 20 11 1_.,,------- -------+--~-,-----~-
0.568 5 201-.--~------~ .......... _"".__-.........._~ .--------:.-
0.565 10 202-~,_..,"'-~--- ..--..- -.._--- --

__.__ .o.:~!~_,_......-j- ,---8
8
-°
0
-----+--

2
20

0
2
3
--_j0.413II,---~------~--·--"--·~~--,.--~·-------_._.~,

0.410 SO 020
0.404 80 003

4010.397 50__ ~ .."'...._.ll' .._ . ...,.,. ·_....._...... ~_I_-'-- __ ....-.M~

0.388 10 (12 1__,--- ----·-·--~-----~-----___,.------~I
Q~8 W 400f--A.'----.--~----.---'"'.,~.- ... .~--
~~6 W 402~_,~l.,_,_ __"~ ..~__ ..,,__ '!1 ...... _.,..,:,.,.,?2.'~'~=4'""·~_~<;~~_"'" _"., ••".:,.__ ~__....__ ",,,,,,,,,,,,__ ,,,_~

0.360 100 2 2 01f'·""".w-~-.-"---,--".-,.-.•'"~t<~L",....n ..'-''!!c·;'::'''''''-~~~'''-f-,-~~---~~--""

0.303 10 004.....__~~ __ ~_~.""~ ""~~,.~.".,.",,,,,,,~,,,, .~,,_ __ ~__ ._,_,.....~~_"'''"'-'''',..·~i· _

0.2915 10 2 2 2
"'.,.:\S:<" ""_ ..... ..,,..,,._. - ''''t ""__ ._._,, ~,_"""" ...\"" ....~.-,.~_~_.,"""""'_~ .. ~_~~·l~' __ ._>;'fi-;_"'""""""*"'J>:"" ..

0.2906 10 2 2 3
---_,_'''''~,''''''---, ..,=r__....",--'''-''''~"••''''.''';.,;.,,~.-'I'$O''''~,-.-- ......(-- __ ~,,;;._""""""""""'*"1"'_.'"'

0.2875 10 023
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DATA CARD: RuAll JCPDS Card 19-45
CRYSTAL STRUcruRE: Orthorhombic
IAITICEPAFtAMRTERS 08012 b 04717 08785oJ

. • 4J. •.... ~._ : n == ~ nm, :::: . um, c:::: . nm
d (l'OI) In: _., h k 1III;;U;'lUl

0,369 100 11.1

0.296 60 2 2

0.2376 50 113

0.2247 100 311

0.2197 60 00..-._._ __ "'''',"0,- __ 0

0.2078 100 \.'

0.2033 SO 2 0
\)'~003 20 400

0.18206 50 3 1 3

0.16130 10 115

0.15198 10 131

0.14951 10 511

0.14917 SO 224 .__ .,
0.148Pt 20 404

0.14421 50 42

0.14017 50 3 1 !>
0.13753 10 206r-
0.13651 10 13:;
0.13470 10 5 1 3

0.13392 50 3 3
~ __ o ___ o_o
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DATA CARD: RnAl JCPDS Card 29·1404
CRYSTAL STRUCTURE: Cubic
LATI1CE PARAMETERS: a = 0.295 nm

5
~""",",,'-""""-' __ ~J"""_"'__..... _- .-- --'---1--'--------1-- ,---~---

0.08516 5 2 2 2

0.08182 5 3 2 0---.....--.-----t-.--' -------.-,-------
0.07884 25 3 2 1

d (nm) Intensity h k 1'~~~---,_.;...---t_-
0.295 55 100,-----.-I-- ..w·---------l-----·-----ll
0.2086 100 1 ).0,----.-.--,-j.------- .-4'---- -
0.1703 10 1 1 1~-~,__---,_+-----.---I----_------li
0.1475 15 2 0 0---f.-----.---
0.1319 10 2 1 0------..----~-----~,---------------~~---~~~-----0.1204 2S 2 1 1,------!---------+---------1I
0.1043 10 2 2 0. I--~_, J-.- _

0.09833 5 S 0 0-~- ..--.,-~.....,...,_,.---I----------+-~---_......._-~
0.09330 10 3 1 0

-~~, __~_~ __~!_,(-O<I!I-----_--_I__, ...~,:- --- ........"""""_

0.08895 3 1 1

DATA CA~D: Ru~A13JCPDS Card 19·46
CRYSTAL STRU('''TURE: Tetragonal
LA'ITICEpARAM".JTERS: a = 0.3079 urn, C = 1.433 nm

Ii (nm) Intensity hkl

G.71S 20 002

0.gS8 50 004

0.;301 )0 10 1

0.2588 SO 103

0.2177 90 1 10---~~---_,.
0.2098 100 10.5

0.1861 50 1 14
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DATA CARD: Ru JCPDS Card 6·663
CRYSTAL STRUCfURE: Hexagonal
LATTICE PARAMETERS: a::; 0.27058 nm, C =: 0.42819 nm=- ~. ~

d (nm) Intensity h k 1-~-- ...---+-------=----J-.'---. --_. __ ....jJ

0.2343 40 1 0 0---~~------~-----------,---------------------0.2142 3S 002- ......-------~.I_-----, -----l----------
0.2056 100 10 1

0.15808 25 102
I~---~- --------.--+---~-------

0.13530 25 1 1 0I~-------------------~--------------------+--------------------~II0.12189 25 1 03I~--~-----------~r_·~-------~----~-----------~-,
0.11715 6 200I~--'---
0.11434 25 1 1 2,--~-------~-.4----------------~~~---~-----~'~~·~1
0.11299 20 201-_.__.-.--~-I--------..-I--.------,--

4 0040.10705
,-_ft·, ..._ ..__ ...~

0.10278 8 202Ir-~--~----~--~--~---,
0.09738 6 1 0 4I~~-------,-----·~·~---~------~~-----~----~·~~jl
0.09056 16 2 0 3
0.08857 6 2 1 01------ ---'---41
0.08673 25 2 1 11-----._--. ,-+-.-,------+---------"'-
0.08395 18 1 1 4I~-·------------,-+-,------
0.08185 10 2 1 2-.--..r--'~------- --------il
0.08043 16 1 0 5
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APPENDlXXX
JCPDS LATTICE DATA CARDS

DATA CARD: Al JCPDS Card 4·787
CRYSTAL STRUcruRE: Cubic
LATrICE PARAMETERS: a:= 0.40494 nm='-=_. --.-:::::;:.,--."..-=~==""'~ .- -

d (nm) u1tensityI~---------' -----------r---,0.2338 100
------

200
~----.-- ---.---~I

0.1431 22 2 20--,------,
0.1221 24 3 1 1
0.1169 7 222I~--,,_,--~---·----r-·-------------~·-----~--0.10124 2 4 0 0II----------l---~---·--r_--
0.09289 8 3 3 1I~ ...........~~I___~A-'--' -..-~*"

0.2024 47

-,'- ;:-.::::

h k 1

111

0.09055 8 4 2 0II------__..--------+-----------------~~-----,---------~I0.08266 8 422



X..RAY DltERAQTfQN DATA FOR R~ (12QQoCfor 2 houw.:

F-======-~r== -F=======~~========~====~
NUMBER POSITION d I PEAK HEIG~T % H.P. l

f=." . _ (~) .~I--,_~(n=z:t~)==l:'====:::'--"=1===
1-'"'' 1 _ 12.394 0.32853 624 18.5
1~~2~ ~~1~3~.6~54~r-_O=.2~9=83=3__ .~ __ 131~O__ -+~3~8.~8~1
11----.3---1-) 7.448 . '-1---=.:0._23;.::;3,8;:;.:1::.-........j-_--=2:;:.:52:;.___.I_--7:.;.:.S:;...~
_-L 19.337 0.21116 2271 67.3
,-_ 5 19.911 0.20513 314 9.3
1~ 6::.-~~~23~.7~14~,-+----=O.!7~9~-+ ~3~~~__ ~_~9~.6~~1
....__ 7 25.061 0.16345 58 1.7

8 27.410 0.14968 860 25.5
9 28.377 0.14468 59 1.7

_J!L 29.053 ..._ 0.14138 __ .._:::5..::.1 f--...:l:.:=.5:-~1
,~~IL___,_ 30.6~ ~~0~.1~3410--,~--~7~34~--~~2~1.~7 1
r-- 12 39..:825 0.13344 576 _1:.:.,:7.:.::.1 ,

1I....... ~1~3 ~,~3=3~.82~8~d_~~.12~=9_.....~~~2~8~~ --=83~.4~~,
11--_,;;;.14~_.-j--....;;;3...;.;4,7.:..;.;.·3Q_ 0.11882 108 3.2
1f__...~1~r-_39~,.2~S~4_~ ~0~,I~OS~5~8__ ~. ~2....;;;1_1__ -+ ~6,_3--4'
11__ .........:;1..::.6_-+--_4:,.::;0;.::;..5.:..:14:....-j.____Q_.102~2__ .-I-__ 9::;.;::6_~",__ ,1-...:2::.;.:.8:"'--11
,,__.__...17 __ ~1.74Q. __ 0.09955 _1----:3:,:::.37!.':5 I-_tOQ.O'_
,t-- 18.....__~__ 44.157 0.09435 219 6.5

,~ __ =1~9----I_~M~.3~t__I----0~.OO~~~~1--~---,.-..::.14~6,-------.J__.-4~.3~·~I
_.1Q._ ~...:.:48:-.:::.5:.!,.75=---+_ _....;:O:.::..0~86::::.:2:-2-_-I--_J.& _ __,__;5~.4~.~,
1~___;.:21:..._._ ~:.::::25:::..._+_.0:::.;.:.:::.;08:.::.5.;::.;80;._--I--__ .;:.::13L-__j....---.:4.:.::;.0-_I1
1~.._;;.;;.;26._, 50.663 _._ .._ 0.OB28~ +_ ___.1;.:_74""__.I--_5.2 __

1f._........,;;;.23"-_.p. 51.00L_. 0.Q.8236 _'1--_..;;;.13::;.;8'~_r-_4:.;.;.1:"---l'
1~_..,;;;;2.....4 __ "'"'f- ......S=2;;,.;..7,.;;;..14.:....-.,___QJ)1988 3184 94.L_

25 53.057 0:..:.;:;.0:.:..::79:..;.40:::"'_1-1502 14.:.:.:.5::"'--1'

,~--=2:.;::,,6__ +__ 5:::.::5:.:.:.6:.::;..61 0.07;;,.;;59..;;;.6_-+--_......6=2__ ~.1_-_,::.::;1.8:::...--11

f--_. g7 • 58.557_.,-J---::O;.:.:,:.O.;..::72.1L_.-1-_.._:..:11:.:::.5____ 3.4
__ JJL_ __58:2~L~_~_~~07:..:::200~._~_...:,7..::..5_,_I__..1:L-
__ ,.,l2___ 60.053 0.070!1'_-I __ ~S:.:::.,.".,.3_-l-_':1~.~6-l1

30 63.176 0.06770 47 1.4
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IMAGE ANALYSIS.:

Sample
Magnification
:It Fields
Area fraction of secondary phase
Max.
Min.
Std. deviation

Rllso:A1!SO

230X
30
6.686%

8.150%
5.424%
0.5553%

Therefore, according to the phase diagram(61,the overall composition of the two-phase outer
region is R.u,S4:Al4(j'
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SPECTRUM: Eutectic area of two-phase region (quantitative)- ~.
ELEMEr-rr WEIOHT% % ERROR A'I'OlvflC %--
A1 6.98 0.22 23.0~'
Ru 87.32 1.11 76.95
Total 94.30 100.00

. ._

SPECTRUM: Eutectic area of two-phase region (quantitative)

'ELEMENT
- "

WEIOHT% % ERROR ATOMIC %- ..
Al 6.87 0122 21.96
Ru 91.55 1.16 78.04
Total 98.42. 100.00_. . - -

SPECTRUM: RuAlm central region (quantitative)

RROR Al'OMxC %1
=,=~ .J

= -
ELEMENT WEIOHT% %E

Al 18.26 0.32
Ru 80.38 1.05
Total 98.64

-

SPECTRUM: RuAl in central region (quantitative)
p:'''" == -
ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOM!

"

Al 18.66 0.32 46.81
Ru 79.45 1.04 53.19
Total 98.11 100.00-

9
II. I
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA F'OR Ru~:AI5'

CHEMICAL ANALYSES mnAX)

SAMPLE: RUso:Also(12oooC for 2 hours)
Semi-quantitative Analyses
=

PHASE ATOlVllC % RUTHENIUM

Ru-rich solid 73 ±2

RuAl (2~phase region) 48.1 ± 0.7

RuAl (single-phase) I 46.6 ± 0.3

SPECTRUM: kuAI grains in two-phase region (quantitative)

ELEMENT WBIGHT% % ERROR ATOMIC %

Al 18.58 0.32 46.45
Ru 80.28 1.05 53.55
Total 98.86 100.00

-

SPECTRUM: RuAl grains in two-phase region (quantitative)
- -

ELEMENT WEIGHT % % ERROR ATOMIC %---
Al 17.83 0.31 45.50
Ru 80.02 1.05 54.50
Tots! 97.85 100.00

., -

SPECTRUM: RuAl grains in two-phase region (quantitative)
F='"
1',I.I131\113N'1' WBIGHT% % ERROR. ATOMIC %f--.------ 1---
Ai 18.28 0.32 46.16
Ru 79.88 1.05 53.B4
Total 98.16 100.00

'" _- ..!:=_
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Amorphous Materials", 2nd ed, John Wiley and Sons Inc., (1974)
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